MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO. 08-21
Monday, March 1, 2021 – 7:00 PM
AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA Coordinator at
240-314-8108.
Rockville City Hall is closed due to the state directives for slowing down the spread of the coronavirus
COVID-19 and continue practicing safe social distancing.
Viewing Mayor and Council Meetings
To support social distancing, the Mayor and Council are conducting meetings virtually. The virtual meetings
can be viewed on Rockville 11, channel 11 on county cable, livestreamed at
www.rockvillemd.gov/rockville11, and available a day after each meeting at
www.rockvillemd.gov/videoondemand.
Participating in Community Forum & Public Hearings:
If you wish to submit comments in writing for Community Forum or Public Hearings:
• Please email the comments to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov by no later than 10:00 a.m. on
the date of the meeting.
• All comments will be acknowledged by the Mayor and Council at the meeting and added to the
agenda for public viewing on the website.
If you wish to participate virtually in Community Forum or Public Hearings during the live Mayor and Council
meeting:
1. Send your Name, Phone number, the Community Forum or Public Hearing Topic and Expected
Method of Joining the Meeting (computer or phone) to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov no
later than 10:00 am on the day of the meeting.
2. On the day of the meeting, you will receive a confirmation email with further details, and two
Webex invitations: 1) Optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer Session and 2) Mayor &
Council Meeting Invitation.
3. Plan to join the meeting no later than 6:40 p.m. (approximately 20 minutes before the actual
meeting start time).
4. Read for https://www.rockvillemd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/38725/Public-Meetings-on-Webex
5. meeting tips and instructions on joining a Webex meeting (either by computer or phone).
6. If joining by computer, Conduct a WebEx test: https://www.webex.com/test-meeting.html prior to
signing up to join the meeting to ensure your equipment will work as expected.
7. Participate (by phone or computer) in the optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer
Session at 4 p.m. the day of the meeting, for an overview of the Webex tool, or to ask general
process questions.
Participating in Mayor and Council Drop-In (Mayor Newton and Councilmember Feinberg)
Drop-In Sessions will be held by phone on Monday, March 15 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Please sign up by
10 a.m. on the meeting day using the form at: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/formcenter/city-clerk11/sign-up-for-dropin-meetings-227

Mayor and Council

7:00 PM 1.

March 1, 2021

Convene

2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Agenda Review

7:05 PM 4.

City Manager's Report

7:10 PM 5.

COVID-19 Update

7:20 PM 6.

Community Forum

Any member of the community may address the Mayor and Council for 3 minutes during
Community Forum. Unless otherwise indicated, Community Forum is included on the agenda
for every regular Mayor and Council meeting, generally between 7:00 and 7:30 pm. Call the
City Clerk/Director of Council Operation's Office at 240-314-8280 to sign up to speak in
advance or sign up in the Mayor and Council Chamber the night of the meeting.
7.
7:40 PM 8.

Mayor and Council's Response to Community Forum
Consent
A.

Approval of Minutes

7:45 PM 9.

FY 2022 Budget Public Hearing

8:05 PM 10.

Presentation of Survey Instrument for a Community-Wide Survey to be
Administered by the Rockville Human Rights Commission and the Human
Services Advisory Commission

8:35 PM 11.

Introduction of an Ordinance to Amend Ordinance #19-20 to Appropriate
Funds and Levy Taxes for Fiscal Year 2021 (Budget Amendment #2)

8:50 PM 12.

Authorization to Release and Abandon City's Interest in an Existing
Declaration of Reservation and Easements Associated with the King Buick

Mayor and Council

March 1, 2021

Annexation
9:10 PM 13.
10:40 PM 14.

FY 2022 Mayor and Council Budget Worksession
Review and Comment - Mayor and Council Action Report
A.

15.

Review and Comment - Future Agendas
A.

16.
11:00 PM 17.

Action Report

Future Agendas

Old/New Business
Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.

8.A

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Consent
Department: City Clerk/Director of Council Operations Office
Responsible Staff: Sara Taylor-Ferrell

Subject
Approval of Minutes

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Mayor and Council approve the following minutes:
October 5, 2020 (Meeting No. 31-20)
October 19, 2020 (Meeting No. 32-20
October 26, 2020 (Meeting No. 34-20)
October 26, 2020 (CS Meeting No. 34-20)
November 2, 2020 (Meeting No. 35-20)
November 9, 2020 (Meeting No. 36-20)
November 16, 2020 (Meeting No. 37-20)
November 19, 2020 (Meeting No. 38-20)
November 23, 2020 (Meeting No. 39-20)
December 7, 2020 (Meeting No. 40-20)
December 7, 2020 (CS Meeting No. 40-20)
December 14, 2020 (Meeting No. 41-20)
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Public Hearing
Department: Finance
Responsible Staff: Stacey Webster

Subject
FY 2022 Budget Public Hearing

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council conduct the public hearing and keep the record
open until April 16, 2021.

Discussion
Operating Budget Overview
The FY 2022 operating budget totals $139.7 million for the City’s 11 operating funds. This
represents an overall decrease of less than 1 percent from the FY 2021 adopted budget. The
General Fund budget totals $85.3 million, an increase of less than one percent from the FY 2021
adopted budget. Due to the limited resources as a result of the pandemic, the FY 2022 budget
represents a current services budget with minimal capacity for increases or new items.
The total number of full time equivalent (FTE) positions in the FY 2022 operating budget equals
618.9, a decrease of 3.1 FTEs from the FY 2021 adopted level. Total regular positions increased
by a net 2.0 FTEs. New regular FTEs include 1.0 FTE in the City Manager’s Office for an Assistant
to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion and Diversity, and 1.0 FTE in the Police
Department for a Mental Health Specialist. Total temporary FTEs decreased by 5.1 FTEs, mainly
due to the estimated reduction in capacity at community and recreation facilities and a
reduction of in-person programming.
FY 2022 Budget Priorities
Each year the Mayor and Council identify specific budget priorities during the budget
preparation process. For the FY 2022 budget process, the Mayor and Council completed a 30question survey on their top budget priorities. This survey was designed by staff and covered
areas such as new positions, new or enhanced programs, employee wages and benefits, outside
and caregiver agency grants, facility operating hours, use of reserves, funded versus unfunded
capital projects, use of debt, etc. Staff compiled the survey results and the Mayor and Council
discussed the results during a public meeting on December 14, 2020.
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The overall budget priorities that resulted from the Mayor and Council’s early budget
discussions include: assistance for Rockville’s residents and businesses impacted by the COVID19 pandemic; workforce and affordable housing opportunities; Vision Zero; environmental
sustainability and Climate Action Plan; social justice, inclusion and diversity initiatives; and
economic development. While there will be other opportunities for the Mayor and Council to
provide input and direction throughout the FY 2022 budget process, staff considered these
priorities for the preparation of the proposed budget. Below is a summary, by priority, to
illustrate how these intersect with the FY 2022 proposed operating and capital budgets:
•

Assistance for the Rockville Community Impacted by the COVID-19 Pandemic – The FY
2022 budget was prepared approximately one year into the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to
the financial pressures on the Rockville community as a result of the pandemic, the
proposed budget includes no increases in real or personal property tax rates, a sixmonth delay in adjustments to the City’s water and sewer utility rates, a modest
increase of $14 per year for the refuse and recycling rate, and no increase in the
stormwater management fee. The Mayor and Council have also suspended all water and
sewer late fees and water service disconnections through the end of calendar year
2021.
The proposed budget once again contains a grant of $45,000 above the City’s traditional
funding for caregiver agencies to assist residents obtain food, housing, utilities, and
other critical services during the pandemic. The budget also includes a $15,200 General
Fund subsidy for the Farmers Market Eat Fresh Program. This program, which provides
fresh and healthy foods to individuals who qualify, has experienced a higher than
normal volume this past year. Two other programs, the Recreation Fund and the Senior
Assistance Fund, will be utilized to the fullest extent possible during the fiscal year to
provide financial assistance to those in need. These programs offer discounted rates for
Rockville’s programs that promote health and recreational opportunities.
Another major initiative that is aimed at helping both the Rockville community and City
staff during the COVID-19 pandemic is transitioning to a more friendly and secure online
experience. Approximately $150,000 of funding is proposed to be added for software
that enables safer and more effective online operations of the City, such as remote
access software, WebEx licenses, and electronic bidding procurement software, as well
as software that facilitates easier access for residents and City stakeholders, such as
online permit plan software and community engagement software. Additionally,
$50,000 of funding is proposed to be added for credit card fees, due to increased online
payments for permits and utility bills. There is also language included on the FY 2022
proposed budget ordinance that commits $270,000 in unassigned reserve funds for a
redesign of the City’s antiquated website. This enhancement would allow for a modern
design that takes into account the heightened importance of online access to City
resources, for staff and for the Rockville community.
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•

Workforce and Affordable Housing Opportunities – Due in part to the COVID-19
pandemic, the need for affordable housing has risen sharply, and is expected to remain
in high demand in the coming years. One major change that is noteworthy in the FY
2022 proposed budget book is the addition of a new department, the Department of
Housing and Community Development (HCD). This department was created in calendar
2020 to address the affordable housing and social services needs of city residents more
effectively. HCD has 14.0 full time equivalent positions and a total proposed expenditure
budget of $3 million.
In FY 2022, HCD staff will explore and recommend best practices aimed at the
preservation and creation of affordable housing. More specifically, staff plans to update
Chapter 18 (Landlord-Tenant Ordinance) of the City Code related to policy governing
short term rentals, develop a procedures manual for the Moderately Priced Dwelling
Unit (MPDU) Homeownership program, introduce changes to the MPDU Ordinance,
continue to deploy Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds to ensure safe
and sanitary housing in quality neighborhoods, and continue to deploy Home Energy
Assistance Program (HEAP) funds to make energy efficiency upgrades for low- and
moderate-income homeowners.
In addition to these direct housing initiatives, staff will continue to work with developers
on selling and leasing newly-completed MPDUs; explore policies that seek to increase
housing that is affordable through preservation and construction; explore the Federal
Home Loan Bank first time homebuyer assistance grant opportunities; and work with
Rockville Housing Enterprises (RHE), and other governmental agencies and nonprofits in
exploring acquisition opportunities for the preservation of affordable housing.

•

Vision Zero – On July 6, 2020, the Mayor and Council adopted the Vision Zero Action
Plan to move the City of Rockville toward zero traffic deaths by 2030. To help support
this initiative, the departments of Public Works, Police, and the City Manager’s Office
have teamed up to coordinate the steps needed to accomplish the Vision Zero mission.
This effort is being led by the Traffic and Transportation Division of Public Works, whose
goal is to ensure a safe, efficient, and complete transportation system designed in
conformance with City standards to efficiently accommodate automobiles, bicycles,
pedestrians, and buses and with an objective of moving towards zero deaths. The
Division has a dedicated Vision Zero coordinator who regularly reports to the Mayor and
Council. The last Vision Zero progress report was presented in February 2021 and the
next one is scheduled for July 2021.
In the Rockville Police Department, transportation safety as it relates to Vision Zero
remains a top priority. Rockville Police have been diligent about focusing enforcement
details on specific areas of the city, applying for grants for additional resources, and
promoting safe driving and pedestrian behaviors. During the FY 2022 budget
development process, the Mayor and Council asked staff to explore the possibility of
adding additional speed cameras with the goal of reducing vehicular speeds on city
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roads. Staff is working on renegotiating the fixed fee contract with the speed camera
vendor with the goal of adding more cameras to the system. All revenue from speed
camera operations is restricted by State of Maryland law and must support public safety
expenses, such as initiatives contained in the Vision Zero Action Plan.
The City Manager’s Office is assisting with the Vision Zero effort by developing a
communication and outreach strategy, to be completed in FY 2022. This strategy will
incorporate crash data analysis to identify at-risk populations for specific messaging. The
Public Information and Community Engagement Division will help to educate the
community about Vision Zero and highlight ongoing City engineering, enforcement, and
education efforts, and include ways the community can be involved in the process. Part
of this strategy will include investigating the public’s perception of Vision Zero via a
survey, which will guide outreach efforts in the future.
For the proposed capital budget, there are several projects that support the Vision Zero
Action Plan in the Transportation Program Area. These projects include: LED Streetlight
Conversion (TA22), Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety (4B71/TD21), Sidewalks (TF16/TE21),
Stonestreet Corridor Improvements (TA20), Town Center Road Diet (TB22), Traffic Signal
at E. Middle Lane/Helen Heneghan Way (TF21), Traffic Signal Upgrades (TG21), and
Twinbrook Pedestrian/Bicycle Crossing (TC22). The total FY 2022 budget appropriation
for these projects equals $3.9 million. Please note that not all projects are fully funded,
and some will require additional operating and/or capital appropriations in future years.
The Vision Zero effort has many stakeholders and City staff will continue to work closely
with the Rockville Pedestrian Advocacy Committee (RPAC), the Rockville Bicycle
Advisory Committee (RBAC), the Traffic and Transportation Commission, Montgomery
County, Maryland State Highway Administration, and other valued partners to identify
and address safety needs.
•

Environmental Sustainability and Climate Action Plan – In September 2020, staff
presented a roadmap to develop Rockville’s Climate Action Plan, which outlined a
strategic process for plan development. This roadmap outlined a nine-step planning
process, presented a detailed discussion of the foundational work that has already been
completed, and outlined an approach to complete the remaining planning steps. The
roadmap offers a comprehensive overview on the history of commitments, the
greenhouse gas inventory for the community and City operations, climate change risks
and hazards expected in Rockville and in the mid-Atlantic region, and the status of work
underway in several sectors related to climate and sustainability.
Rockville has a strong record of climate action in many areas including green power
purchase, rooftop solar, green building codes, tree canopy, bicycle infrastructure, and
transit-oriented development. To reduce emissions, the Rockville community will need
to continue building on each of these strengths and also increase efforts focused on
existing building energy efficiency, electric vehicle deployment, reducing waste, bicycle
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and pedestrian safety, and upgrading traffic and streetlights. The current schedule has
the draft Climate Action Plan being submitted to the Mayor and Council at the beginning
of FY 2022. After the plan is presented and discussed, staff looks to the Mayor and
Council to provide direction on the plan’s implementation, with specific elements being
built into future years’ operating and capital budgets.
In addition to the City’s efforts, Montgomery County released their draft Climate Action
Plan in December 2020 and are currently accepting public comments. The County
presented their draft plan to Rockville’s elected body in February 2021. Given that many
of their initiatives overlap with the City’s plan (e.g., resiliency, traffic, energy policy,
etc.), staff will be looking to coordinate with the County to leverage financial and
professional resources throughout implementation of plan elements.
•

Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity Initiatives – During calendar year 2020, the
Mayor and Council directed staff to explore the topics of social justice, inclusion, and
diversity. Staff from the Department of Housing and Community Development and the
City Manager took the lead on this project, meeting with stakeholder groups and
conducting an employee survey on racial equity and inclusion. The goals of the survey
were to: contribute to the Mayor and Council's ongoing dialogue about social justice;
understand the awareness of racial equity and how it impacts the work environment;
identify where Rockville needs to invest in staff training to increase competency around
racial equity; and build a baseline from which to develop best practices that seek to
embed a racial equity and inclusion lens citywide. Staff received valuable input from the
survey responses, with a response rate of 34 percent.
Since last June, staff has presented potential action items and implementation
strategies related to social justice, inclusion, and diversity initiatives to the Mayor and
Council. Some of these items were a product of the employee survey results and some
were provided by members of the Mayor and Council, the Human Services Advisory
Commission (HSAC), the Human Rights Commission (HRC), and residents through
Community Forum. Two of the action items that require significant funding and are
included in the FY 2022 proposed budget are a new 1.0 FTE Mental Health Specialist and
a new 1.0 FTE Assistant to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity.
The Mental Health Specialist position is proposed in the Police Department and will be
responsible for training; working directly with officers in the field to assist them with
their expertise as they encounter situations with the public that feature mental illness,
addictions, domestic violence, child abuse, and homelessness. This position will also
help officers to identify, evaluate, and provide mental health resources, as well as
providing crisis services for Police Department staff. The fully loaded cost of this position
is budgeted at $122,860. We are currently exploring whether these services can be
provided via a contract with Montgomery County, rather than creating a new FTE. The
Assistant to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity is proposed in
the City Manager’s Office and will be responsible for promoting racial equity and
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inclusion within the city. The fully loaded cost of this position is budgeted at $112,180.
In addition to these positions, several other items that were presented to the Mayor
and Council, such as specialized training and employee communication/engagement,
will also be implemented utilizing current or existing budget appropriations.
•

Economic Development – The City of Rockville’s economic development activities are
managed by Rockville Economic Development, Inc. (REDI). REDI is a public-private
partnership that was formed to strengthen and broaden the city’s economic base
through business entrepreneurship, expansion, retention, and recruitment programs.
REDI’s services include site selection, fast track development, financing facilitation,
networking and referrals, and general business guidance. The City provides funding for
REDI each year in the operating budget. The FY 2022 proposed budget for REDI equals
$1.4 million. This figure includes the continuation of $80,000 in grants that were
originally appropriated in FY 2021 for the Small Business Impact Fund and for marketing,
and the addition of $81,100 in new funding for additional marketing, administration,
and economic development incentives. For transparency in budgeting, REDI is a
separate cost center in the Administration Division in the Office of the City Manager.
In addition to REDI’s efforts, an ongoing initiative in the Department of Planning and
Development Services (PDS) for FY 2022 is the coordination of Town Center
revitalization efforts on behalf of the City. PDS will continue to work with other
departments, REDI, the Rockville Chamber of Commerce, residents, and property and
business owners to implement the Mayor and Council’s direction to enhance the vitality
and livability of Rockville’s downtown area. In addition, staff will continue to focus our
efforts on areas and businesses in the city that were severely impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic.

Capital Improvements Program (CIP) Overview
The FY 2022 proposed CIP budget includes new appropriations of $20.8 million to address the
priorities of the Mayor and Council and residents of Rockville. This new funding combined with
prior year carryover funding of $54.4 million, supports a total of 45 capital projects in FY 2022.
There are five new projects presented in the FY 2022 through FY 2026 capital budget, which are
listed here along with a basic description (note: not all new projects are funded or are
scheduled for FY 2022). More information, including the total budget and timeline, can be
found on the individual project sheets in the CIP Projects section of the budget book.
•

Lincoln Park Community Center Improvements (RA22) – This project funds the
renovation, including design and construction, of approximately one‐third of the Lincoln
Park Community Center building. This work will reconfigure space from offices to
program space for activities such as out of school time programs, community
gatherings, and classes. There is currently $250,000 unfunded in FY 2022. This project is
a viable candidate for bond bill funding, as the City’s application is now pending.
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•

Pedestrian Bridge Replacement: Horizon Hill Park (RB22) – This project consists of
design and construction for replacement of an approximately thirty-year-old steel truss
pedestrian bridge at Horizon Hill Park, crossing a Watts Branch tributary. The bridge was
identified for replacement through the City's Bridge Inspection Program completed by a
third-party engineering firm. This project is currently unfunded in FY 2025 and FY 2026.

•

LED Streetlight Conversion (TA22) – This project provides for the replacement of all
remaining City‐owned and maintained high pressure sodium (HPS) streetlights
(approximately 3,200) with more energy efficient, light‐emitting diode (LED) luminaires.
There is currently $1 million budgeted in FY 2023 and $2.2 million unfunded in FY 2024
and FY 2025 for this project.

•

Town Center Road Diet (TB22) – This project designs and constructs new cross sections
for N. Washington Street and E. Middle Lane. The project includes narrowing the
existing two travel lanes to one lane in each direction to slow vehicular traffic speed,
and adding protected bike lanes with precast concrete separators, bump‐outs for
shorter thus safer pedestrian crossings, on‐street parking spaces, parking meters, and
signs along the roadways. This project is currently proposed at $342,000 in FY 2022.

•

Twinbrook Pedestrian/Bicycle Crossing (TC22) – This project provides a new
pedestrian/bicycle crossing that will extend from the Twinbrook neighborhood to
Rockville Pike (MD 355) across the CSX and WMATA railroad tracks with access to the
Twinbrook Quarter development. This connection will significantly improve east‐west
access and enhance pedestrian and bicycle mobility and safety. A feasibility study for
this project is currently proposed at $50,000 in FY 2022.

The CIP budget is funded by various sources, including paygo and proceeds from the issuance of
general obligation bonds. The FY 2022 through FY 2026 CIP includes a new bond issue of $1
million in FY 2023 for the Hurley Avenue Bridge Rehabilitation (TE16) project, and $7.9 million
in FY 2024 for the Outdoor Recreation Pool Renovations (RC18) project. Bond issues are also
planned for the Water and Sewer funds over this five year period. More information on the
future bond issues can be found in the Financial Summaries and CIP Overview sections of the
budget book.
Water and Sewer Rates and Rate Structure Adjustments
The Water and Sewer funds continue to be out of compliance with the city's Financial
Management Policies, which require a six month operating reserve balance. In FY 2015, staff
completed a comprehensive utility rate study that addressed the future sustainability and
health of the Water and Sewer funds. This study recommended that water and sewer rate
increases be implemented for FY 2016 through FY 2021 in order to achieve the policy target of
six months operating reserve by the end of FY 2021.
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Since the initial study in FY 2015, the city's operating and capital contributions to the Blue Plains
Wastewater Treatment Facility have increased and overall estimated revenues are below
original projections due to water conservation efforts. In addition to these financial setbacks,
the Mayor and Council decided to leave the rates flat for FY 2021 due to the economic impact
to residents and businesses as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In FY 2021, the city performed a study that evaluated the cost of service by property
classification. The results of this study were publicly presented in January 2021 and staff
recommends that the proposed water and sewer rates and rate structures be put into place
starting in January 2022 (see Attachment A). The current rate structure through calendar year
2021 is a tiered system that is based on meter size. Starting in January 2022, the city will
transition to a rate structure that is based on property classification, namely single family,
multi-family, and non-residential. This new structure more equitably distributes the cost of
providing water and sewer service to the users of that service.
The proposed rates will bring the Water Fund into compliance by the end of FY 2024 and the
Sewer Fund into compliance by the end of FY 2023. Transitioning mid-fiscal year gives the
Rockville community sufficient time to understand and adjust to the new rate schedules.
Budget Availability
The FY 2022 Operating Budget and Capital Improvements Program is available online at
www.rockvillemd.gov/budget. Also on the website is a link to the Excel version of the budget,
which details the budget in a line item format.

Mayor and Council History
Date
October 26, 2020
November 9, 2020
December 14, 2020
January 11, 2021
January 25, 2021
February 22, 2021

Action Item
Budget Public Hearing #1
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #1
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #2
Budget Public Hearing #2
Presentation on Proposed Water and Sewer Rates and Rate
Structures
Presentation of FY 2022 Proposed Operating Budget and CIP;
Introduction of all related FY 2022 Ordinances and Resolutions

Public Notification and Engagement
This public hearing was advertised in the Washington Post on February 11 and 18, 2021. It was
posted to the City of Rockville's website, the City of Rockville Nextdoor account, and the cable
channel 11 bulletin board. It was also sent to community Homeowner and Civic Associations.
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There is one more public hearing related to the FY 2022 budget. In addition to these public
hearings, the public can submit written comments directly to the Mayor and Council via the City
Clerk/Director of Council Operations.
Starting on November 13, 2020, staff made available an online budget survey tool for the public
to communicate their budget priorities for FY 2022. This form is available in both English and
Spanish and will be posted until April 16, 2021. As of February 17, 2021, the city received 394
English responses and 4 Spanish responses, which are included as Attachment B.
The FY 2022 budget public record closes on April 16, 2021.

Fiscal Impact
There is no fiscal impact associated with this agenda item; however, the FY 2022 Operating
Budget and CIP will establish the annual City budget and the programs that the City will fund
starting on July 1, 2021.
The FY 2022 proposed operating budget appropriation by category and fund can be found on
page 59 of the proposed budget. The FY 2022 proposed CIP budget appropriation by fund,
program area, and department can be found on page 271 of the proposed budget.

Next Steps
Date
March 22, 2021
April 12, 2021
April 16, 2021
April 19, 2021
May 3, 2021

Action Item
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #5
Budget Public Hearing #4
Close of Budget Public Record
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #6
Adoption of FY 2022 Operating Budget and CIP Ordinance;
Adoption of other related FY 2022 Ordinances and Resolutions

Attachments
Attachment 9.a:
Attachment 9.b:

FY2022_PROPOSED_WaterSewer
(PDF)
AttachB_CommunitySurveyResponses_Mar1

(PDF)
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City of Rockville, Maryland
FY 2022 Proposed Budget

In FY 2021 the city performed a utility rate study that evaluated the cost of water and sewer service by property
classification. The results of this study were publicly presented in January 2021 and staff recommends that the
proposed new water and sewer rates and new rate structures be put into place starting in January 2022. Staff also
recommends the current rates stay in place through December 2021 to offer continued financial relief to the Rockville
community. Transitioning mid-fiscal year gives the community sufficient time to understand and adjust to the new rate
schedules. Approximately 1 percent of city customers are charged on a monthly basis and should adjust these rate
schedules accordingly.

Current Rates and Charges Through December 2021
Note: Charges apply to entire billing cycle and are not prorated.
Quarterly

Quarterly Usage Charges are per 1,000 Gallons

Ready to Serve Charges

Water Tiers and Charges

Meter Size

Meter Size

Tier 1 - $5.61

Tier 2 - $8.63

Tier 3 - $13.39

Tier 4 - $18.07

5/8"

Water

$13.13

Sewer

$15.25

5/8"

0 - 15,000

15,001 - 30,000

30,001 - 45,000

45,000 +

3/4"

$19.70

$22.87

3/4"

0 - 22,500

22,501 - 45,000

45,001 - 67,500

67,500 +

1"

$32.83

$38.12

1"

0 - 37,500

37,501 - 75,000

75,001 - 112,500

112,500 +

1 1/2"

$65.67

$76.23

1 1/2"

0 - 75,000

75,001 - 150,000

150,001 - 225,000

225,000 +

2"

$105.07

$121.97

2"

0 - 120,000

120,001 - 240,000

240,001 - 360,000

360,000 +

3"

$210.13

$243.95

3"

0 - 240,000

240,001 - 480,000

480,001 - 720,000

720,000 +

4"

$328.33

$381.17

4"

0 - 375,000

375,001 - 750,000

750,001 - 1,125,000

1,125,000 +

750,001 -1,500,000

6"

$656.67

$762.33

6"

0 - 750,000

1,500,001 - 2,250,000

2,250,000 +

8"

$1,050.67

$1,219.73

8"

0 - 1,200,000

1,200,001 - 2,400,000 2,400,001 - 3,600,000

3,600,000 +

10"

$1,510.33

$1,753.37

10"

0 - 1,725,000

1,725,001 - 3,450,000 3,450,001 - 5,175,000

5,175,000 +

Sewer Charge
Al l Meters

$10.50

New Rates and Charges Effective January 2022
Note: Charges apply to entire billing cycle and are not prorated. Definitions of single family,
multi-family, and non-residential can be found in the Glossary.
Quarterly

Quarterly Usage Charges are per 1,000 Gallons

Ready to Serve Charges

Water Tiers and Charges

Class

Water

Si ngl e Fa mi l y

$15.99 + $2.51*

Class

Tier 1 - $5.65

Tier 2 - $8.69

Si ngl e Fa mi l y

9.0

18.0

23.0

>23.0

Mul ti -Fa mi l y

3.6/uni t

7.2/uni t

9.2/uni t

>9.2/uni t

Sewer

$17.79
$5.66 + $4.86*

Tier 3 - $13.47 Tier 4 - $18.19

5/8", 3/4", 1"

$32.09

$36.83

5/8", 3/4", 1"

23.1

46.2

59.1

>59.1

1 1/2"

$65.46

$101.43

1 1/2"

71.1

142.1

181.6

>181.6

2"

$126.26

$219.16

2"

158.4

316.8

404.8

>404.8

3"

$237.35

$434.24

3"

318.0

635.9

812.6

>812.6

4"

$523.44

$988.15

4"

728.9

1,457.8

1,862.8

>1,862.8

6"

$753.84

$1,434.23

6"

1,059.9

2,119.7

2,708.5

>2,708.5

8"

$1,113.47

$2,130.52

8"

1,576.4

3,152.9

4,028.7

>4,028.7

10"

$2,723.36

$5,247.44

10"

3,888.9

7,777.8

9,938.3

>9,938.3

*Charge per dwelling unit.

Non-Residential
(by meter size)

Non-Residential
(by meter size)

Mul ti -Fa mi l y

$22.25

Sewer Charge
Al l Meters

371

$10.58
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What are your Top 5 Priorities?
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Comments on Top 5 Priorities

Twinbrook
College Square
Potomac Woods
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
twinbrook

Comments
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Neighborhood

I hope the city can do more to promote a mix of affordable housing as areas around the metro redevelop, and add the amenities that communities value like green
space and gathering places. The city should look to redevelop the commercial centers along the Pike into housing. So much empty commercial space that could be
used for housing or other purposes.
Water, sewer, recycling and refuse collection, and snow and ice removal are essential services. I cannot image Rockville would stop providing them so I did not check
them as priorities.
Climate action is number 1. The city should work to be net zero by 2030!
Places like RedGate Park should be preserved as open spaces for walking and hiking and enjoying wildlife. This is a budget priority!
Economic development of underused prime sites should be prioritized, such as White Flint and around Twinbrook Metro. Re-zoning of several areas to allow higher
density housing. This will bring additional jobs and prosperity to the region.
Primarily I would like to see development or maintenance in Education for k-12, and activities/ programs to keep kids involved. Education is a long term investment
with the greatest payoff.

Rockshire

Wow, tough to limit this to five! So many of these bullet points are very important. I believe community centers & programs & centers are important, but water &
sewer & refuse services are critical. So is future planning re climate change, preserving green spaces, maintaining trees. But we absolutely need police/crime
prevention and hand-in-hand with is social justice. Maybe there should be two lists, one that focuses on city projects and another that focuses on resident projects.
Yes, ultimately it all is for the residents. If this budget was for FY 2021 I would have selected Covid-19. Maybe I am seriously under-estimating the impact and maybe
recovery assistance still needs to be a top priority for FY 2022. I do not know enough about it first-hand to make a truly educated selection. I almost feel like refuse
collection should be on its own and recycling & composting should be linked, or all three should be combined. They are all inter-related ... as is leaf collection.
Pedestrian safety is a key focus I know for both the city & county. While admirable, I think the Zero aspect of the project is unrealistic. Also, I feel (but do not know)
that a missing focal point regarding pedestrian safety is educating pedestrians themselves to be smart & take advantage of the lights, crosswalks, bridges, etc. that
exist to protect them. Too many times I see people crossing on red, jay-walking, walking distracted with phone to ear or head down texting while walking, etc.

Rockshire

It makes no difference. I have submitted budget recommendations for years only for there to be so little to show for it on the west side of Rockville. There are no
amenities so there is no loyalty or sense of Roxkville first from my perspective. If it isn’t within the 1 mile radius of Town Center, the issues are just not recognized.
The City was struggling well before Covid and it will take a united City to pull us through. I am not certain west Rockville will not go to areas where there is free
parking. Not certain folks will really understand or know the City’s challenges. I would opt for strategies to pull disenfranchised neighborhoods back to Rockville.

Aspen Hill/Bel Pre Woods

Get rid of all speed cameras. They are a public nuisance (everyone just hits their brakes, and then speeds faster when they pass them!).

Woodley Gardens

Rents are too high around here, these old run down moldy teardowns are a disgrace. With 50% of renters living here. Rents need to be lowered. Not worth the $$

West End

Stop the loud street racing in our neighborhoods. The police aren’t doing anything about it. I’ve already had two friends move to million dollar homes in Howard
county because they can’t stand the noise. We are following their lead and putting our house on the market.
Managing storm water runoff into the creek that is buried under Lynch St should be addressed. 1960's era culverts are not keeping up with 2020 storms.

West End

Public safety - includes Covid, policing, and road safety. Development issues are a concern in the neighborhood and 270.

Twinbrook.

Sustainable human and environmental health. When we are healthy, we have many priorities. When he is sick, he has but one.

West End

Rockville should promote more housing development, particularly in areas adjacent to transit networks like the Town Center area.

Twinbrook

Farmers Market

Twinbrook

We love the current recycling and refuse collection and policies! Please keep them! Free preK is a HUGE priority for us.

Aspen Hill
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Talbott St.
Twinbrook Forest Condos.
Flint Ledge Estates
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
Manor Lake
New Mark Commons
Twinbrook
Maryland, Tildenwood Lane
west end
Twinbrook
west end
Twinbrook
Woodley Gardens
Twinbrook
ROCKCREST EDMONSTON
West end

Comments
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Neighborhood

I would like to see police stopping and ticketing the many extremely LOUD cars on Rockville Pike. They are extremely annoying to people like me who live along the
Pike. I'm sure a good number of those vehicles are speeding too. I would like to see speed cameras along Rockville Pike, especially in the area from Montrose Road
to route 28.
Trash collection more than once/wk. HHS caregivers all need more $. Increasing taxes keeps people away from decent housing options. Keep everyone
safe/protected. Check out some back yards/fences,etc., as well.
I picked priorities that were hurting before pandemic. I realized how challenging this pandemic will be on our budget. Very scary . Might want to create a type of “Go
Fund Me”so residents can regularly donate to their favorite priorities.
Preparing school buildings for IN-PERSON instruction! Please stop putting in-person restaurants and other businesses ahead of our children. In-person education and
childcare should be our priority.
Henry Road is in need of brighter overnight street lighting. This will help to prevent the crimes we're seeing in Twinbrook.
Sidewalks on both sides of every street (even neighborhood streets), so that kids don’t have to unnecessarily cross streets. On 355, sidewalks should have grassy
buffers (or maybe bollards—but those are a risk to bad drivers) to protect pedestrians from cars on the highway. I know this may be kind of out of reach, but I’d like
to see pedestrian overpasses over Rockville Pike, with elevators. They have them in Japan. I know this may be out of reach here.
The safety and protection of Rockville's citizens must be a priority. This includes working in conjunction with Federal authorities and ICE. The rhetoric on MoCo's
website is not in line with the counties actions over the past 2 years.
Climate change is an existential threat to our planet and we all need to be planning to be greener and cleaner. Rockville should be planning in both the short and long
term on how to reduce emissions, switch to clean energy and help those who are most vulnerable to changes.
1. COVID-19: would like to see a city ordinance requiring masks at all times in public places not just indoors. 2. Preschool programs provide so many downstream
benefits that this investment is important. 5. The city does a great job on snow and ice removal so want that to continue.
Police/crime prevention: our community could use more crime prevention Traffic Enforcement: There are street raising on Montrose road. Would be good to have
speed camera or traffic enforcement light. Most of the time, after 6pm, we here a lot of noise of cars are computing on the street Leaf Collection: would be great to
have additional leaf collection days Street Lighting: our neighborhood could us more street light. Its really dark after 6pm
Stop spending for Christ's sake! Every option above is spending. Typical bureaucratic metaliity. MY TOP BUDGET PRIORITY IS-GET THIS-LOWER MY TAXES! (kill dear
too-They are really out of control.) All this shit takes money. Where ids the LOWER MY TAXS option?
Defund the police, build more housing (specially affordable), and up-zone everything.
control deer population
Please consider reducing the budget devoted to the Rockville Police Department and reallocating some of those funds to social services and pedestrians/bicycle
safety improvements.
During this time of economic downturn, the City should be focusing on programs and projects that will restore Rockville's economy and tax base.
Building a sound proof wall along behind the train tracks on Lewis Ave.
The place is getting scary, cars got robbed even inside ur driveway, right in front of ur camera ,taxpayers getting scared,pls fund the police and let them do their jobs
,if u keep on avoiding this problems a lot of us taxpayers would leave the place or vote a mayor who has fangs !
The deer situation is completely out of control. Causing substantial damage, lyme and other issues. The city should be ashamed they let it get to this level. I live on
west Montgomery ave and 2x a day I have to scoop up multiple piles of deer poop in my yard. That is just not normal
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Neighborhood

In light of the Covid19, the City needs to focus on assisting Residents encountering problems and risk due to the pandemic. Special attention must be focused on
Seniors/Disabled Residents as well as 1ST Responders who are highest of exposure to Covid19. Reverting back to Standard time, Pedestrian Safety is a major
consideration, as it always is. Also, as forecasted the new cognitively-challenged Resident's at RST-Main Street, located at 50 Monroe Place ARE NOT UTILIZING
CROSSWALKS, at the dangerous intersection of Monroe Placeand Riute 355. The location of RST-Main Street was ill-fated from the start, early planning stagesspanning 10+ years. The then Rockville employee, Sue Swift (thankfully later terminated for misconduct by Rob DiSpirito) was soley dedicated to the corproate and
greed interests of former property owner, Craig Cohen, over Resident and Community concerns of safety, appropriate building location (50 Monroe Place is subject
to flooding from Rock Creek), lack of space for a 12 story building-RST-Main Street supposedly agreed to 7 story structure, but it is built without City Code
Directly across from EOB and
consequence as a 12 story buildjng. The footprint of the structure is over 30' lower than TCAa 10 story building-but RST-Main is less than a foot as tall as TCA. RST
next to Americana
was gotten it's illegal ways with the City at every turn, at the expense of TCA Ssnior/Disabled Residents while as Susan Swift planned for the James Monroe Park to be
and it is the freeky acquired land and backyard of RST-Main Street. The James Monroe Park, as lost its tree encompassed haven and respite quality. RST was
permitted to remove 3 trees but they illegally removed 7 trees, as well as damaging another tree, which will likely die over the winter. RST also damaged and
destroyed the verbana bush and crype murtle at the corner of the TCA Driveway, for no purpose other than blanant disregard for private and public property. Sue
Swift now serves as a private consultant for 50 Monroe Place Place and other Rockville planning project. She as a Rockville Employee, commented to me and others
that, "Seniors and Disabled are non-entities and serve no purpose, in the community." A remark Mr.Copeland often emits, just one of his several derrogoatory
frequent remarks, rgearing the Rockville Community Members.
property owner
West End
West End

Westend

Twinbrook
Burgundy knolls
East Rockville
Twinbrook
Hungerford
West End
Twinbrook

West End

Deer population control
Our Rec program and Rec facilities are excellent; a wonderful benefit for our residents of all income levels. We should keep funding them generously. Affordable
Housing needs to be carefully preserved for the future. Our elders, low income families, and public servants like police officers, need to have a secure place in our
city.
West end with its historic houses and old trees is such a jem. It is important preserve them for us and our children and future generations to come. I noticed that the
old trees are being cut and not being restored. The city needs to help with addressing this problem on city land and to private citizens to reduce the burden of
maintenance and timely replacement of old trees with similar trees.
Tree maintenance is not being done by residents, and therefore there are a lot of trees that are hazards. Trees are dropping large branches, and residents can not
afford to have them trimmed or removed. This makes their neighbors repair their fences and gardens at their expense, which is not our responsibility. Unfortunately
there will probably only be action when a death or injury occurs.
We need more street lights and more reflective pain on the roads. It is dangerous driving or walking at night without proper lighting.
Splash pad for Maryvale Park
We should start looking at allowing more high-density housing development along Rockville Pike if the commercial sector does not pick up post-COVID. This would
also help address the need for housing in the county.
All listed are worthwhile and necessary.
By animal control, I mean deer control. Continue culling the herds, but also move aggressively to implement any other approaches (e.g., contraception) that may
appear feasible.
Our community would like to see more city funded amenities, such as: tot lots, dog parks, and pocket parks near the Twinbrook Metro station, soon to be one of the
most densely populated parts of the City.
Improving pedestrian safety is tremendously important to our neighborhood. This includes improved sidewalks along busy roads, tree boxes, and traffic
enforcement. Educating drivers, particularly those who pass through Rockville and do not live here is needed. Please investigate the best way to do this- signage,
enforcement, road design, ..... Protecting our tree canopy and the mature trees is essential to reduce the impact of human activities on climate. A climate action
plan that protects trees and native vegetation is critically needed as well as other steps to reduce carbon emissions. Composting and expansion.maintenance of
parks are other critical issues. Further limiting priorities to five selections may not be the best way to gather information.
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Town Center

Twinbrook

Pedestrian safety is top priority
Since moving to the town square in October 2018, I have witnessed and read about many pedestrian accidents and deaths in the square. There are still dangerous
intersections in which the pedestrian paths are occluded.
Twinbrook Elementary School has been neglected for decades. Rockville needs to push MCPS for action.
Food waste is the number one contributor to GHG emissions and our food insecurity issues. Tax credit programs for residents and commercial restaurants/businesses
with food services should be available to assist in waste management.
I would like to see us be a forward thinking community that is addressing, climate, social justice, and green spaces for us.
Please do not forget about the workers who worked day in and day out keeping the City afloat. Do not go another year with out raises or you will have a lot of talent
leave the city for good.
Allow more housing to be built and provide more affordable housing!

WECA

Economic Development means revitalizing Rockville Town Square.

West End

The city's top priority should be attracting the density of businesses and residents necessary to restore vitality to Town Center. City leaders must find a way to
persuade incumbent residents that having more neighbors will not change the essential character of their neighborhoods. This exclusionary mindset has to go.

Rockville Town Square
Twinbrook
King Farm
New Mark Commons
Maryvale

New Mark Commons
Fallsgrove
East rockville
Lincoln Park
West End
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Neighborhood

I am concerned with probability of losing many small businesses nd restaurants in wake of the pandemic. What can the City do to help? This also ties in with
economic development - the County loses opportunities on regular basis - the City needs to be more aggressive.
Lower taxes
Affordable housing, social services, and preschool programs are all vital for upwards mobility. A climate action plan is necessary for the future of humanity.
Pedestrian safety is important to me personally, as I (and my infant child) was once almost hit by a bus leaving the east exit from the metro station and crossing over
to Stonestreet.
Addressing litter pickup
Economic development, especially Rockville Town Center, is by far my top priority. However, with all the businesses shut down due to the virus, Rockville will have to
work hard to replace the businesses that have closed.

Rockville Townsquare

There has been an epidemic over the last servers months and this will only get worse with more housing available in the Rockville town center, people are not picking
up after their dogs. It’s on sidewalks, bed areas. I have two dogs and it’s a challenge finding space so they don’t step in poop. I’m not sure what the answer is but
perhaps making fines $1,000 and public announcements of severe new restrictions and perhaps more street camera presence which also provide benefits for crime.

Horizon Hill

It is imperative to focus on our seniors, small children and handicapped rather than a lot of exoteric issues. Focus and be wise and accountable with our hard earned
tax dollars.
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Lincoln Park

Experts predict that the consequences of the pandemic will be with us for some time, likely years. As we rebuild, I sincerely hope that Rockville will structure it's
budgetary support for rebuilding our community around a climate action plan. That plan should be intersectional, supporting disadvantaged communities and
addressing structural racism (including current zoning that has allowed the growth of waste and industrial facilities around historically Black and Brown communities
like Lincoln Park) while enhancing pedestrian safety, promoting individual actions like composting, but also reaching out to the business community to help them to
recognize that they cannot build and sustain healthy businesses on a dying planet. The short term budget needs to consider how to build support for a long term
climate action plan that transforms our city: enhancing its walkability and promoting safe bicycling, switching the city to an electric vehicle fleet, promoting rooftop
solar on businesses and municipal buildings. But, as we build this climate action plan, it must include recognition that minority communities have suffered and will
continue to be disproportionately impacted by the climate crisis. Our neighborhoods are the most polluted. In Lincoln Park we are literally surrounded by industry on
four sides of the community. We have gas pipelines are medium size industry on our northern border. We have semi-trucks--moving trucks, warehouse shipments,
and MCPS facility--coming in and out of the community to the South. We have warehouses and auto repair shops directly to the east. We are bordered on the west
by the railroad and metro lines which divides our community from the west side of Rockville. We deal with noise pollution, heavy vehicle traffic, train traffic, and
have limited healthy food options on this side of the city. I could go on and on, but I will just note that the climate crisis (like the pandemic) will only exacerbate
existing inequalities in our communities. We hope that the city develops a strong plan, codified in its budgetary priorities and with its zoning policies, for dealing with
this inevitability and preventing its disproportionate impact on communities of color.

Rockshire

Janeta

Vertical Farms--secures local food source, saves water, cuts pollution, feeds people, creates jobs.
There is so much noise pollution from residences and the roads. I would like to see more trees planted surrounding the residences from the roads to help with noise
pollution. Also more bike lanes!
Vehicular noise and speeding enforcement

Lincoln Park

My priorities are largely rooted in ensuring that all residents of Rockville can get their basic needs met, including safety, housing, and transportation.

King Farm CA

Zip code 20850 in downtown
Where is Food Banks? We need to provide for food and housing support related to impact of COVID.
Rockville (Rose Hills)

Twinbrook
Villages at Tower Oaks
Croydon Park
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Neighborhood

Would like to see a dog park in Twinbrook (preferably at Rockcrest Park) as called for in the City's 2009 Open Spaces plan. My greatest priority for the city is to
develop a green infrastructure with physical spaces built for people not cars - including biking and walking infrastructure and zoning reform to support neighborhood
commercial establishments. Finally, I see a need for the city to acquire properties for parks near incoming and newly built developments, and not rely on developers
to provide green spaces.
Emphasis on walking, sidewalks, trails, pathways, allowing safer movement without crossing traffic; de-emphasis on use of vehicles

North Farm

Transportation and infrastructure investments will work hand in hand to mitigate the effects of climate change.
I would like to see a bridge over the railroad from the Twinbrook neighborhood to the new development that is coming on 355. Currently we have to cross through
the Metro station tunnel to get to the other side. I hope the city continues to push this.
Defund the police

Not Specified

Less property taxes.

Lincoln Park

Rec programs to include programs for seniors

Glen Hills

The park in Glen Hills has very limited, old, and outdated playground equipment.
The school board prioritized teachers' desires at the detriment of student learning. The city should increase afterschool enrichment activities to minimize the lost
year of quality education during the pandemic.
Police protection and crime prevention is my highest priority followed by general infrastructure maintenance. Diversity, social services and political concerns such as
climate are my lowest concern.

Twinbrook

Woodley Gardens
Fallsgrove
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west montgomery

Red Gate Golf Course - continue to maintain and improve. I walk there all the time for fitness. You are doing a good job there so far.
I am concerned about providing food, rental, and health assistance to our poorest residents, many of them immigrants, regardless of visa status. I'm also concerned
King Farm
about our neighborhood businesses, as noted below.
please provide funding for our police so they can better educate themselves in dealing with drugs domestic violence gun violence etc. If we don’t provide them with
training how can we expect them to do a better job? our police are vital to our community I have seen where they have helped a neighbor who had mental health
Regent Square condominiums
issues. They took very good care of him and calm him down. Police personnel are human beings we have to understand they also have issues. Again please we need
to keep funding the police and also provide them with a decent pension.
Town Center
Also, Traffic Enforcement, Pedestrian Safety and Town Center vitality.
Woodley gardens
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Neighborhood

Rockshire

More trash cans placed around frequently used sidewalks
Design and implement programs that are fair and equitable and provide additional economic opportunities to all Rockville citizens. Provide additional resources for
the police department for community policing, traffic enforcement, and rewarding employees for their outstanding efforts.
Aligning properties at the local/municipal level with the Federal level new priorities (e.g., domestic agenda headed by Susan Rice and climate action headed by John
Kerry) might unlock additional federal funding opportunities and grants for the city or organizations within the city to access.
Save the Woodley Garden Pool
Affordable housing should be a top priority, especially given the COVID-19 pandemic.
The city must be more aggressive in culling the deer population. They are harming the environment and the overpopulation is creating unhealthy conditions for both
the deer and humans. Can anything be done about the noisy cars that race on streets?
Water and Sewer infrastructure is very important because it is one thing that provides revenue for the city. It is vital to invest in the Water Treatment Plant and the
water mains rehabilitation. This past weekend (1/31/21) there were close to 5-8 water leaks. If you do not invest in the infrastructure, it will bite you (The City) in the
rear in the future.
You should ask for 10 top priorities.
I am on the Advisory Board for Parks and Rec and swim 3 to 4 times a week year round. During this Winter, I swam outside until the outdoor pools closed in mid
November. I noticed that the Rec pool had a lot of cracks in it and some of the side areas are wearing away. I also think that by rebuilding the two pools, getting rid
of the small side circular pool and widening the entire pool to make it larger will allow for more outdoor lap lanes during the early mornings, and more usage once
Covid Restricitions are lifted.
Public transportation-commuting around the DMV
Need more police force in neighborhoods keeping people from being able to steal things from cars. Also I appreciate the amount of trash and recycling we do as a
city so keep that up.
Long term planning and development for Rockville and how it will effect the surrounding communities. Overcrowding on local roads and how it will effect on
infrastructure over time. Example for the 355 long term planning and development.
I'd like to see our government concentrate on the usual municipal duties such as police, fire protection; maintaining streets, street lighting; clearing snow from our
streets; garbage collection; long range planning for shopping and residences; supporting recreation for everyone from preschool through seniors. I'd like to see
garbage collection go back to twice a week. Maintaining a sanitary garbage can is too much of a challenge.
Zoning and development review needs to be streamlined and downtown Rockville building heights must be raised. There are not enough people living/working in
downtown Rockville for the area to be successful long term. The retail vacancy issue will not solve itself and financial handouts to the few remaining businesses is not
remotely sustainable. Higher density is required.
Focusing on fundamental although I could have checked all items

Woodley Gardens

Woodley Gardens pool preservation is a top priority for the whole family and residents and entirety of the appeal of Rockville to tax paying residents and businesses.

College Gardens

Woodley Gardens pool- such a historic and important community pool. We do not need more housing.

City Employee
Potomac Woods
Woodley Gardens
Elmcroft Blvd
Twinbrook
East Rockville (also an
Employee)
Twinbrook
Rockville
Not Specified
Rockcrest
Fallsgrove
college gardens

Burgundy Estates
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Woodley Gardens West

Stream restoration projects and walking trails in wooded areas

New mark commons

270 expansion/taking our homes or yards

Woodley Gardens

Kid summer programs

Woodley Gardens

Save Woodley Gardens Pool!
COVID-19 impact- please support the Rockville Town Center and helping to make it thrive again Historic preservation- please preserve the Woodley Gardens Swim
Club and the West End historic homes Open/green space- please preserve open green space in the city Artis and Culture- please continue to provide opportunities
for arts and culture during COVID such as socially distanced events outside
For infrastructure, this should be looking at ways to fix old and outdated infrastructure, not things like the lane expansion program (which, I will say, is a complete
waste and I'm furious you approved it.)
Is there any possibility of the City purchasing the Woodley Gardens pool property and to continue operating it as a community pool?
All of these items are important, but I would like to see real attention given to supporting the Woodley Gardens community in preserving the Woodley Gardens Pool
for the long-term. In addition, I support development and support in Rockville Town Square. It's a great asset to the community.
We're lucky to live in an town surrounded by many of the major recreational parks and trails of the DC Metro area (MoCo Ag Reserve, C&O Canal, Rock Creek, Capital
Crescent/Bethesda Trolley Trail) yet it is difficult and hazardous for pedestrians to access these without driving to trailheads. From where I live in East Rockville, all
of the major multiuse paths (Millennium trail, Rock Creek trail, Bethesda Trolley trail) are within a couple miles radius, but separated by 40mph+ roads with few
pedestrian crossings. (First Street/Norbeck Rd, Gude Dr, Viers Mill Rd, Rockville Pike) Adding priority light/traffic controlled crossings on the existing Rockvillesigned bicycle routes will encourage more residents to use them and address unequal access to green space for those that live close to where the major roads in the
area converge at Rockville Town Square.
These are my personal priorities for the city. I would have answered differently if I were a city exec.

West End
Rockville Estates
West End
Woodley Gardens

East Rockville

Maryvale
Not Specified

Make the city an inviting and inclusive neighborhood that is safe to live, walk, and work in. Effective city government and governance that address the needs of the
city and its residents efficiently and fairly (e.g. process applications and requests according to codes and not extra, arbitrary items with transparency and
accountability; have a place that residents can raise issues and concerns (other than contacting the city manager) and track what they are and the progress, etc.)
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Twinbrook

It is critical that people that have been impacted by COVID19 in terms of job loss or reduced income be supported financially to ensure they do not lose their housing
and that they are able to find jobs quickly as well as receive training for job skills that can get them to work as soon as possible. We can not let our neighbors become
homeless. In addition, nutrition and food support programs need to continue and grown during this time and into the post-recovery. Providing increases in funding
for agencies in Rockville that support critical services in critical. My family has the good fortune of being able to work from home and not put ourselves at risk,
however, that means that we have not been supporting our local businesses such as coffee shops, restaurants, and stores. I was saddened to see that many locations
in downtown Rockville closed and I'm sure many others are suffering. Uplifting our local economy and business is critical to our long term sustainability and growth
as a community. Providing economic support for small business owners, small grants to support renovations needed for safety such as improved air filtration systems
or online services such as websites for online purchasing, ensuring adequate promotion is in place to support these businesses including listings of locally owned
business and small business including those owned by Black, Indigenous, and People of Color, women, veterans, and differently abled people, and supporting these
business through events such as block parties or other events once it's safe to do so. Creating community cohesion and support during these times of political and
ideological division is critical to maintaining safety and a feeling of belonging. Addressing social justice, anti-racism, and cultural bias issues and awareness is critical
now and into the future - including sufficient funding and support for the Departments, Boards and Commissions that support this work (e.g. Department of Housing
and Community Development, Human Rights Commission, the Cultural Arts Commission, Rockville Economic Development Inc., Rockville Housing) to do real and
meaningful work to provide training, events, publicity and public service announcements, workshops, and community events to bridge gaps between our community
members and ensure Rockville is recognized as a safe city for all people, where they can grow and thrive as members of our community. Related to the social
justice comment above, I'm pleased to see that a Community Policing Advisory Board has been created and will be implemented this year. The work of this group is
urgently needed and could lead to meaningful change if they are supported financially by the city. Funding to support anti-racism and unconscious bias workshops meaningful, in-person training - is necessary as well as continues funding for de-escalation training. I've appreciated the Coffee with a Cop opportunity as well as
other trainings where the community can engage directly with police. The police department should include increased funding for bringing in a larger work force to
include psychologists, social workers, de-escalation experts, sexual and domestic abuse experts, and other support staff to work directly with the entirety of the
police department. As a transition occurs to allow this to take shape, these community services must receive an increase in funding so that they can grow their
staffing and services. Increased funding and initiatives related to implementing the Climate Action as well as investments in public service announcements are
critical to meeting Rockville goals. Reducing our fossil fuel consumption and more investment in wind and solar power should be seen as critical investments. Open
spaces are essential to living healthy, balanced lives. We moved to Rockville because we appreciated the large quantity of open and green spaces we have access to
including forested areas, nature centers, biking and hiking trails, boating ramps and lakes for paddling, and much more. Continued investment in more green and
open spaces will maintain Rockville as a highly sought after community to live in. I was glad to learn that Redgate Park will remain as an open space - this has become
one of our favorite places for hiking with the dogs, biking, and bird watching. I urge you to continue to invest in this space.

Lincoln Park

West End
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-The Community center in our neighborhood provides for after school programs, elderly programs and recreation. it is a hub for children as well as older adults in our
community. It is important to update the building and enlarge it to provide for more rental spaces for residents. While there is COVID social distancing rules applied,
it would be great to start construction, and optimize the time without people around. -COVID is a symptom of a larger problem: climate change, animal dispersal
because of changes. we should address this and prepare for other emerging epidemics, socially, environmentally and economically. When people are not working
from not fault of their own, they should be provided with rents burden alleviation and food programs. -Social Justice should be included in all the plans for the
Future.
In addtion to pedestrian and Bycicle safety, affordable housing, climate change, programs for youth, social justice., also help with the economic development. Thank
you for creating the survey in Sapnish. It is unusual to receive communicationsn in Spanish and I am thankful.
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Neighborhood

Comments

Twinbrook

The most important thing the city can do at this point is facilitate vaccinations, perhaps by making available city facilities, if appropriate. Don't bother with aid to
businesses and residents or overextending city resources into providing mental health services. Let the county and state government worry about that.

College Square

All are important. If aid to businesses, in addition to what the federal government provides, is provided by the city, it should go to small businesses.

Potomac Woods

Keep sidewalks open for pedestrians - covert street/roadways space to more pedestrian malls and outdoor dining facilities

Twinbrook

Montgomery county should use its connections with NIH to be a model for prompt vaccine distribution upon approval in late December.

twinbrook

Aspen Hill/Bel Pre Woods

The biggest thing would be to support pods for young students to "Attend" classes while parents have to work
I am answering Q #3 based on this being input for FY 2022, not 2021. My third choice would be provide mental health resources ... based on how much those
services are currently being accessed and how much it is anticipated they will be accessed in 2021. Sometimes resources are offered & available and not used. If it
were for 2021, I would choose aid for businesses, aid for residents and provide mental health.
Well, moving forward with the 2040 Master Plan with no data or metrics for decision making to help lead us out of the pandemic will create unknowns about our
next direction. Use data analytics. Recognize there are most likely subgroups that have never been represented on the M/C. I don’t see how this is good for
Rockville? I also think extending beyond 1 school Cluster (Richard Montgomery) and maybe by including the Rockville, Wootton, WJ, and Gaithersburg clusters )
might help. Historically, almost all major Rockville Events are held within 1 mile of Town Center. This speaks to disenfranchised neighborhoods. Maybe having
celebrations throughout the City might help.
None of the above. Bite the bullet and do a mandatory extended stay at home order!

Woodley Gardens

Stop planting trees. No wonder Maryland is the highest rate for allergies. Its hurting people. Making more medical costs

Twinbrook

More parks!

Twinbrook

Widen sidewalks and make it easier and safer to walk, including by putting pedestrian bridges in high traffic areas.

West End

Do all you can to keep business alive during this difficult time.
Out door events that engage people in physically distanced but physically protecting or restoring the environment (parks, play grounds, streams, gardening for
neighors...)
The city should avoid offering direct aid to private entities like it does for Dawson's Market.
Provide drive thru vaccination sites especially for seniors who have limited many mobility and can’t access medical facilities. Senior Center provided this service for
flu vaccine but need to streamline to make more efficient. Should be able to inject seniors inside car so they don’t have to get out of car.
Support for schools and childcare facilities to become in-person ready!
Most important is aid for residents since this has a cascade effect on businesses. I consider Convert sidewalk/street space to outdoor dining as part of providing Aid
for businesses.
LOWER MY TAXES by keeping business alive, so they can pay taxes and their landlords' can pay taxes.

Rockshire

Rockshire

Twinbrook.
West End
Flint Ledge Estates
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
west end
Twinbrook

Keep the streets for pedestrians and outdoor dining. DON’T give them back to cars. Help folks with rental assistance, emergency assistance. Virtual programming for
kids isn’t the best. They’re doing a lot online with school already. We did a soccer program in the spring. The instructor did his best, but it just wasn’t a good format.

ROCKCREST EDMONSTON

Small business in our place are dying ! The working people dont have money to buy essential needs,we dont want aid from goverment we want jobs !

Potomac Highlands

Lift tight restrictions— let people work and enjoy life with masks and social distancing in place.

Not Specified

Do everything possible to get back to normal. Stop raising taxes and see where savings can be had.

Twinbrook

People are driving less, so we need to support food businesses and provide a place to go and get out of our houses once a week or so.

Lincoln Park

Support for domestic violence programs
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Silver rock
Not Specified
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
West End

Comments
A lot of resources are already available for mental health, virtual events for kids, etc by other groups. The city should promote those resources rather than spend
their own resources. Rather than just giving money away as aid (some businesses need it while other take it without needing it) the city should make it easier for
customers to purchase items from local businesses in a safe manner (curbside pickup spots, outdoor dining, outside market). It should be up to the business to come
up with creative ways to bring customers. The city should just make it easier on the businesses
create more outdoor space/parks for people to socialize and excercise and socialize safely.
The city should not provide direct aid to businesses or residents. That function is better served by state and federal levels. I am fine with temporary accommodations
to support commerce like converting sidewalks for outdoor dining and other types of forbearance.
Public education regarding use of masks and social distancing

Twinbrook

Retaining pick-up spots for restaurants is very important. Restrictions on three priorities means that this could not be included.
Ensure adequately-wide sidewalks and/or pedestrian walkways and non-commercial public spaces in Town Square/Town Center Park to support social distancing.
Not everyone is comfortable eating at outdoor restaurants, not should people have to spend money to enjoy what is actually public space.
Multiple Vacination Centers around the City and publication of centers.

King Farm

I believe socially-distanced outdoor programming for events and dining will support mental health in addition to our economy.

North Bethesda

West End

Aid for small business / local businesses - not local franchises of large national chains
Please do not forget about the workers who worked day in and day out keeping the City afloat. Do not go another year with out raises or you will have a lot of talent
leave the city for good.
The issue with providing high unemployment compensation is that it gets people comfortable living without working. People should be able to have a play to live and
source for food but also motivated to find a job. Instead of providing high unemployment compensations, use some of the money to attract new large business.
Attracting new businesses is the key for the future of Rockville.
No more aid to businesses. Dawson's is bad enough. I like the road closures in Town Square. Consider making them permanent so as to have a pedestrian
promenade. The city could promote awareness of vaccinations through its pubic information outlets.
Close down more roads like Gibbs and Regal Row

Fallsgrove

Not a long term issue.

East rockville

I am not convinced outdoor dining is actually a good idea, versus only pickup.

Horizon Hill

With the advent of vaccine the focus should be on vaccination first to vulnerable elderly and chronically ill and reopen schools a d businesses.
We can not rebuild healthy businesses without healthy communities and customers. I think the priority should be taking care of the health and welfare of our
neighbors. Rental assistance, assistance with utility payments, mental health care, and the continued support of food pantries to alleviate food insecurity must be
city priorities moving forward in terms of alleviating the pain and suffering that are the consequences of the pandemic crisis.

Town Center

Maryvale
Villages at Tower Oaks
West End

Lincoln Park
Zip code 20850 in
downtown Rockville (Rose
Hills)

Where is Food Bank and food distribution to those who are needy and hungry....

Twinbrook

We need to make sure people eat, and stay in their homes. Road diets and street closures for dining and social activities should be continued beyond COVID.

Villages at Tower Oaks

Rockcrest

Promotion of the safety, efficacy, need for the COVID-19 vaccine
Helping residents with payments for city-provided utilities might be appropriate. For example, working out payment plans, understanding that many are struggling
during this period.
Enabling outdoor business opportunities is key - and anything that can be done about delivery companies' astronomical fees.

Lincoln Park

Also caregiver grant increases, funds for healthcare access, funds for social services and support for individuals with disabilities and their families

Twinbrook
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Fallsgrove

The greatest funds should be spent converting public and private spaces to allow social distancing and outdoor space while enjoying pre-Covid activities. These
efforts will make Rockville more enjoyable years beyond the pandemic. For example, developing "beer gardens", outdoor dining, expand libraries to provide outdoor
space to enjoy books/ programming, greatly improve the safety and accessibility of bike lanes to compensate for the expected Metro (and busing?) cuts, etc. Use the
funds to think beyond the immediate needs to create a more enjoyable, outdoor-focused community!!
Provide free and FAST testing.

twinbrook forest

help to childcare providers!!!!!!

west montgomery

aid for those who are food insecure
As noted above, I'm especially concerned about our poorest, residents who are losing their intermittent low-paying jobs, often supporting extended households,
because of business shutdowns and household virus infection. I hope they can receive maximum support regardless of visa status. I am also concerned about our
neighborhood businesses, especially restaurants, that need winterization help in the form of payroll assistance, outdoor lamp heaters, and sidewalk and other
outdoor access.

Woodley Gardens

King Farm
Regent Square
condominiums
Woodley gardens
King Farm
Potomac Woods

keep up the good work!
In person events or dining shouldn’t be encouraged, plus it’s winter time. By the time it gets warm, hopefully there will be a vaccine more available. Prioritize helping
people and businesses we love from going under!
Aid schools in returning to in-person instruction

Not Specified

Top priority is covid relief and assistance to our residents, especially those most vulnerable.
Converting public spaces for pedestrians and outdoor dining is fine, as well as adapting recreational offerings to virtual platforms, but I don't see a major role for the
city in funding direct economic relief to businesses and residents. We need federal, state, and county governments to do that. However, Rockville could show some
forbearance to its own utility customers and tenants in city-owned units who are experiencing need.
Aid for the City Residents is very important, but I am also on the fence with this option. How can the City give aid to their residents but not support their employees?
Another year without a pay increase? Your employees need help just like everyone else! Will you not implement the Class and Comp study results? Team Morale is at
an all time low in the City, please do not forget about the Employees.
Enforce social distancing and wearing a mask at public areas.
We need to reopen our businesses at 25% to 50% capacity, this 100% no indoor dining isn't doing anything to help with COVID and is only hurting our local
businesses.
Maintain the green space at the senior center and and the center itself. Do not allow a road from 270/Gude to the Senior Center - this proposed passageway would
destroy the green space and greater area serving as the cut-through between Gude and Nelson, creating a dangerous situation for literally all of the residents,
specifically the safety of the children and elderly residents of Woodley Gardens by those avoiding a toll riddled 270.
Vaccine distribution

Woodley Gardens

Save our Small Businesses!

Woodley Gardens

I would like to see more support and strategies around reopening schools. Our kids and families are suffering from virtual learning which is not learning at all.

Twinbrook
East Rockville (also an
Employee)
Not Specified
Rockcrest
Woodley Gardens

West End
Woodley Gardens
Twinbrook

Keep Gibbs St closed, but ensure the barriers are more fixed. It becomes a dangerous situation when the barriers are moved enabling cars to drive down the street
where pedestrians are.
Food security #1, especially this year.
I believe everyone is very tired of virtual events- particularly those geared toward children. Sitting in front a screen for work/school all day is already very difficult,
and so adding an "event" also in front of the screen is NOT helpful. Converting outside sidewalk/street space to outdoor dining would be much more beneficial as
it would allow small groups to meet for mental health purposes in the safest format.
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Fallsmead

Targeted educational programming for children most impacted by the pandemic.

Twinbrook

When it comes to business support, in particular our budget should support grants and economic support for small businesses, local business owners, Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color, women, veterans, and differently abled-owned or managed businesses. It's important to support our community members that are
contributing these services within Rockville. Grants for necessary upgrades as I mentioned above to include air filtration and online pay and others is necessary.
See above for comments on supporting rent assistance, utilities, and food insecurity as well as needed training and psychological resources that will support our
community both during the pandemic and into recovery. Converting sidewalk and street spaces to outdoor dining and community areas would be beneficial during
the pandemic and long term in making us a desirable place to live in and visit. It would also increase safety and pleasure to be able to eat outside not surrounded by
idling cars, exhaust, and potential vehicle accidents. This would support our Vision Zero initiative by increasing safety for our community in public spaces such as
downtown Rockville and similar commercial and dining centers. There is no reason that streets cutting through our beautiful downtown need to be open to cars they are a nuisance and reduce the aesthetic value of the space as well as the amount of space available to users. The example of downtown Silver Spring is a good
one of how closing down the street to traffic surrounding a plaza allows for more commerce and enjoyment of visitors.

Not Specified

Publicize the latest rules and regulations and enforce them fairly, firmly, and with respect.

Lincoln Park

See comments/response on the previous question.

West End

In addition: Keep the pick-up of Restaurants.
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Comments on Options for a Balanced Budget

Twinbrook
College Square
Potomac Woods
Twinbrook
Rollins Park
twinbrook

Comments
Now is a good time to borrow money for infrastructure projects with record low interest rates. Reduce programs that do not provide essential municipal services,
like support for the arts, or recreational programs that require congregation.
Interest rates are extremely low now so incurring some during a pandemic seems like a reasonable option. Other/unchecked options would be financially regressive
and reduce the level of service in Rockville; in my opinion, adding financial strain and reducing city events and activities is not a good idea during a pandemic when
residents are already under stress.
Annex the freeloaders (Hectic Hill, etc.).
Minimize unnecessary sidewalk replacements! This summer numerous sidewalks were replaced costing a huge amount of money as well as pumping significant CO2
into the atmosphere. Use this money to plant trees.
The water fee for Rockville is increasing too much and too fast every year! Please stop increasing water fee!

Potomac Woods

I always support more efficient govt. As It was rumored city hall Employees were working remotely while receiving hazard pay.
Let's try not to increase fees or taxes. Rather, we should carefully consider what entertainment and non-essential City-provided programs can be reduced, scaled
back, or eliminated in FY22, as we recover from the Covid-19 pandemic. Perhaps the Hometown Holidays event can be scaled back, and other similar community
events throughout the year (Rocktoberfest) scaled back, rather than increasing fees or taxes.
Those programs that are drawing few citizens

Woodley Gardens

Increase speeding tickets

Twinbrook Forest

Please do not increase parking fees.

Twinbrook Forest

There must be numerous programs of all kinds that aren't really needed now.

Rockshire

I would only support increasing city debt in an a crisis situation. I think of it as a last resort option. I would only support reducing city staff if it was shown some staff
was now superfluous due to re-organization or program elimination or reduction. I would only support program elimination or reduction if the there was a crisis or
the city budget to debt was seriously unbalanced, and of course, if programs are no longer being used by citizens or there are duplicate/overlapping programs.

Civic Center neighborhood

Rockshire

Aspen Hill/Bel Pre Woods
Woodley Gardens
Aspen Hill
Twinbrook
Twinbrook.
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I really don’t care. I get incredible snow removal. I pay for my water and trash/recycling. In the past 2 decades, I have not seen any investment for west Rockville.
The City has not seen the obvious to open up Gude Drive for easier access to the Senior Center, no movie nights, no effort for a Farmers Market, no events, and after
8 years, the City never once conducted a retail study similar to Town Center. As retail struggles to find itself, please stop making decisions unless the math and data
help you. Can the City come out of the pandemic is not the real question. Will there be a Town Center? It will be different and never count business out but
business also should be more engaged with public, private, and Montgomery College. Internships and advertisements in the local school should be measured. The
City, Business Community, and schools should have closet relationships. On a continuum, on a scale from 1 to 10, this is not a strong relationship. Case in point, look
at the school newspapers. How many articles about the last City election? How many Rockville business owners were advertising in the public, private, and
community college newspapers? Stadiums? Theater bills/pamphlets? How many restaurants follow the school calendars? Accomplishments? Events such as
Homecoming? How many see Rockville as coming home?
Less government = fiscal responsibility.

Stop funding illegals
Stop increasing our taxes! It’s embarrassing how much we are taxed and for what?!? Crime is up so much because of all the gangs in the area. Those people aren’t
paying taxes... stop providing a haven for criminals and the rest of us won’t have to support them any more.,
Seek federal grants
Building and developer fees increased ONLY for non-green constuction. Incentives for using reclaimed or recycled materials. Reduce or eliminate "leaf collection"
program and inform residents of profound health and environmental value of keeping them for the health of trees and gardens. End policy of giving Fee in Leu funds
back to developers...use it for restoring native plants and trees in parks or right of ways.
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West End

At a minimum Mayor and Council should not add new positions and avoid RIFs of existing employees. The council should take a hard look at the REScos and our
Sister City programs and weigh whether that money could be redirected to programs that support more vulnerable city residents during these times.

Flint Ledge Estates
Twinbrook
Manor Lake
New Mark Commons
Twinbrook
west end
Twinbrook Broadwood
manor
Chadsberry
ROCKCREST EDMONSTON

There has been way too much residential and corporate developments in Rockville. How many townhouses, single family homes, nursing homes, etc do we need? All
this only increases traffic, air pollution, reducing trees and open spaces that are vital to our mental health. We don’t want to turn Rockville into a mini NYC. We need
to establish more parks and maintain our rural areas. This will help to reduce excessive heat from global warming too.
You can increase developers fees, not homeowners building permit fees. Also, increase property taxes on those luxury rental apartment buildings, but not condos. I
think those rental buildings are raking in the money hand over fist otherwise they wouldn’t keep building.
Cease social service expenditures to non-citizens and non-residents.
The police budget should be reorganized to include (more) social workers, teachers, psychologists, mental health counselors... $281 million dollars is a lot of money
with (as far as I can tell) good paying jobs with benefits. This should include well paying jobs for minorities who work with the community and go with police officers
responding to calls.
I have been in Rockville for over 40 years and value the services I receive and am willing to pay for them.
LOWER MY TAXES. FIRE REDUNDANT CITY EMPLOYEES. LOWER BUREAUCRAT'S SALARIES. SELL ALL SUBSIDIZED HOUSING PROPERTIES AT FAIR MARKET PRICES AND
SHUT DOWN WHATEVER AGENCY HANDLES THESE. STOP REPLACING PERFECTLY GOOD SIDEWALKS WITH HANDICAP RAMP SIDEWALKS (WTF IS WRONG WITH
YOU???) LEAVE US ALONE!
Help long time Senior Citizen with properly TAX rate !! Been here for 65 years!!
Increase allocations for police and social services Increase allocations to help large traffic areas, like Rockville Pike, run smoothly.

Potomac Highlands

Have a plan for working people not for illegal immigrants !
Any money spent should be for county citizens and legal residents. If you can’t manage a budget with the tax dollars you have then start cutting your budget-starting
with county admin. You’re taxing us into oblivion.
Reduce aid and support to illegal aliens.

West end

Temporarily reduce services eg snow removal—we can wait.

Not Specified

Directly across from EOB and This is the time support businesses and Residents at risk. Budget issues can be dealt with later, after pandemic is under control and vaccinations have been
next to Americana
completed, establishing immunity to the virus, stabilizing health concerns, open businesses, etc., living and coping in a more "normal" state of affairs.
Woodburn rd off Baltimore rd Increase taxes on those with properties worth 1million or more
Silver Rock

Twinbrook

temporarily move funding from programs that aren't being used due to covid. small amounts of debt increase would be warranted.
Where is the savings of utility cost going with the facilities not used by Rockville residents? With City Hall shut down less is being done. Maybe there are positions
not providing a benefit to residents. Do not raise taxes. Find ways to save money. Stop saying yes to every request.
Keep City programs available for City residents. Residents that are not working cannot afford higher fees.

Lincoln Park

Cut the police budget

Burgundy knolls

Rather than increasing fees or eliminating jobs, cut back on current expenses and renegotiate contracts with vendors.

New Mark Commons

there are staff at the Senior Center who appear to be idle all too often,e.g., one plays ping-pong frequently throughout the day.

Not Specified
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Silver rock
Twinbrook

Comments
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Resident fees for programs should be lower than non-residents. Some city programs I participate in are extremely low compared to similar businesses and I would be
willing to pay more because I like doing those programs. If people can’t afford the increase there can be some type of aid funded by taxes with reasonable
qualification requirements. Most residents should be open to paying for things they like to do. People hate taxes because they go to programs that they don’t always
support. Rather than increas taxes, increase the fees for specific programs.
Interest rates are at historic lows so now is a good time for the city to borrow to support long-term capital improvements.

Fallsgrove

Eliminate social programs such as welfare. Change programs so work programs are required to obtain aid. Eliminate staff working on free social programs.
Vandals and graffiti "artists" should be sentenced to work programs like cleaning roadsides, parks, removing graffiti, etc. This will free up city staff for other projects.

West End

In general, I favor preserving services and increasing the tax base, with appropriate exemptions for low-income taxpayers.

West End

Potomac Springs

Increase traffic citations
Increase density permitted near Metro and on Rockville Pike, and ease APFO restrictions there, to encourage development that will raise property values & future tax
revenue.
Reduce/reallocate the use of City funds for programs and organizations to reflect the extent that their beneficiaries are actually Rockville residents (Including bu not
limited to REDI, VisArts, RBAC, the theater and music organizations, and many others ...)
Freeze the budget! No new programs. Everyone has had to downsize and do without. Don’t punish us further with tax and fee increases.

Rockville Town Square

Reduce police spending and reallocate to social and community initiatives

Twinbrook

New Mark Commons

Reduce all programs until economics returns to normaal. This is what families do for themselves,
Adding fees for services residents otherwise take for granted as “free” moderates their use and Is a way to prevent misuse. I’ve also observed many common parking
violations (like on Beall Drive every day) that can be monetized.
The suggestions I checked are more user fee oriented as I think they should be.

Villages at Tower Oaks

Bring more business to Rockville, don’t let other cities and states steal it from us.

Twinbrook

West End

Ban Free Parking!! DO NOT make it more expensive to build housing.
The city should not try to do too much. Just because some councilmembers have an interest in health and education doesn't mean city government should become
involved with those domains. I don't know too much about city programs but I suspect the biggest expense is personnel costs. City workers I have interacted with
have been highly professional and responsive, including the police, so I would not support layoffs if they can be avoided.
Greater parking enforcement and fines for moving violations

Fallsgrove

Eliminate programs for undocumented residents.

Hungerford

East rockville

Honestly, these are all bad options. I cannot choose.
Reallocating police funds to mental health & adopting an annual/one time payment for access to dog parks. The city of Minneapolis charges $5 for a day pass or
$35/year for dog park access - they have some gorgeous dog parks, too!
I would only support increased parking fees if there was a way to avoid the burden disproportionately falling on the poor.

Lincoln Park

Introduce a local sales tax

West End

Hangerfort

Transfer funding from programs designed to serve groups of participants (such as recreational open gyms, classes, and performances).
The loss of focus on basic local government to infrastructure, public safety and schools snd creeping into all sorts of social programs with varied and ill defined
criteria is a lack of leadership to the citizens of Rockville.
There is duplication with County programs that may be eliminated such as summer program and extra curricular programs for students.

The Victoria

Real estate costs are already too high

West End
Town Center

Town Center

West End

Aspen Hill

Horizon Hill
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Lincoln Park

None of these options are good options!

King Farm CA

Redistribute Police Budget

Janeta

Review program usage, eliminate least used
I really don't know the balance on these; rely on government to look at the size of funds and the needed balance across programs and needs. I don't know how to
Zip code 20850 in downtown
give meaningful feedback to you. I'm not sure what "new priorities" means.... I guess there are selected new programs and rankings. I think Food Bank should be at
Rockville (Rose Hills)
the top of the list.
Absolutely opposed to using enforcement (parking citations) as a revenue tool. Preference for any reduction of city staff would be to do so through attrition and
Twinbrook
delays in hiring.
A contracting economy means reducing costs, such as city programs for entertainment, education; reduce city development/construction of new, but maintain
Villages at Tower Oaks
existing
Perhaps the new priorities should wait until next year if they cost money the city doesn't have or would result in a reduction to services currently provided. Be
Twinbrook
mindful of the impact of cuts on vulnerable populations.
North Farm
Defund the police
Not Specified

Woodley gardens

Don’t keep raising taxes. We are on the brink of moving. If we are negatively impacted by COVID, own a house, now we have to pay more????
Eliminate diversity, LBGT and other programs which are directed to a minority of the population and are politically motivated. Reduce city staff employed for these
programs.
I would like to see both incentives and penalties to encourage developers to provide more affordable apartment housing. It is a shame to see my King Farm
neighborhood being built out with expensive 4 story town houses instead of variably priced rental apartments and condos.
My dad works for a building developer in the area. They have and make so much money, they can afford the extra taxation.

King Farm

Eliminate fireworks on Fourth of July.

Grandin Avenue

Remove Speed & Red Light Cameras like other cities & states
Current interest rate are at historic lows and the City's debt ratio is also low compared to prior fiscal years. Issue new bonds to support needed capital
improvements. Identify programs that are not cost effective and/or under utilized to save money.
Implement a local sales tax of 0.5% (excluding vehicle sales and food items), with all of that revenue coming back to the City of Rockville. Alternatively, partner with
Montgomery County on a local sales tax of 0.5% countywide, with a proportion of the revenue coming back to the City of Rockville.
Golf course maintenance, budget for in person events
Carefully consider whether new programs or staff positions are necessary for providing essential city services, being especially mindful not to duplicate what the
county or other actors already do. Stop providing direct subsidies to private businesses in Town Center. The ULI report said there was too much retail in the area
anyway, relative to the population density.
Not sure why the City would reduce staff in a time of need.

Fallsgrove
King Farm

City Employee
Twinbrook North (Grandin
Ave)
New Mark Commons
Twinbrook
Not Specified
East Rockville (also an
Employee)
Rockcrest
Fallsmead
college gardens
Woolley gardens

Why would reduce city staff be an option? WOW, I am lost for words! So disheartening!
Make the builders pay for the increase. They have the money and are making money hand over foot. Also if you don't live here you should pay more for city
programs. Also don't give COVID shots to non residents.
Reduce recreation center programs/ classes. There seem to be a lot, many have been cancelled due to COVID. Now is the chance to bring back only the most
popular, well-utilized classes and services.
I see many non-Rockville citizens using the senior center, often registering early and taking precious places in the most popular classes. I know they pay more to join
the center, but I think Rockville citizens shoulld have first dibs in registering for all classes. Also, the center is often over crowded.
Money is cheap. Ok to borrow some with limitations
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Comments on Options for a Balanced Budget
Comments

Woodley Gardens

Building and development fees should be increased to offset any and all associated costs.

Woodley Gardens

Careful to balance fees against economic development.

Not Specified

Look at redundancies with overlapping services with the county like police force

west end

sell off unnecessary facilities
I believe a reduction in programs related to in person events that are not feasible this year is the best option, instead of attempting to convert them into virtual
events. Further, if possible, reducing overhead for programs, and things that are not needed when most events are not able to be held would be the wisest use of
the limited funds. If that is insufficient, increasing the programs fees marginally would be preferred.
Reduce or eliminate climate action programs, social justice programs, and other programs and services that results are unable to be analyzed.
You will notice that I selected increasing the funding to external visitors and developers. As much as possible, I would like to see that our community continues to
provide the services needed within our community. In some cases I think increasing the real property tax rate, especially for those with very large properties, perhaps
in a more tiered fashion or with a minimum household cost, would be beneficial. That would meet the desire to continue to have affordable housing for those less
economically advantaged while also, increasing the revenue from those that can contribute more to their community.
Seek opportunities from federal, state, and county government, as well as big businesses and non-profit organizations. Negotiate with vendors for discounts. Have
programs that may be contingent based on available funding.
in my view, these times are not the time to raise "collections" on people who barely have food, since they cannot work, and of you raise expenses on recreational
activities, residents may not be able to afford them and you will spend much more trying to alleviate the mental Health burden on residents as a whole. Savings
should be made by cutting in electricity/gas expenses on city provided cars, facilities by increasing telework and reducing facility hours. Recover money on
constructions and permits, since construction activities can be social distant and will not bother traffic etc...during social isolation. Programs where people will be
crowded in small rooms should be eliminated. We have to get use to social distancing as COVID may not be rid of by 2022, unless vaccination campaigns are swift,
Emerging infections have to be prepared for.
Reduce or eliminate programs that are not in high demand.

Twinbrook
Twinbrook
Twinbrook

Not Specified

Lincoln Park

Montrose
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Neighborhood

Croydon creek nature center is a local gem.
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Twinbrook
College Square
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
Twinbrook
twinbrook
Twinbrook Forest
Potomac woods
Rockshire

Rockshire

Aspen Hill/Bel Pre Woods
Woodley Gardens
West End
Aspen Hill
Twinbrook
West End
Twinbrook
West End

Comments
Be modest with ambitions about adding to the scope of city government at this time. Carefully consider what new services city staff can reasonably deliver, if any,
under the circumstances we face.
Cycling has increased since the pandemic. More bicycle parking and wayfinding signs (with destinations and distance) to facilitate recreation, commuting, shopping,
and other errands by bike should be implemented. These are inexpensive improvements that would serve a broad swath of the Rockville community in a timely
way. Both for recreational cycling and destination cycling.
If public transportation is part of your budget, consider improving it.
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Neighborhood

The climate action plan is a priority in conjunction with maintaining, replacing, and expanding the native tree canopy in our city.
Please prioritized economic development over COVID-19. If we maintain CDC guidelines for social distancing and mask-wearing, we can keep COVID-19 in check
while we wait for a vaccine.
Make reasonable changes to permits. Have a size minimum for structures like shed, There should be no reason to NEED a permit for a 2'x4' shed. I'll pay more in
taxes if you are after the permit fees for minor structures things like this. I like the environmental intensives like a rebate for making your driveway from pavers
and not concrete or asphalt.
Provide programs for aging in place. Also promote electric vehicles, more charging stations.
The city has no need for a police force. Everything the city police force does the Montgomery County police does. In fact, the city should look at all their duplicated
programs with Montgomery County and cut them.
I do not see a topic point for pollution; prevention, reduction, etc. Maybe that is included in another bullet point? In addition to preserving green space & vegetation,
planning for climate change and minimizing waste, a focus also needs to be placed on reducing and ultimately preventing pollution (of air, water, soil, humans) by
businesses and residents.
A drastic change is needed for loyalty and commitment to our City. There have been recommendations before about equity. Review these concerns to measure
their validity. Communication is a challenge so be bold, get something to fix this. Beach communities can afford this year round. Expand the M/C to 7 seats and
avoid representation from few clusters. Open up Gude to the Senior Center is opening up Rockville. Use and strive for data analytics to help Town Center. Throw
out studies prior to the pandemic. Renegotiate parking at Town Center. Move on the Education Board Commission recommendation from task force 2 years ago. Be
willing to acknowledge loyalty and thinking Rockville first is a challenge due to our City limits, school cluster makeup related to the City limits, I 270 geographical
barriers, extending major city events throughout the city, a serious look at equity in amenities citywide. There should be voices from all corners of the City. At least
you know how I feel and at least you have recommendations.
Learn to live with cuts as everyone else is, or those of us funding this area will leave.
Rockville is a DISGRACE- cost of living too high , you don't get what you pay for. Rents need to be cut in half. All old rundown tear downs. Full of mold. Inspection
needs to crack down
Reduce real property tax rate during COVID-19
Our mayor is a mouth-breathing moron. He should consider breathing from his nose.
The city needs to do more to support local businesses, not in the way of giving them money, but by highlighting businesses in different industry categories in the
rockville reports paper.
I still worry that the County has not addressed the MCPS bus depot that supports our area. As the county gives up county land in Rockville (like the old police/fire
training facility) and in Gaithersburg, the options to relocate the bus depot dwindle which could lead to them foisting a bad solution on Rockville that puts something
that should remain in an industrial zone right next to housing areas. Don't let the bus depot plans surprise you please.
There is a lot of petty crime in Twinbrook, cars broken into, catalytic converter theft, this is ridiculous and not what we pay for buying a house in Rockville. You need
to do something about it.
Town center viability is very important. The expansion of 270 is a huge issue that could damage the city.
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Neighborhood

Twin brook

Creating a Rockville City Native Plant Corridor network encouring home owners to use native plants, less grass, no pesticides, no fertilizer...and using nature to
sequester carbon and protect native insects as food for native birds. All with the intent of linking Rockville to other native plant corridors from Central America to
Canada.
Make public to Rockville city tax payers the cost of supporting/harboring illegal/undocumented immigrants.
Be cautious about expanding the number of boards and commissions because that also adds costs in terms of staff support. Continue making the long term
investments in the city's water infrastructure.
Don’t raise taxes, cut spending!

Talbott St.

No comment.

Flint Ledge Estates

Plan for the next Pandemic. Lessons learned. There will another one soon. Fix what can be fixed before next crisis. Encourage ideas like curbside pickups and outdoor
dining areas to assist restaurants to stay afloat. Ask for donations from residents to support their favorite causes like Vegetable Gardens or Pet Parks.

Twinbrook.
Twinbrook
West End

Twinbrook
Hungerford
Not Specified
Twinbrook

New Mark Commons

west end
Burgundy Estates

Rockville should consider implementing a Data Driven Approach to Crime and Traffic Safety (DDACTS) to both improve traffic safety and reduce crime. Nashville saw a
HUGE reduction in both when they implemented this data-driven approach. Talk to the Maryland Office of Highway Traffic Safety and your NHTSA Region 3 office for
more information.
Put money aside for climate change mitigation. Increase tree canopy, and maintain health of existing urban trees.
Improved voting/election standards. How do we know our elections are fair?
I think Rockville needs to do what the DC City Council did some years back in mandating the Public Works Department install sidewalks on both sides of every street
whenever they are doing road construction. I used to live in DC and my neighborhoods missing sidewalks were slowly but surely filled in. I’m surprised to find so
many sidewalks missing in Rockville, even in Twinbrook. It’s important to have sidewalks on both sides of every street so that people don’t have to cross the street
unnecessarily
The pandemic is going to expose existing trends of inequality in our country. Rockville is a highly educated suburb of Washington, DC with many affluent families, but
there are also many small, family owned businesses and minorities who will suffer directly from lack of opportunities. Mayor Newton and the Council should do
everything they can to lift and amplify minority voices and provide opportunities to those who are suffering due to Covid. I commend the council for the Diversity
Initiative, but being an ally isn't enough. We need to be advocates and create an environment that lifts those at the bottom to make us a more equitable and
inclusive city for everyone.
LOWER MY TAXES.

Twinbrook Broadwood
manor
West End

Support business growth and development in Town Square
More affordable housing, upzone and streamline planning commission decisions to increase building to cover budget gaps, emphasize biking, buses, and pedestrians
over cars. Retain roads as public spaces for dining, etc. Don’t give them back to cars.
Do a Better job of TAKING care of OUR POLICE OFFICERS!! THEY ARE NOT THE BAD GUYS !! Go back to treating CRIMINALS Like CRIMINALS!! BAD IS BAD & GOOD
IS GOOD !! THANKS VERY MUCH FOR YOUR SERVICE!!
Keep up the good work in bon planning a progressive, fiscally responsible budget.

Hungerford

Make downtown cheaper for businesses, more viable for long-term businesses.

Chadsberry

Please allocate funds to maintain Redgate as a park. It is a wonderful asset and green space for Rockville.
Please do something on the safety of the residents ,our houses,our cars got robbed even inside our vicinity,but seems like the leaders on this city doesn do
anything,we the people are taxpayers pls legitimate our safety !
Resign. You have destroyed our once desirable county.
Most citizens have not received pay increases for many years but Rockville fees and taxes increases are getting out of control, insult to injury is the city staff how
generally are not only unhelpful and frankly rude in most encounters

Twinbrook

ROCKCREST EDMONSTON
Not Specified
West end
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College Gardens
Look at overlap with county services like police or programming
Directly across from EOB and Terminate Ricky Barker for incompetence and failure to perform any part of his job, in acceptable manner. The crafty Susan Swift remarked a few months ago, she
next to Americana
can run circles around him and she does....
Woodburn rd off Baltimore rd Our police force should have the same gender and racial/ethnic demographics as our population.
Rockville Park
Not Specified
West End
ROCKCREST COMMUNITY
NEAR LEWIS
Courthouse Walk
West End
Burgundy Knolls
Lincoln Park
Maryvale
East Rockville

Please continue to support the arts in Rockville as they are a fundamental need for humanity.
Stop talking so much at council meetings and talk about what residents are receiving from their taxes. What are we getting that we aren't already getting from the
county? How many services are duplicated from state or county?
Prioritize new commercial development in Metro zones instead of ever-increasing amount of residential development.
Pls prioritized the moco residents taxpayers before giving to the illegal undocumented people,our safety first,kids enhancement to school and no lockdowns pls coz
women needs to work in order to provide for family but if u keep on locking down schools we have to be at home too and we got no money to pay for our essential
needs!
Decrease real property tax rate for residents. Decrease water usage rate for residents.
The police budget is unnecessarily high, and much of that money could be better spent elsewhere, including in social services, mental health services, and other
programs that are better equipped to deal with many of the issues (domestic abuse, substance abuse, mental health, etc.) police are often forced to deal with,
despite being unqualified or underprepared.
Long term I’d love to see development of a real downtown for Rockville.
De-militarize the police department. Eliminate militarized police equipment. Significantly increase de-escalation training for police. Shift resources from the police
to social services.
Rethinking the police budget - where can funds be redirected to get better results and increase public safety for all our residents

Fallsgrove

Lower property taxes for elderly so they can remain in their homes
Use Redgate for socially distant events that will bring people to Rockville to spend money. Do a drive in concert with a big name or up and coming band. People can
park on grass - it’s not like it’s a golf course anymore.
A healthy environment = a healthy population. Please keep in mind the importance of green space, big trees and protecting our natural communities when working
to keep our neighbors mentally and physically healthy, our city cool, and our air clean.
City's current water rate penalizes multi-family communities. The condo I live in, 45 units served by one meter ( size 1.5 inch), we overpay $22000 per year
because of this inequitable water rate. New water rate should be more equitable and reasonable. It should not penalizes same consumption based on size of
water meter.
Be cautious about adding positions to city staff and expanding the scope of city functions, like for instance creating our own health department. We should avoid
duplicating county functions. I would also support more aggressive deer population controls. Please focus on the basics of municipal governance during these
uncertain times.
Don't waste city funds on racism studies, "green" programs and socialist programs.

Twinbrook

Keep up the good work!

Not Specified

Match people in need with others who are willing to help

Twinbrook

Eliminate pet projects. Eliminate Dawson's Market subsidy. Fund other city services outside of police.

Hungerford

Continue to fight the non native invasive plants that are wiping out our natural ecosystems.

Silver rock
East Rockville
Not Specified

Twinbrook
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Neighborhood

Comments

Town Center

Fund increased/adequate, committed staffing to provide (1) Landlord-Tenant engagement services comparable to those available to non-Rockville County residents;
(2) a real, functioning, fulltime Town Center liaison; (3) additional/adequate staff capable of expediting and implementing the City's Vision Zero goals

Potomac Springs

Please consider those on a fixed budget when deciding whether or not to raise taxes. This is not the year to try to fix all real or imagined societal problems

Fallsgrove

Preparation and planning for Post Covid return to schools and workplaces. Infrastructure, mental health, parenting/elder care support etc.

Not Specified

Stop building residences without schools.

East Rockville

Eliminate bonuses for department heads. Only retain car allowance when appropriate.
I was very impressed by the sidewalk improvement work completed throughout the East End this fall. Please continue to consider pedestrian safety, and making
Rockville a safely walkable city.
Start thinking about the parts of Rockville that are ignored. Allow the redevelopment of old homes into new homes .
I'd like to ensure the City looks at spending in each department to ensure that funds are not being misused/mismanaged or wasted. IE Ensure that funds are being
spent efficiently/effectively and that funds are not being wasted on frivolous/unnecessary purchases that do not benefit the City's residents. Also, the City should
look within each department to ensure that funds are being used equitably.
Please consider raising educators’ wages and make virtual learning platforms standardized, monetized, and more accessible.
Please support cable and wired broadband as ways to bring Rockville more fully into the techno age and say no to 5G. 5G has not been studied enough to subject
residents to the unknown impact of its' radiation levels. Please keep 5G out of our Rockville neighborhoods.
Rockville and MoCo in general are great places to live but are already highly taxed. Let’s try to stay within the existing tax rates and not increase them.
Please do not forget about the workers who worked day in and day out keeping the City afloat. Do not go another year with out raises or you will have a lot of talent
leave the city for good. Also, having the option to take the one time bonus would be beneficial, some workers do not like the leave buy back.

Maryvale/ East End
Twinbrook
Not Specified
King Farm
New Mark Commons
New Mark Commons
Maryvale

Villages at Tower Oaks

Twinbrook
West End
Fallsgrove
Lincoln Park
West End

1. Keeping the parks at Rockville clean and beautiful as they are now. 2. Continue improving the swim center and classes for kids. 3. Find new businesses to
establish Rockville as their home. Maybe a launch an entrepreneurial initiative. I know many people with great ideas but afraid or not knowing where to start. 4.
Assist the county to improve the school rating of richard Montgomery by strategic partnership on after school programs. Use the technology that the kids use
nowadays to attract them to learning and pulling them away from criminal activities. Maybe even activities that their parents can get involved it ....
Facilitate more dense housing development to grow the budget!
1) Stay focused on big picture infrastructure needs, creating the conditions for economic and residential growth (especially affordable). 2) Avoid duplicating
functions already provided by other public and private actors, especially in the health and education space. 3) Minimize adverse budget impacts on Rockville's
vulnerable populations.
Lower taxes, even if that means eliminating city programs. As a senior citizen, if the cost of living continues to rise, I will be forced to leave not only the city but
Maryland.
Please keep the budget balanced

The Victoria

None
We have one of the highest combined taxes in the country. Many of us have lost jobs or are on fixed incomes- every time you mentioned more taxes or raising
already high property taxes it is a slap to those of us that have to work and have worked all of our lives to be able to afford a home. Enough.
Focus on needs of seniors to remain in their home

Lincoln Park

I sincerely hope that the Mayor and Council will compose a budget that addresses the needs of ALL members of our community.

Town Center

improve sidewalks and street lighting

Horizon Hill
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Rockshire

King Farm CA
Lincoln Park

Comments
To relieve congestion & pollution, we need better public transit. The 100 year old system of drawing lines over a map doesn't make sense anymore. With modern
coding we can create a system that's serves the people most likely to use transit. Should add another tier to public transit, too, in addition to buses and metro. 15person vans can zip around the county on routes with limited stops, which would lessen the need for cars and buses. Think about it. To help the environment, we
should be planting wildflowers wherever possible. Lawns are food deserts for pollinators and the bees are dying. When the bees are gone, everyone is screwed. It
would be very cheap and easy to start a program where the city & county provide wildflower seeds to anyone who wants them.
Redistribute Police Budget so we have more money for social services. Reducing a number of city staff should not be a motive people need jobs.
Be willing to have a bold vision for the future that includes social and environmental sustainability. COVID has exposed so many inequitable systems, including those
in our own city. We need to create a foundation for a radically different, more just future for all of our citizens.

Zip code 20850 in downtown
Food Bank and how to deal with hunger and shelter in our community
Rockville (Rose Hills)

Twinbrook

Let us work on low carbon transportation options for all residents. Rockville is a wonderful community and has all of the elements needed for most residents to not
have to drive everywhere.
Please do more deer culling. They are becoming a nuisance in areas that never used to see them. They don't look healthy either.

North Farm

Dramatically shifting the police budget to social services

Not Specified

DONT RAISE TAXES. We play plenty of TAXES!!!

hunting woods community

n/a

Rockcrest

Preserving our beautiful cities' livability and single-family housing character is more important than short-term development funds.

Croydon Park

West Rockville
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Neighborhood

Visiblity to plans and actions of the Council
Increased training for first responders and police to interact with persons with disabilities, especially autism. Please consider a pilot program to evaluate domestic
Lincoln Park
disturbance calls to determine if a mental health worker would be beneficial in responding along with police.
Increase funding for police. Institute a program for violators of nonviolent crimes to work weekends and nights or time not employed to clean parks, roadsides,
Fallsgrove
graffiti removal and other tasks not being done because of budget. Time of service needs to equate cost of crime and prosecution to value to employing someone to
do the social work.
Please continue to work closely and provide funding support, when possible, to the many excellent non-profit social service organizations that are providing
King Farm
community services that the city cannot provide on its own.
on Nelson Street we need a few more stop signs. I have seen young children almost get run over by vehicles because there’s no stop sign just a crosswalk. also
Regent Square condominiums
people in their cars do not stop at blinking lights we need to have stop signs!
Woodley gardens
Thank you for working hard to help us and good luck!
We believe that the skatepark/parks should be open all week. Having a staff person there all week will give the kids a place to go and it will be safer than playing on
West End
the streets.
Charge user fees for any events held at Red Gate Park. Offer activities there, such as nature or bird walks, 5K runs, photo shoots. Can/will the clubhouse be rented in
King Farm
the future?
Grandin Avenue
Reduce Taxes
Taxes and fees continue to increase and have a significant impact on moderate income families. The Mayor and council need to exercise fiscal responsibility in
King Farm
making budget decisions. Additionally, they should consider tax relief for senior citizens.
Twinbrook
Overcrowding on roads
Twinbrook

This is a wonderful place to live. Those of us who can afford it should contribute more to keep it that way and to help those who have less means.
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City Employee

Fair and equitable compensation to include merit based step increases to union and police employees.
Institute and/or expand programs that help school-age children deal with the learning gaps that resulted from remote schooling. For example, expand after-school
programs, homework help, tutoring, etc.
Save the Woodley Garden Pool

East Rockville
Woodley Gardens
Twinbrook North (Grandin
Ave)

A small bonus of $1000-$2000 for police officers and City workers, as a thank you for their service during the pandemic.

Twinbrook

There are so many great graphics in the Rockville Reports paper, I am curious why I haven't seen any of these as signage across the city? The COVID related graphics
should be used as signage.
I hope we can do whatever we can to ensure inequity doesn’t get worse during this tough time. Affordable housing creates opportunities for stability and
generational health and wealth. Thank you for your hard work to protect and support Rockville!
Please continue to advocate for a pedestrian/cycle crossing to link the Twinbrook neighborhood with the other side of the railroad tracks.
I see the Water Plant is due for an upgrade, I would like you to look into scheduling updates every other year. As a resident, Water is one of the best thing Rockville
provides so please protect it at all cost.
If you care about your residents and employees, do the right thing and provide aid to both in times of need. Give aid to the residents and give employees their pay
increase, its only fair! We have worked day in and day out and nothing to show for it! We can make more money on unemployment then what you are paying, and
that's sad!
Stop saying yes to every request that requires funds.

Not Specified

Education, training, opportunity programs for low income families.

Rockcrest

Not Specified

Not raising taxes at this time can be the biggest thing to help people during COVID. Figure it out. Don't raise the rates.
Well, regarding COVID-19 inoculations, I would like to be assured that if you are sending kids back to the classroom, that the teachers and staff be taken care of
before, say, people working from home.
I don't know (should find out) Rockville's debt burden. Maybe additional intermediate-term borrowing is appropriate but shouldn't ratchet the city up to a level that,
with eventual increases in interest rates, would come back to bite us
Woodley Gardens pool preservation is a high priority for protecting our area as a whole. Small businesses like the ones in Woodley Gardens need help and won't
survive without assistance.
Support to town center businesses as COVID decreases.

Rockville Estates

I'd love to see ways we can audit the current budget to find things that can be removed.

West End

As above, could the City possibly purchase the Woodley Gardens pool and continue to operate it as such?
Please help save the Woodley Gardens Pool and Rockville Town Square. These are important assets for our families! Also, support in opening our schools, there is a
safe way to move forward!
Sidewalks, walk/bike-ability, pedestrian safety!!
Thank you for your hard work, we residents understand it is a difficult job you face. Please continue to prioritize the residents who need the help, including the
elderly, and those with young children. Please continue to offer as many programs as is feasible that can be conducted in person/ socially distant. We all hope to
regain some normalcy by this summer.
Build more performing arts opportunities when Covid receeds.
In these times, it seems particularly important to focus on basic needs, mental health, and educational programming. These are all areas impacted significantly by
COVID.
Decreasing building permit and developer fees, making the permit and approval process for developers more streamlined, incentivizing restaurants and retail to
come/stay in Rockville.

Elmcroft Blvd
New Mark Commons
Twinbrook
Not Specified
East Rockville (also an
Employee)

Town Center
Rockshire
Woodley Gardens

Woodley Gardens
West End
Twinbrook
Woodley Gardens
Fallsmead
Twinbrook
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Neighborhood

Comments

Not Specified

Plan events and programs so that they may be performed or participated either virtually or in-person and plan for contingency and various scenarios.
Since 2015, many things have changed for the better, for the brown and black communities nationally. Locally, Rockville is firmly committed to progress in term of
race relations. I am requesting that the Historic Black neighborhood be provided with the most modern facilities for Youth education and Recreation. I do not think
that there is any contradiction in celebrating the History of Black people, while providing space for the Future. Recent events in the State of Georgia revealed that
there might not be a Future for this Nation, if this Future does not include educated, civically active and thriving Black and Brown people. Even more recent events in
the Capitol in Washington DC, showed that we have not reach Equity in term of treatment based on Race. I insist that we all should be treated equally, thrive
together and celebrate our Diversity, and be given space to do so equitably. Thank you.
Please do not raise taxes on Rockville residents and home owners. Property taxes are already very high.
The city is providing very good programs for people of all ages, at an affordable price, please keep that going, but consider eliminating low demand programs.
Property taxes are high as it is, please don't add more burden on residents.
Address street racing problem near Montrose Parkway, Montrose Road, Pike and Rose
Please consider reinstating merit-based pay increases for this year. Doing so would do a lot to help worker moral. City workers have sacrificed a lot to keep the City
running. Asking workers to continue providing services at the stellar level they currently do, in more difficult circumstances than usual, without considering meritbased pay increases, would be asking too much. Giving serious consideration to the financial/budgetary feasibility of merit-based pay increases would at least show
workers you have their best interests in mind and are trying to do right by them.
Keep commmunications in Spanish and other languages.

Lincoln Park

King Farm
Montrose
Chadsberry
City employee
West End
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Presentation
Department: Housing and Community Development
Responsible Staff: Allison Hoy

Subject
Presentation of Survey Instrument for a Community-Wide Survey to be Administered by the
Rockville Human Rights Commission and the Human Services Advisory Commission

Recommendation
Staff recommend that the Mayor and Council discuss the items in the attached material and
provide feedback as necessary.

Discussion
This item is a continuation of an on-going Mayor and Council discussion about social justice,
racism, and bias. The Mayor and Council have discussed this topic at previous Mayor and
Council meetings, including June 22, July 6, July 20, September 21, December 14, 2020 and
January 25, 2021.
In this agenda item, members of the Human Rights Commission (HRC) and the Human Services
Advisory Commission (HSAC) are presenting an overview of community survey it plans to
conduct over the next few months.
In response to the request from the Mayor and Council and as expressed the HRC and HSAC for
the desire of a community-wide survey, the HRC and HSAC have jointly developed a survey
instrument. The survey seeks to gather data and solicit feedback concerning matters of social
justice, racism, and bias and wellness in the Rockville community during the COVID-19
pandemic. Individual survey responses will be submitted anonymously. A draft of the survey is
provided in Attachment A for reference.
The HRC/HSAC anticipates deploying the survey in March or April 2021, and keeping the survey
open for one-month period following deployment.
The HRC and HSAC will largely administer the survey through the online SurveyMonkey
platform, but hardcopy of the survey will be available upon request. The survey will be
translated into common languages spoken in the city, including Spanish, Mandarin Chinese,
Russian, Vietnamese, and Korean.
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The survey will be promoted through Rockville Reports and online via the City’s website and
through social media.

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council have discussed this topic at previous Mayor and Council meetings,
including June 22, July 6, July 20, September 21, December 14, 2020 and January 25, 2021. This
item is a continuation of an on-going Mayor and Council discussion.

Boards and Commissions Review
The survey questions have been approved for this presentation and discussion by the Human
Rights Commission and the Human Services Advisory Commission.

Next Steps
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council discuss items in the attached materials.
Following the survey, the HRC and HSAC anticipate presenting their findings to the Mayor and
Council for discussion. Staff will incorporate survey results and the directions from the Mayor
and Council into this list of implementation strategies as part of a comprehensive document for
potential implementation.

Attachments
Attachment 10.a:
Attachment 10.b:

Attachment A_ HRC_HSAC Survey 2-19
(DOCX)
Attachment B - HRC HSAC Survey Proposal 2-19
(DOCX)
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Introduction
This survey is jointly sponsored by the City of Rockville Human Rights Commission (“HRC”)
and the Human Services Advisory Commission (“HSAC”). The purpose of this survey is to gather
public feedback on the well-being of the Rockville community and to ascertain whether the
community feels that the City is addressing the needs of all community members, particularly
following a year of remarkable upheaval, uncertainty, and anxiety.
Responses, which are entered and stored anonymously, will be compiled by designated members
of the Joint Survey Committee of the HRC and the HSAC. Individual responses will be kept
confidential and will not be shared with the public or with the City, other than individual City staff
assisting the Commissions with administering the survey.
The survey should take approximately 5 to 10 minutes to complete. The survey will be available
for completion for 60 days. The Joint Committee anticipates presenting the compiled results to
the City Council in June of 2021.

Part 1: Participant Data
1. In which category is your age?
18-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years
75 years or older
2. What is your race and/or ethnicity? (Choose all that apply)
Hispanic /Latino
Arab, Middle Eastern, or Northern African
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian, Asian Indian or Pacific Islander
Black or African American
White
Other
3. Do you live in a household with children under age 18? (Choose all that apply)
None
Under age 2
Age 2 to 5
Age 6 to 11
Age 12-17
8
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4. Please enter your five-digit zip code: _____
5. Please enter your neighborhood (optional): ________________
6. Do you rent or own your current residence?
Rent
Own
7. Please indicate your gender identity:
Female
Male
TransFemale
TransMale
Gender Non-conforming
Other
8. Please indicate your sexual orientation:
Bisexual
Gay or Lesbian
Heterosexual (straight)
Other

Part 2: General Well-being
9. Physical health
a. How would you rate your physical health over the past 12 months?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
b. How would you rate the overall physical health of members of your household?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
10. Mental health
a. How would you rate your overall mental health over the past 12 months?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
b. How much stress or anxiety have you experienced over the past 12 months?
(Rating options: 1 – 5, with 1 being lowest and 5 being highest)
c. Which of the following are the primary sources of your stress or anxiety over the
past 12 months? (Choose all that apply)

8
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Your physical health
Your mental health
Physical or mental health of a relative or friend
Work issues
School issues
Family issues
Substance abuse issues
Health threat posed by COVID-19
Access to the COVID-19 Vaccine
Safety of the COVID-19 Vaccine
Local or state politics
National politics
Other

Part 3: The COVID-19 Pandemic
11. Have you or someone in your household contracted COVID-19?

(Y / N)

12. How well do you think the City of Rockville has communicated information related to
the COVID-19 pandemic, including safety and changes to City operations?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
13. How well do you think the City has continued to provide public services and activities
during COVID-19? I think you could probably eliminate this question?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
14. How safe have you felt living in the City of Rockville during COVID-19?
(Rating options: 1 – 5, with 1 being lowest and 5 being highest)
15. How much do you trust City officials to adopt policies that protect your health and wellbeing during COVID-19?
(Rating options: 1 – 5, with 1 being lowest and 5 being highest)
16. Have you been unable to pay or timely pay your mortgage or rent in the past 12 months?
(Y / N).
17. If yes, how many months are you behind on your rent or mortgage? __
18. Have you been unable to pay or timely pay any utility bills in the past 12 months? (Y / N)
19. Have you been able to access rental assistance programs through the county? (Y/N)
20. Which of the following services has your household needed as a result of COVID or
COVID restrictions? (Choose all that apply).
8
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Childcare or parenting services
Drug treatment services
Education services (e.g., computer, literacy, language, GED, degree programs)
Foster care services
Food assistance
Healthcare/dental services
Housing support services
Immigration services (e.g., assistance with forms, case evaluation, referral)
Job search or training services
Legal aid and assistance
Mental health services (e.g., counseling, crisis intervention)
Senior services
Transportation services
21. Of the services that your household has needed as a result of COVID or the COVID
restrictions, which services has your household been unable to obtain? (Choose all that
apply)
Childcare or parenting services
Drug treatment services
Education services (e.g., computer, literacy, language, GED, degree programs)
Foster care services
Food assistance
Healthcare/dental services
Housing support services
Immigration services (e.g., assistance with forms, case evaluation, referral)
Job search or training services
Legal aid and assistance
Mental health services (e.g., counseling, crisis intervention)
Senior services
Transportation services

Part 4: Racial Justice and Inclusion in Rockville
Public Safety
22. Do you feel safe living in Rockville? (Y / N)
23. Please rate the Rockville City Police Department on each of the following:
a. Effectively maintaining a safe and secure environment in Rockville.
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
b. Effectively fulfilling their role in the Rockville community.
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
8
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c. Providing public safety services to all persons who live, work, or conduct
business in the city in an equitable manner.
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
d. Treating all persons who live, work, or conduct business in the city with respect.
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
e. Interacting with all persons who live, work or conduct business in the city in a
professional, appropriate and respectful manner.
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
24. Are you aware that the City of Rockville has formed a Community Policing Advisory
Board? (Y / N)
Discrimination in the Rockville Community
25. How would you overall rate Rockville as a community on making all persons who live,
work, or conduct business in the city feel welcome, valued, and respected? We broke this
out into two questions—live vs. work/conduct business
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
26. How would you rate the Rockville business community on making all customers feel
welcome and respected in the provision of goods and services?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
27. How would you rate the Rockville business community in providing equal employment
opportunities to persons of all backgrounds?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
28. How would you rate the City of Rockville, as a governmental institution, in each of the
following?
a. Providing equitable access and treatment to all persons of all backgrounds who
live, work, or conduct business in the city to participate in local decision making
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
b. Providing equitable access to and application of City services and programming
to persons of all backgrounds who live, work, or conduct business in the city?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)
29. How would you rate the Rockville community in providing equal access to housing for
persons of all backgrounds who live, work, or conduct business in the city?
(Rating options: poor, fair, good, excellent, don’t know)

8
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30. In which context do you believe people most commonly experience harassment or
discrimination in Rockville? (Choose all that apply)
Childcare or parenting services
Drug treatment services
Education services (e.g., computer, literacy, language, GED, degree programs)
Foster care services
Food assistance
Healthcare/dental services
Housing support services
Immigration services (e.g., assistance with forms, case evaluation, referral)
Job search or training services
Legal aid and assistance
Mental health services (e.g., counseling, crisis intervention)
Senior services
Transportation services
31. To what extent have you or a member of your household experienced or witnessed
harassment or discrimination based on each of the following in the City of Rockville in
the past 12 months: (Rating options: never, rarely, some of the time, most of the time)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Age
Gender or Sexual Orientation
Race(s)
National origin (birth country)
Religion
Political affiliation
Disability
Other

32. Have you experienced harassment or discriminatory treatment in Rockville within the
past 12 months?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

By police from the Rockville Police Department (Y / N)
By police from another jurisdiction (Y / N)
By emergency or medical personnel (Y / N)
By Rockville City staff (Y / N)
By a social worker or other social service provider (Y/N)
By a Rockville business (Y / N)
By a Landlord (Y / N)
With a neighbor (Y / N)
With a stranger (Y / N)
Within a school system (public or private) (Y / N)
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Part 5: Miscellaneous
33. How familiar are you with:
a. The Rockville Human Rights Commission?
(Rating options: Not at all, somewhat, familiar, very familiar)
b. The Rockville Human Services Advisory Commission?
(Rating options: Not at all, somewhat, familiar, very familiar)

34. Are you interested in learning more about the Rockville Human Rights Commission?
(Y / N)
35. Are you interested in learning more about the Rockville Human Services Advisory
Commission? (Y / N)
36. How do you prefer to receive community news and updates?
Mail Newsletter (i.e. Rockville Reports)
E-mail
Text
Phone call
Online newsletter
City website
Rockville 11 TV station
Thank you for completing the survey! This survey will be used be the Commissions to guide
their development of programming and to provide recommendations to the City.

For more information about the Human Rights Commission, please visit:
https://www.rockvillemd.gov/108/Human-Rights-Commission
For more information about the Human Services Advisory Commission, please visit:
https://www.rockvillemd.gov/109/Human-Services-Advisory-Commission

8
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March 1, 2021
Mayor and City Council
c/o Rockville City Clerk
111 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850

Re:

Racial Inclusion and Wellness Community Survey

Dear Mayor Newton and Members of City Council,
As you know, the Rockville Human Rights Commission and Rockville Human Services
Advisory Commission have prepared the attached survey to gather data and solicit feedback
concerning matters of racial justice, racial inclusion, and general health and wellness in the
Rockville community during the COVID-19 pandemic. This letter summarizes the survey purpose
and the intended plan of distribution.
Introduction
In fall of 2020, the Human Rights Commission and Human Services Advisory Commission
formed a joint committee to prepare a survey to assess community views on the tumultuous events
of that year. More specifically, the survey is intended to gauge public sentiment about the COVID19 pandemic and the societal upheaval following the death of George Floyd.
In the course of preparing the survey, the committee became aware that the City was
preparing an Employee Survey on Equity and Inclusion (“Employee Survey”). The Employee
Survey was administered in November of 2020, and the results were presented to the Mayor and
Council on December 14, 2020. The committee has reviewed the results of the Employee Survey
and has adjusted its survey accordingly.
Survey Contents
The survey was prepared in part through incorporation of certain questions of the Employee
Survey and in part through preparation of questions regarding broader subject areas. The
committee is aware that some questions are broad or could be open to interpretation; these are
factors that will need to be kept in mind when reviewing results. The committee welcomes
feedback or commentary on the survey from the Mayor and Council prior to its issuance to the
public.
The survey is composed of five parts. The first part solicits demographic data from the
participant. The committee believes it is important to place these questions near the front of the
survey to avoid participants skipping or hastily clicking through them to complete the survey.
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The second part of the survey asks questions about the general health and wellness of the
participant and members of the participant’s household.
The third part of the survey asks questions about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the participant. It also gauges feedback on the City’s response to the pandemic.
The fourth part of the survey broadly discusses issues of racial justice and inclusion. It
solicits feedback both on the equitable provision of public safety services by City police and the
provision of services and programs by the City. It also inquires about perceived discrimination in
the Rockville business community the Rockville community at large. Finally, this part asks if the
participant has experienced instances of harassment or discrimination in Rockville.
The last part of the survey asks questions about familiarity with the HRC and HSAC, and
preferred means for receipt of community news.
Distribution and Access
The committee feels strongly that the community survey be widely available to all residents
of the City. Accordingly, although the survey will primarily be administered online via Survey
Monkey, the commission would like physical copies of the survey to be available upon request.
The survey will also be translated into Spanish, Mandarin Chinese, French, and Korean. The
survey solicits limited location data from the participants; this will allow, based on response rates,
insights into which neighborhood may face barriers in communication, outreach, or participation.
The survey will be promoted through Rockville Reports and online via the City’s website
and through social media. Multilingual flyers will also be distributed at accessible community
centers and through community organizations. Individual survey responses, which will be
submitted anonymously, will only be accessible by committee members and City staff assisting
with compiling the results.
The committee would like to hold the survey open for completion for 60 days, beginning
from April 1, 2021(or the first of the month following approval by the Council). The committee
estimates that ____ responses will be received. The committee intends to present the survey
findings to the Mayor and Council approximately one month after closing of the survey.
Sincerely,
Andrew Lin
Rockville Human Rights Commission
Wanneh Dixon
Rockville Human Services Advisory Commission

cc:

Janet Kelly, City Liaison for HRC
Allison Hoy, City Co-liaison for HSAC
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Introduction
Department: Finance
Responsible Staff: Stacey Webster

Subject
Introduction of an Ordinance to Amend Ordinance #19-20 to Appropriate Funds and Levy Taxes
for Fiscal Year 2021 (Budget Amendment #2)

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council introduce the attached ordinance to amend
Ordinance #19-20 to appropriate funds and levy taxes for Fiscal Year 2021. Adoption of this
ordinance is scheduled for March 22, 2021.

Change in Law or Policy
In accordance with the City Charter, since the budget ordinance is adopted at the fund level, a
change in the appropriated amount of any fund requires action by the Mayor and Council. The
vehicle for such action is an amendment to the budget ordinance. The proposed ordinance,
Attachment A, would amend the FY 2021 budget. The FY 2021 budget was last amended by the
Mayor and Council on November 2, 2020.

Discussion
The proposed ordinance, Attachment A, would amend the FY 2021 budget. The amendment
recognizes the items that are described in this agenda report and detailed on Attachment B.
Attachment C is an updated Financial Summaries page and Attachment D is the second quarter
financial report. The variances reported for the second quarter are proposed for adjustment in
this amendment.
General Fund Revenue changes include the following:
•

Increase in grant revenue for the departments of Housing and Community
Development, and Recreation and Parks (increase of $67,431). This amendment
recognizes two grants that support a temporary employee for mental health services,
and arts programming and supplies.

•

Decrease in Recreation and Parks Charges for Services and Use of Money and Property
revenues due to COVID-19 (decrease of $722,081) – This amendment recognizes the
loss of Recreation and Parks second quarter revenues due to the impact of the COVID-
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19 pandemic. Staff will continue to evaluate these revenue categories and will adjust
again in May, if needed. (See related ‘Decrease on Recreation and Parks Personnel and
Operating Expenditures due to COVID-19’.)
•

Recognition of Reimbursements from CARES Act and FEMA for COVID-19 Expenditures
(increase of $1 million in the General Fund) – This amendment recognizes the City’s
second FEMA reimbursement and the first CARES Act reimbursement. All funds have
been received and recorded. The City expects that a second CARES Act reimbursement
in the amount of $51,914 will be approved sometime in the next month.

•

Recognition of Health Insurance Rebate from Aetna, one of the City’s health insurance
providers (increase of $119,868) – This rebate was a result of Aetna not meeting the
medical loss ratio (85 percent for large groups) that is required per the Affordable Care
Act to be spent on certain health care services. Aetna spent 81.4 percent of premium
dollars on the required health care services in 2019.

•

Decrease in Hotel Tax and Admission and Amusement Tax revenues due to the impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic (decrease of $1.1 million) – Both of these revenue sources
have been significantly impacted by the pandemic. The FY 2022 proposed budget
acknowledges the current environment and continues with major reductions for these
two revenue sources. Until capacity restrictions are lifted and travel (especially workrelated travel) resumes, these categories of revenue will remain well below historic
levels.

General Fund Expenditure changes include the following:
•

Decrease in Recreation and Parks Personnel and Operating Expenditures due to COVID19 (decrease of $642,153) – This amendment recognizes the second quarter reductions
in Recreation and Parks expenditure appropriations due to the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. Expenditure reductions are in the categories of temporary employee wages,
outside trainers, contract services, utilities, and program supplies and equipment. Staff
will continue to evaluate these expenditure categories and will adjust again in May, if
needed.

•

Decrease in Police Overtime (decrease of $50,000) – This amendment includes a
$50,000 reduction in Police overtime to align the budget more closely with actual
overtime activity. Moving forward, Police will work to minimize their use of overtime
through scheduling and assignment of duties. The FY 2022 proposed budget reflects a
$60,000 decrease in this expenditure.

•

Increase in transfers to other funds ($2.3 million) – Staff recommends the Mayor and
Council approve an increase in the following transfers: $400,000 to the Parking Fund,
$1.9 million to the Capital Projects Fund, and $12,200 to the Special Activities Fund. The
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$400,000 to the Parking Fund is needed to offset the major reductions in revenues from
violations and parking meter charges due to the impact of COVID-19. The transfer is
needed to keep the fund in a positive financial position. For context, the Parking Fund
ended FY 2020 with a negative cash balance. Staff continues to be concerned about the
financial pressure in the Parking Fund due to reduced revenues.
The $1.9 million transfer to the Capital Projects Fund will support five different projects
in the current CIP. These projects include: additional $75,000 for King Farm Farmstead
Fire Suppression (RB21) in order to extend water lines, $120,000 for Senior Center ADA
Improvements (RE18), $500,000 for a new Spray Park (RF21) for East Rockville, $500,000
for Financial System Upgrade (GC21), and $700,000 for 6 Taft Court Maintenance and
Emergency Operations Facility Improvements (GD19). The transfer to the Special
Activities Fund is directly related to these projects; the $12,200 represents 1 percent of
new construction costs to go towards the Art in Public Architecture (AIPA) account and
is consistent with the Financial Management Policies (and related Ordinance 3-04).
Staff recommends funding the transfer to the Parking Fund and the transfer to the
Capital Projects Fund with reserves. This amendment utilizes the remaining $690,000 in
reserves that were appropriated by the Mayor and Council in the FY 2021 adopted
budget, and $1.6 million of reserves that are considered unassigned. If this amendment
is approved, the unassigned reserve balance above the 20 percent requirement will
equal approximately $3.5 million.
Special Activities Fund Adjustments
On the revenue side, this amendment includes a transfer from the General Fund for the Art in
Public Architecture (AIPA) account as mentioned above, and a grant for art conservation for the
Art in Public Places (AIPP) account. On the expenditure side, this amendment includes $100,000
in the AIPA account to support the Rockville Swim and Fitness Center art project, as requested
by the Rockville Cultural Arts Commission. The use of these funds is restricted and are coming
from AIPA fund balance.
Upcoming Budget Amendments
Staff recommends that third quarter revenue and expenditure adjustments be recognized in
May 2021 (Budget Amendment #3). This date aligns with the FY 2022 budget process and will
allow staff to adjust the budget, if and when needed, throughout the remainder of this fiscal
year.

Mayor and Council History
The FY 2021 budget was last amended by the Mayor and Council on November 2, 2020. The FY
2021 budget was adopted by the Mayor and Council on May 11, 2020.

Fiscal Impact
The following operating fund(s) will be adjusted if this budget amendment is adopted.
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TABLE 1
Operating Fund
General
Water
Sewer
Refuse
Parking
Stormwater Mgmt.
RedGate Golf
Special Activities
CDBG
Speed Camera
Debt Service
Total

Amended
11/2/20
$84,498,985
14,565,090
16,022,130
7,713,483
2,690,690
6,133,300
103,240
1,583,120
525,498
1,458,000
5,408,700
$140,702,236

March 2021
Amendment

Amended 3/22/21

$992,478
132,930
1,045,000
$2,170,408

$85,491,463
14,565,090
16,022,130
7,713,483
2,690,690
6,133,300
103,240
1,716,050
525,498
1,458,000
6,453,700
$142,872,644

The following Capital Improvements Program (CIP) fund(s) will be adjusted if this budget
amendment is adopted:
TABLE 2
CIP Fund
Capital Projects
Water
Sewer
Refuse
Stormwater Mgmt.
Special Activities
Speed Camera
Total

Amended
11/2/20
$37,680,213
9,483,589
4,799,949
533,345
13,435,945
3,911,125
539,119
$70,383,285

March 2021
Amendment

Amended 3/22/21

$1,395,000
$1,395,000

$39,075,213
9,483,589
4,799,949
533,345
13,435,945
3,911,125
539,119
$71,778,285

Attachments
Attachment 11.a:
Attachment 11.b:
Attachment 11.c:
Attachment 11.d:

AttachA_BudgetOrdinance_032221 (PDF)
AttachB_AmendmentDetail_032221 (PDF)
AttachC_FinancialSummaries_032221
(PDF)
AttachD_2QFY21_FinancialReport (PDF)
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ORDINANCE NO.

ORDINANCE: To Amend Ordinance
19-20 To Appropriate
Funds and Levy
Taxes for Fiscal Year
2021.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF ROCKVILLE,
MARYLAND as follows:
SECTION I - ANNUAL OPERATING APPROPRIATIONS
There are hereby appropriated for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2020, and ending June
30, 2021, out of the revenues accruing to the City for the purpose of operations, the several
amounts hereinafter listed under the column designated "Amounts Appropriated":

FUNDS

AMOUNTS
APPROPRIATED

General Fund
Water Fund
Sewer Fund
Refuse Fund
Parking Fund
Stormwater Management Fund
RedGate Golf Course Fund
Special Activities Fund
Community Development Block Grant
Speed Camera Fund
Fund
Debt Service Fund

[$84,498,985]
$14,565,090
$16,022,130
$7,713,483
$2,690,690
$6,133,300
$103,240
[$1,583,120]
$525,498
$1,458,000
[$5,408,700]

$85,491,463

$1,716,050

$6,453,700

The "Amounts Appropriated" by this section totaling [$140,702,236] $142,872,644 shall
be for the annual operating expenses of the departments and agencies of the City and shall be
disbursed under the supervision of the City Manager.
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SECTION II - CAPITAL PROJECTS APPROPRIATIONS
There is hereby appropriated out of the revenues accruing to the City for the purpose of
capital improvements, the several amounts hereinafter listed under the column designated
"Amounts Appropriated":

FUNDS
Capital Projects Fund
Water Fund
Sewer Fund
Refuse Fund
Stormwater Management Fund
Special Activities Fund
Speed Camera Fund

AMOUNTS
APPROPRIATED
[$37,680,213]
$9,483,589
$4,799,949
$533,345
$13,435,945
$3,911,125
$539,119

$39,075,213

The "Amounts Appropriated" by this section totaling [$70,383,285] $71,778,285 shall be
for improvement projects and shall be disbursed under the supervision of the City Manager.

SECTION III - GENERAL LEVY
There is hereby levied against all assessable real property within the corporate limits of
the City a tax at the rate of twenty-nine and two-tenths cents ($0.292) on each $100 of assessable
value of said property. There is also hereby levied, against all assessable personal property
within the corporate limits of the City, a tax at the rate of eighty and one-half cents ($0.805) on
each $100 of assessable value of said property. These taxes are hereby levied in order, together
with other available revenues and funds of the City government, to provide funds for the
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"Amounts Appropriated" as set forth in the foregoing Section I. The tax levies herein provided in
this section shall not apply to property in the City of Rockville to the extent that such property is
not subject to taxes as provided in any valid and binding annexation agreement.

SECTION IV – TOWN CENTER PARKING DISTRICT LEVY
There is hereby levied against all assessable non-exempt real property within the Town
Center Parking District a tax at the rate of thirty-three cents ($0.33) on each $100 of assessable
value of said property. These taxes are hereby levied in order, together with other available
revenues and funds of the City government, to provide funds for the “Parking Fund” as listed in
the “Amounts Appropriated” in Section I.

SECTION V – TOWN SQUARE STREET AND AREA LIGHTING DISTRICT LEVY
There is hereby levied against all assessable real property within the Town Square Street
and Area Lighting District a tax at the rate of zero cents ($0.00) on each $100 of assessable value
of said property. These taxes are hereby levied in order, together with other available revenues
and funds of the City government, to provide funds for the “Town Center Management District
Fund” as listed in the “Amounts Appropriated” in Section I.

SECTION VI – TOWN SQUARE COMMERCIAL DISTRICT LEVY
There is hereby levied against all assessable commercial real property within the Town
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Square Commercial District a tax at the rate of zero cents ($0.00) on each $100 of assessable
value of said property. These taxes are hereby levied in order, together with other available
revenues and funds of the City government, to provide funds for the “Town Center Management
District Fund” as listed in the “Amounts Appropriated” in Section I.

NOTE:

[Brackets] indicate material deleted.
Underlining indicates material added.

**************************************

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of an Ordinance adopted
by the Mayor and Council of Rockville at its meeting of

____________________________________________________
Sara Taylor-Ferrell, City Clerk/Director of Council Operations
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FY 2021 Budget Amendment #2 - March 2021
OPERATING
Expenditures
Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) Grant

GENERAL

R&P Revenue, Charges for Services

Temp. Employee, Mental Health Counselor

17,431

Arts Programming and Supplies (Grant)

(279,944)

R&P Revenue, Use of Money and Property

(18,528)

R&P Expenditures, Operating

(362,209)

CARES Reimbursement #1 (COVID-19)

879,960

Police Overtime Savings

FEMA Reimbursement #2 (COVID-19)

132,300

Transfer to the Special Activities Fund (AIPA)

Aetna Health Rebate

119,868

Transfer to CIP (for 5 CIP projects)

Hotel Tax

(390,000)

Transfer to Parking Fund

Admission and Amusement

(700,000)

Addition to Reserves

(50,000)
12,200
1,895,000
400,000
(690,000)

1,605,000

992,478

TOTAL

Revenues

992,478

Expenses

Transfer from General Fund

400,000

Parking Violations

(200,000)

Parking Meter Charges

(200,000)

TOTAL

-

(No changes)

-

TOTAL

Revenues
SPECIAL ACT.

17,431

R&P Expenditures, Personnel

TOTAL

-

Expenditures

MSAC Conservation Grant (AIPP)

32,930

Contract Services for Conservation of Public Art

Transfer from the General Fund (AIPA)

12,200

Art in Public Architecture, Swim Center

100,000

Appropriation of Reserves (AIPA)

87,800

Additional work required for M&C Chambers
Addition to Reserves for Cable TV Equip

80,000
(80,000)
132,930

TOTAL

DEBT SERV.

50,000

(703,553)

Appropriation of Unassigned Reserves

PARKING

50,000

132,930

32,930

TOTAL

Revenues

Expenditures

2020C Refunding Proceeds

1,023,300

Appropriation of Reserves

21,700
TOTAL

2020C Refunding Cost of Issuance

6,000

2020C Refunding Principal/Amortization

1,045,000

1,039,000
TOTAL

1,045,000

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM (CIP)
Revenues

Expenditures

CAPITAL

From General Fund (Unassigned Reserves)

1,895,000

General Fund Paygo

(500,000)

King Farm Farmstead Fire Suppression (RB21)

75,000

Senior Ctr ADA Improvements (RE18)

120,000

Spray Park (RF21)

500,000

Financial System Upgrade (GC21)

500,000

Financial System Upgrade (GC21) Paygo

(500,000)

Maint. & Emergency Operations Facility (GD19)
TOTAL

1,395,000

700,000
TOTAL

1,395,000
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Montgomery County Grant (Dept. of HCD)

1,583,090
1,634,202
5,018,777
3,411,000
6,172,468
83,045,478

Fines/Forfeiture

Use Money/Prop.

Charges for Serv.

Licenses/Permits

Other Revenue

Total Revenue

2,445,985
85,491,463

Use of Reserves

Total ($)

2,062,054

Capital Outlay
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85,491,463

1,716,050

71,343

1,644,707

-

-

-

-

1,644,707

174,100

-

539,117

931,490

-

1,716,050

87,800

1,628,250

176,440

1,451,810

244,250

-

30,000

1,144,630

-

32,930

-

Special
Activities

525,498

-

525,498

-

-

-

-

525,498

-

-

-

525,498

-

525,498

-

525,498

-

525,498

-

-

-

-

-

525,498

-

CDBG

1,458,000

477,060

980,940

-

-

-

-

980,940

-

177,000

-

681,980

121,960

1,458,000

-

1,458,000

-

1,458,000

-

-

-

10,000

1,448,000

-

-

Speed
Camera

6,453,700

-

6,453,700

-

-

1,100,000

5,347,700

6,000

-

-

-

6,000

-

6,453,700

599,400

5,854,300

4,800,000

1,054,300

1,023,300

-

-

31,000

-

-

-

Debt Service

-

-

-

14,565,090

1,893,395

12,671,695

-

-

997,600

-

11,674,095

3,553,200

1,292,000

380,060

2,545,525

3,903,310

14,565,090

-

14,565,090

306,590

14,258,500

230,700

-

13,975,400

52,400

Water

-

-

-

-

16,022,130

2,194,628

13,827,502

306,590

-

1,495,600

-

12,025,312

5,077,600

637,000

372,570

3,987,802

1,950,340

16,022,130

-

16,022,130

-

16,022,130

246,830

-

15,775,300

Sewer

7,713,483

-

7,713,483

-

-

22,000

-

7,691,483

519,200

1,119,000

772,248

2,046,455

3,234,580

7,713,483

1,497,753

6,215,730

46,730

6,169,000

13,600

-

6,138,400

17,000

-

-

-

Refuse

2,690,690

1,207,610

1,483,080

-

-

813,300

-

669,780

173,530

90,000

-

99,440

306,810

2,690,690

-

2,690,690

1,650,000

1,040,690

60,840

-

103,000

51,000

350,000

315,000

160,850

Parking

Enterprise Funds

6,133,300

627,074

5,506,226

-

-

44,550

-

5,461,676

1,012,000

773,000

93,770

901,786

2,681,120

6,133,300

-

6,133,300

-

6,133,300

41,300

515,000

5,465,000

112,000

-

-

-

SWM

103,240

-

103,240

-

-

2,640

-

100,600

100,600

-

-

-

-

103,240

101,840

1,400

-

1,400

1,400

-

-

-

-

-

-

RedGate

142,872,644

6,471,110

136,401,534

6,979,760

8,207,000

4,475,690

5,347,700

111,391,384

13,084,070

4,088,000

4,219,819

26,548,839

63,450,656

142,872,644

4,732,778

138,139,866

6,979,760

131,160,106

8,034,688

3,926,000

46,505,877

3,052,232

3,381,090

22,283,369

43,976,850

Total
Operating
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Total ($)

-

85,491,463

Total Use

Add. to Reserves

6,673,170

Transfers Out

8,207,000

Interest

CIP Transfer

-

70,611,293

Total Oper. Exp.

Principal

2,473,840

Other

-

14,822,863

Operating

Administrative

51,252,536

Personnel

Expenses

83,045,478

Total Resources

-

21,409,941

Other Gov't.

Transfers In

43,816,000

Property Taxes

Revenue

General

Governmental Funds

11.c

City of Rockville, Maryland
FY 2021 Amended Budget

FY 2021 Financial Summary: All Operating Funds by Category and Fund

11.d

GENERAL FUND

Category

Current Year (in thousands)
Prior Yr. (in thousands)
Actual
Actual Actual
FY21
FY21
%
%
Adp.
Amd. 12/31/20 Amd. 6/30/20 12/31/19 Act.

Revenue
Property Taxes
From Other Gov't.
Fines /Forfeitures
Use of Money/Property
Charges for Services
Licenses/Permits
Other Revenue
Total Revenue ($)

43,816
21,650
1,583
1,341
7,405
3,411
5,399
84,605

43,816
22,043
1,583
1,653
5,722
3,411
5,430
83,658

30,936
10,738
545
353
1,242
1,037
2,570
47,420

71%
49%
34%
21%
22%
30%
47%
57%

42,552
23,201
1,510
2,364
5,472
3,595
5,204
83,896

30,075
9,833
870
795
4,070
1,746
2,776
50,166

71%
42%
58%
34%
74%
49%
53%
60%

Expenditures
Personnel
Operating
Capital Outlay
Other
CIP Transfer
Transfers Out
Total Expenditures ($)

51,813
15,033
1,722
2,476
6,330
6,261
83,635

51,532
15,168
2,062
2,474
6,312
6,261
83,809

25,752
5,336
375
1,365
3,159
3,130
39,117

50%
35%
18%
55%
50%
50%
47%

51,146
13,092
2,097
2,307
9,800
6,202
84,644

27,254
6,682
979
1,468
3,400
3,101
42,884

53%
51%
47%
64%
35%
50%
51%

General Fund Unassigned Fund Balance

$30.0

The FY21 unassigned fund balance equals $22 million, which is
$5.1 million above the FY21 reserve target of $16.9 million. The
FY21 adopted budget included a planned addition to reserves of
$970,000. A portion of this funding ($280,000) was used to fund
the employee leave buyback program on the November budget
amendment. The remaining $690,000, along with $1.6 million in
unassigned fund balance will be used on the March budget
amendment to offset the increased transfers to the Parking and
Capital Projects Funds.

General Fund Summary
The amended budget includes
adjustments made on the November
budget amendment to recognize 1Q
reductions due to ongoing
pandemic‐related program changes
and closures. Additional
amendments are planned for March
and May. Revenue reductions to
date have been offset with
expenditure reductions or with
other revenue increases. For
example, the city received $1 million
in federal aid related to the
pandemic during 2Q.

Unassigned Fund Balance

$25.0

$22.0

Millions

$20.0
$15.0

$16.9

$10.0

FY21 Target

$5.0
$0.0
FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Reserve Target

FY 2019

FY 2020

FY 2021 Est.

Ending Unassigned Fund Balance

General Fund Contingency Status

Unspent Personnel Funds

Per the City's Financial Management Policies, contingency funds
are available for unanticipated, unbudgeted expenditures of a
non‐recurring nature and/or unexpected cost increases.
General Fund Contingency Usage through 2Q
Amount
Adopted FY21 General Fund Contingency
310,000
Additional funding for police parking lease
(6,000)
Additional credit card fees due to online permitting
(21,000)
Electronic bidding (procurement) software
(40,000)
Temporary employee for COVID testing
(10,000)
FY21 Contingency Remaining ($)*
233,000
*In addition to the uses above, $81,075 has been utilized to date in
3Q for recruitment, emergency repairs, and security enhancements,
bringing the remaining balance to $151,925.

Unspent funds related to vacant General Fund positions are
tracked and reported quarterly, along with any uses of these
funds. Historically, in addition to vacancy‐related costs, these
funds have been used for weather‐related needs such as snow
removal.
Unspent Personnel Funds
2Q Only
YTD FY21
Gross unspent funds from vacancies
600,342
1,068,509
Vacancy‐related (costs)/savings
(515,424)
(750,326)
Net Unspent Funds
84,918
318,183
Uses of Net Unspent Funds
Employee leave buyback
(53,000)
(53,000)
Net Unspent Funds Remaining ($)*
31,918
265,183
*Unspent personnel funds will be needed in 3Q to fund snow and
ice removal in excess of the adopted budget.
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Second Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report
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City of Rockville, Maryland

Second Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report

General Fund Expenditures (in thousands)

71%, $30,075
71%, $30,936

Property
Taxes
42%, $9,833
49%, $10,738

From Other
Gov't.
Fines &
Forfeitures

58%, $870
34%, $545

Use of Money
& Property

34%, $795
21%, $353
74%, $4,070
22%, $1,242

Charges for
Services

49%, $1,746
30%, $1,037

Licenses
& Permits

$‐

$10,000 $20,000

51%, $6,682
35%, $5,336

Operating

47%, $979
18%, $375

Capital
Outlay

64%, $1,468
55%, $1,365

Other
% of FY20 Actual,
Actual 12/31/19
% of FY21 Adopted,
Actual 12/31/20

53%, $2,776
47%, $2,570

Other
Revenue

53%, $27,254
50%, $25,752

Personnel

$30,000

CIP
Transfer

35%, $3,400
50%, $3,159

Transfers
Out

50%, $3,101
50%, $3,130
$‐

$40,000 $50,000

General Fund Revenues by Category
Property Taxes totaled $30.9 million for 2Q, or 71% of the
adopted target, in line with 2Q FY20.
Revenue From Other Governments totaled $10.7 million for
2Q, compared to $9.8 million in FY20. The FY21 total includes
over $1 million in federal aid related to the COVID‐19
pandemic. Income tax, the largest revenue source within this
category, totaled $6.6 million through 2Q FY21, compared to $6
million through 2Q FY20. This revenue source remains on target
despite the pandemic, but admissions and amusement tax
revenue does not, with just under $73,000 received through
2Q, compared to over $313,000 through 2Q FY20. This revenue
source will be adjusted on the March budget amendment,
which will also recognize the federal aid reimbursement.
Revenue from Fines & Forfeitures totaled $0.5 million for 2Q,
compared to $0.9 million in 2Q FY20. Redlight camera revenue,
which makes up the largest portion of this category, declined by
40% compared to last year due to decreased vehicle traffic as a
result of the current pandemic.
Use of Money & Property revenue totaled $353,000 for 2Q,
down from $0.8 million in 2Q FY20. About one‐third of this
decrease is due to low interest rates and resulting investment
income. The remainder of the decrease is due to the timing of
the County's payment for the lease of space at 6 Taft Ct., which
was received in 2Q FY20 but is expected later in FY21.

$10,000

$20,000

% of FY20 Actual,
Actual 12/31/19
% of FY21 Adopted,
Actual 12/31/20

$30,000

$40,000

$50,000

Other Revenue totaled $2.6 million in 2Q, down from $2.8
million in FY20 due to a decline in hotel tax revenue. Hotel tax
receipts totaled approximately $136,000 through 2Q FY21,
compared to $429,000 in FY20. Estimates for this revenue
source will be adjusted downward on the March budget
amendment.

General Fund Expenditures by Category
Total Personnel spending totaled $25.8 million through 2Q, or
50% of the amended personnel budget. Spending on
temporary employees and overtime was down over $1 million
compared to FY20 due to pandemic‐related facility and
program closures; a large portion of this savings was
recognized on the November budget amendment, and
additional savings will be recognized on the March budget
amendment.
Operating expenditures totaled $5.3 million through 2Q, or
35% of the total operating budget. This category includes
contractual services, utilities, and supplies. The November
budget amendment captured reductions in this category
accounting for 1Q expenditure savings due to facility closures
and programming modifications, and the March amendment
will capture additional reductions.
Capital Outlay expenditures totaled $375,000 through 2Q. This
funding covers one‐time equipment purchases including
vehicle replacements, and varies from year to year based on
needs and replacement schedules.

Charges for Services revenue totaled approximately $1.2
million through 2Q, compared with $4.1 in FY20. This category
includes recreation revenues which have been significantly
impacted by the COVID‐19 pandemic. The November budget
amendment included reductions accounting for 1Q, and the
March amendment will account for 2Q reductions.

The CIP Transfer totaled $3.2 million through 2Q. This category
is expended quarterly based on the amended budget.

Licenses & Permits revenue totaled just over $1 million,
compared to $1.7 million in FY20, with the variance due to
building permit revenue. Staff anticipate larger permitting fees
in 4Q based on the timing of current projects.

The Transfers Out category totaled $3.1 million through 2Q.
This category is expended quarterly based on the amended
budget, and includes transfers to the Parking, Debt Service,
Refuse (for RHE refuse bills), and Special Activities funds.

Other expenditures totaled $1.4 million through 2Q, down
from $1.5 million in FY20 due to the timing of outside agency
payments.
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Second Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report

Total Revenue ($)

Current Year (in thousands)
Prior Year (in thousands)
FY21
FY21
Actual
%
Actual Actual
%
Adp.
Amd. 12/31/20 Amd. 6/30/20 12/31/19 Act.
14,565 14,565
5,591 38% 13,931
5,564 40%

Water Fund revenue appears low until
the end of the year due to the timing of
the receipt of quarterly bill payments.

Sewer Fund revenue appears low until
the end of the year due to the timing of
the receipt of quarterly bill payments.

Total Revenue ($)

Current Year (in thousands)
Prior Year (in thousands)
FY21
FY21
Actual
%
Actual Actual
%
Adp.
Amd. 12/31/20 Amd. 6/30/20 12/31/19 Act.
16,022 16,022
7,365 46% 15,812
5,710 36%

Expenses
Personnel
Operating
1
Capital Outlay
Admin/Other/Interest
Total Expenses ($)

1,950
3,959
88
7,517
13,514

Total Revenue ($)

Current Year (in thousands)
Prior Year (in thousands)
FY21
FY21
Actual
%
Actual Actual
%
Adp.
Amd. 12/31/20 Amd. 6/30/20 12/31/19 Act.
6,216
6,216
3,693 59%
6,298
3,636 58%

Expenses
Personnel
Operating
1
Capital Outlay
Admin/Other/Interest
Total Expenses ($)

3,235
2,019
441
1,660
7,354

The FY21 budget includes no water rate
increases, which is a change from the
Expenses
Personnel
3,903
3,903
1,924 49%
3,918
2,028 52% plan originally adopted by the Mayor
and Council in May 2018 to bring the
Operating
2,450
2,546
903 35%
1,907
850 45%
Water Fund into compliance with the
1
Capital Outlay
380
380
62 16%
117
61 52%
city's Financial Management Policies.
Admin/Other/Interest
5,843
5,843
947 16%
5,771
1,018 18%
During the first half of FY21 the city
Total Expenses ($)
12,576 12,672
3,836 30% 11,713
3,956 34% performed a study that evaluated the
cost of service by property classification, and the results of this study were presented at the January 25, 2021 council meeting. Staff
recommends that the proposed water and sewer rates and rate structures be put into place starting in January 2022. The proposed
rates will bring the Water Fund into compliance by the end of FY 2024.

1,950
3,988
373
7,517
13,828

992
1,742
5
914
3,653

51%
44%
1%
12%
26%

1,915
3,462
515
7,491
13,383

983
1,436
364
1,145
3,929

51%
41%
71%
15%
29%

A large portion of Sewer Fund spending
occurs in the CIP and goes toward the
City's contribution to the Blue Plains
Wastewater Treatment Facility.

The FY21 budget includes no sewer rate
increases, which is a change from the
plan originally adopted by the Mayor
and Council in May 2018 to bring the
Sewer Fund into compliance with the city's Financial Management Policies. During the first half of FY21 the city performed a study
that evaluated the cost of service by property classification, and the results of this study were presented at the January 25, 2021
council meeting. Staff recommends that the proposed water and sewer rates and rate structures be put into place starting in
January 2022. The proposed rates will bring the Sewer Fund into compliance by the end of FY 2023.

3,235
2,046
772
1,660
7,713

1,458
862
81
570
2,971

45%
42%
10%
34%
39%

3,072
1,859
143
1,505
6,579

1,548
838
0
522
2,908

50%
45%
0%
35%
44%

The city's refuse fee is collected through
property tax bills, with the majority of
the revenue being received in 2Q.
The capital outlay budget includes
funding to replace several refuse fleet
vehicles, including funds that rolled
from vehicles ordered but not delivered
in FY20. These vehicle replacements are
essential based on the age and
increasing maintenance needs of the
fleet.

The city's current recycling processing contract ends in April 2021. Staff is currently reviewing options for this service, but based on
market conditions costs could increase significantly. This increase has been factored in to the FY22 proposed budget.

1

Capital outlay purchases with useful lives of more than five years are capitalized and depreciated in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP). The City's financial statements reflect this adjustment, whereas this report shows the actual expense. As a
result, the prior year actuals shown on this report in enterprise funds with qualifying capital purchases will differ from the financial
statements in the amount of the cost of any capitalized assets.
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REFUSE FUND

SEWER FUND

WATER FUND

City of Rockville, Maryland

11.d

Second Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report

Total Revenue ($)

Current Year (in thousands)
Prior Year (in thousands)
FY21
FY21
Actual
%
Actual Actual
%
Adp.
Amd. 12/31/20 Amd. 6/30/20 12/31/19 Act.
6,133
6,133
4,177 68%
5,650
4,405 78%

Expenses
Personnel
Operating
1
Capital Outlay
Admin/Other/Interest
Total Expenses ($)

2,681
879
94
1,830
5,484

2,681
902
94
1,830
5,506

1,346
292
80
412
2,129

50%
32%
85%
22%
39%

2,643
673
1
1,723
5,040

1,374
288
1
374
2,037

52%
43%
86%
22%
40%

The city's SWM fee is collected through
property tax bills, with the majority of
the revenue being received in 2Q.
Revenues are lower than 2Q FY20 due
to the timing of utility payments as well
as lower fees paid to date related to
development activity.
A large portion of SWM Fund spending
occurs in the multi‐year CIP.

Current Year (in thousands)
Prior Year (in thousands)
FY21
FY21
Actual
%
Actual Actual
%
Adp.
Amd. 12/31/20 Amd. 6/30/20 12/31/19 Act.
2,691
2,691
1,326 49%
2,311
1,440 62%

Meter, violation, and fine revenue
through 2Q totaled approximately
$205,000, or 55% of what was received
Total Revenue ($)
through 2Q FY20. Parking Fund revenue
includes a transfer from the General
Expenses
Fund; this transfer totaled $625,000
Personnel
307
307
160 52%
281
136 48% through 2Q, up from $550,000 in FY20.
Operating
99
99
19 19%
141
74 53% Due to the decline in revenue the March
1
amendment will include an additional
Capital Outlay
0
0
0 0%
0
0 0%
Admin/Other/Int.
1,077
1,077
452 42%
3,189
2,396 75% $400,000 transfer from the General
Total Expenses ($)
1,483
1,483
631 43%
3,610
2,605 72% Fund in order to keep a positive balance
in the Parking Fund at the end of FY21.
Staff remains concerned about the financial pressure in the Parking Fund due to changes as a result of the COVID‐19 pandemic.
Expenses in FY20 included costs associated with the 2019B bond refunding, which will save the Parking Fund over $2.5 million in
debt service costs over the remaining life of the bonds.

Capital Improvements Program (CIP) Transfers, All Funds
The City's Financial Management Policies allow the City Manager to approve transfers of unspent project appropriations between capital
projects within the same fund. These transfers will always net to zero, as any change in total appropriation by fund must be approved by
the Mayor and Council through an appropriations ordinance. Any transfers between projects during the reporting period are shown
below.

2Q CIP Transfers

Amount ($)

Sidewalks: FY21‐FY26 (TE21)

115,000

Sidewalks: FY16‐FY20 (TF16)

(115,000)

SWM Facilities Improvement (SC21)
Storm Drain Rehab & Improvement (SA16)
SWM Facilities Improvement (SE16)

428,600
(350,000)
(78,600)

Fund
Capital Projects

Stormwater
Management

Reason for Transfer
Move design funding for delayed portion
of project to new Sidewalks project to
allow older project to close when current
work is completed.
Transfer savings from finished projects to
cover additional funds required for Mt.
Vernon SWM facility.

1

Capital outlay purchases with useful lives of more than five years are capitalized and depreciated in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP). The City's financial statements reflect this adjustment, whereas this report shows the actual expense. As a
result, the prior year actuals shown on this report in enterprise funds with qualifying capital purchases will differ from the financial
statements in the amount of the cost of any capitalized assets.
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Discussion, Instructions and Possible Adoption
Department: Rec & Parks - Parks & Facilities
Responsible Staff: Steve Mader

Subject
Authorization to Release and Abandon City's Interest in an Existing Declaration of Reservation
and Easements Associated with the King Buick Annexation

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council authorize the City Manager to execute an
instrument releasing and abandoning the City's interest in the Declaration of Reservation and
Easements, in a form acceptable to the City Attorney's Office, conditioned on the property
owner granting the City access and utility easements necessary to serve the King Farm
Farmstead.

Discussion
On November 23, 2020, the Mayor and Council received a presentation on Annexation Petition
ANX2020-00146 for the annexation of land located at 16200 Frederick Road (the King Buick
property) filed by EYA Development LLC (“EYA”) on behalf of the property owner, Victor, Inc.
While the annexation application is currently pending, EYA is working with City staff to envision
the potential development of the property if the annexation is approved.
In preparing for the development of the site, EYA identified a Declaration and Reservation of
Easements (the “Declaration”) (Attachment A) made by Helios/Towle, L.L.C. (now known as
King Farm Associates LLC), which encumbers a portion of the proposed development site
(referred to in the Declaration as "Tract A"). The Declaration benefits property adjacent to
Tract A, referred to in the Declaration as “Tract B,” which includes land owned by the City of
Rockville and used as parkland (Attachment B).
Under the Declaration, the owners of property located in Tract B may require the owner of
Tract A to take certain actions and comply with certain restrictions designed to benefit the
future development of Tract B, including granting access easements, utility easements, rights of
way, restrictive covenants, and refraining from taking actions to oppose development plans.
The Declaration also grants certain rights to the owners of land in Tract B to develop roads and
associated improvements adjacent to Tract A, and to install utilities and drainage facilities on a
portion of Tract A. In short, the Declaration grants the owners of property in Tract B, including
the City, substantial rights over the use of Tract A.
EYA has stated that the Declaration prevents the company from securing title insurance for the
King Buick property, which is required by a construction lender. In addition, if it remains on the
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property, the Declaration will impact title insurance for every home and multifamily building
constructed on the site.
Because of this, and because the property within Tract B is largely developed, EYA has
requested that the City release and abandon its interest in the Declaration. EYA has also
requested that King Farm Associates terminate its interest in the Declaration.
In addition to the rights described above, the Declaration identifies two recorded easements: a
15 Foot Permanent Grading and Utility Easement and a Temporary Construction and Grading
Easement (collectively, “Easement Area”). The Easement Area is located along the south-west
border of the Frederick Road Limited Partnership property, Parcel 170 (Tract A). The Temporary
Construction and Grading Easement was intended to allow for the construction of a Pleasant
Road alignment that was ultimately never constructed. Pleasant Road was constructed
according to approved plans in a different location and has been subsequently abandoned as
public right-of-way. It currently serves as an access road to the Mattie JT Stepanek Park and the
Rockville Dog Park at King Farm. Since the road and park improvements have been constructed,
there is no need for the Easement Area.
Utility companies, including electric, gas, telecommunications, water and sewer service
providers, were notified of the proposed easement abandonment by the Department of Public
Works. Furthermore, the Developer’s consultant conducted an ALTA/NSPS Land Title Survey of
the property (dated August 27, 2020), and certified there was no evidence of any utilities within
the Easement Area (letter dated November 23, 2020). Both the City’s and the consultant’s
independent research and correspondence with utility companies for record utility plans and
drawings concluded there is an absence of any existing utility infrastructure within the
Easement Area.
The City has never exercised its rights under the Declaration. However, the City does rely on a
portion of Tract A to accommodate a short stretch of the access road and aboveground utilities
currently serving the King Farm Farmstead.
Staff supports the release and abandonment of the City’s interest in the Declaration,
conditioned on the current owner of Tract A providing the City with easements clearly
permitting the continued use of Tract A for public access and aboveground utilities to King Farm
Farmstead, as shown on Attachment B. The owner of Tract A, working through EYA, has agreed
to do so. With these easements securing the City’s current interests in Tract A, Staff does not
believe that the City has any foreseeable need to exercise its rights under the Declaration.
With the release and abandonment of its rights under the Declaration, the City will retain all
rights it customarily has to approve any proposed improvements on Tract A, including the
development plans for EYA’s development if the Mayor and Council approves the proposed
annexation. If such development occurs, all necessary future easements to the City would be
required through the development approval process.

Mayor and Council History
This is the first time this item has been before the Mayor and Council.
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Next Steps
If the Mayor and Council approves the release and abandonment of the City’s interest in the
Declaration, conditioned on the owner of Tract A granting the City access and utility easements,
the City Attorney will review and approve the content of a legal instrument to that effect.
Upon the recordation of the necessary access and utility easements, the City Manager will
execute the instrument and it will be recorded in the Montgomery County Land Records.

Attachments
Attachment 12.a:
Attachment 12.b:

Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT
Attachment B_King Buick Existing Conditions

(PDF)
(PDF)
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0705, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.

12.a
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0706, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0707, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0708, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0709, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0710, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0711, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0712, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0713, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0714, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0715, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0716, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0717, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0718, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0719, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0720, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0721, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0722, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0723, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0724, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0725, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0726, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0727, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0728, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0729, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0730, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0731, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0732, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0733, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0734, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0735, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0736, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0737, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0738, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0739, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0740, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0741, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0742, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0743, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0744, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Attachment 12.a: Attachment A - DECL & RESERVATION ESMT (3526 : Authorization to Release City's Interest in Declaration Re King Buick)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT (Land Records) MQR 13746, p. 0745, MSA_CE63_13701. Date available 09/20/2005. Printed 02/20/2020.
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Easement for Public Access and Aboveground
Utilities (Requested by City)
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DISCLAIMER:

Attachment 12.b: Attachment B_King Buick Existing Conditions (3526 : Authorization to Release City's

12.b

This drawing is intended to be used for reference and illustrative
purposes only. This drawing is not a legally recorded plan, survey, or
engineering schematic and it is not intended to be used as such. This
drawing is a compilation of records, information and data developed and
maintained in various City offices. Map layers were created from different
sources at different scales, and the actual or relative geographic position
of any feature is only as accurate as the source information.
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: Finance
Responsible Staff: Stacey Webster

Subject
FY 2022 Mayor and Council Budget Worksession

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review the FY 2022 Proposed Operating Budget
and Capital Improvements Program, and provide direction to staff as needed.

Discussion
This is the Mayor and Council’s first budget worksession related to the FY 2022 Proposed
Operating Budget and Capital Improvements Program document that was presented on
February 22, 2021. This worksession will cover both the operating and capital budgets.
Attachment A includes pages 13 through 28 of the proposed budget document. These pages
contain the Mayor and Council Vision, FY 2022 priorities, and the budget-in-brief highlights.
Budget staff will provide an overview and department staff will provide more detailed
information on each of these areas.
Overall, the FY 2022 operating budget totals $139.7 million for the City’s 11 operating funds.
This represents an overall decrease of less than 1 percent from the FY 2021 adopted budget.
The General Fund budget totals $85.3 million, an increase of less than one percent from the FY
2021 adopted budget. The FY 2022 proposed CIP budget includes new appropriations of $20.8
million and prior year carryover funding of $54.4 million to support a total of 45 capital projects
in FY 2022.
Due to the financial pressures on the Rockville community as a result of the pandemic, the
proposed budget includes no increases in real or personal property tax rates, a six-month delay
in adjustments to the City’s water and sewer utility rates, a modest increase of $14 per year for
the refuse and recycling rate, and no increase in the stormwater management fee. The Mayor
and Council have already also suspended all water and sewer late fees and water service
disconnections through the end of calendar year 2021.
The total number of full time equivalent (FTE) positions in the FY 2022 operating budget equals
618.9, a decrease of 3.1 FTEs from the FY 2021 adopted level. Total regular positions increased
by a net 2.0 FTEs. New regular FTEs include 1.0 FTE in the City Manager’s Office for an Assistant
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to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion and Diversity, and 1.0 FTE in the Police
Department for a Mental Health Specialist. Total temporary FTEs decreased by 5.1 FTEs, mainly
due to the estimated continued reduction in capacity at community and recreation facilities and
a reduction of in-person programming due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The budget priorities that staff focused on in the FY 2022 budget include: assistance for
Rockville’s residents and businesses impacted by the pandemic; workforce and affordable
housing opportunities; Vision Zero; environmental sustainability and Climate Action Plan; social
justice, inclusion and diversity initiatives; and economic development. During this worksession,
staff will discuss how these priorities intersect with the FY 2022 proposed operating and CIP
budgets.

Budget Availability
The FY 2022 Operating Budget and Capital Improvements Program is available online at
www.rockvillemd.gov/budget. Also, on the website is a link to the Excel version of the budget,
which details the budget in a line item format.

Mayor and Council History
Date
October 26, 2020
November 9, 2020
December 14, 2020
January 11, 2021
January 25, 2021
February 22, 2021

Action Item
Budget Public Hearing #1
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #1
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #2
Budget Public Hearing #2
Presentation on Proposed Water and Sewer Rates and Rate
Structures
Presentation of FY 2022 Proposed Operating Budget and CIP;
Introduction of all related FY 2022 Ordinances and Resolutions

Public Notification and Engagement
There is one more budget public hearing remaining. In addition to the public hearings, the
community can submit written comments directly to the Mayor and Council via the City
Clerk/Director of Council Operations.
Starting on November 13, 2020, staff made available an online budget survey tool for the public
to communicate their budget priorities for FY 2022. This form is available in both English and
Spanish and will be posted until April 16, 2021.
The FY 2022 budget public record closes on April 16, 2021.
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Fiscal Impact
There is no fiscal impact associated with this agenda item; however, the FY 2022 Operating
Budget and CIP will establish the annual City budget and the programs that the City will fund
starting on July 1, 2021.
The FY 2022 proposed operating budget appropriation by category and fund can be found on
page 59. The FY 2022 proposed CIP budget appropriation by fund, program area, and
department can be found on page 271.

Next Steps
Date
March 22, 2021
April 12, 2021
April 16, 2021
April 19, 2021
May 3, 2021

Action Item
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #5
Budget Public Hearing #4
Close of Budget Public Record
Mayor and Council Budget Worksession #6
Adoption of FY 2022 Operating Budget and CIP Ordinance;
Adoption of other related FY 2022 Ordinances and Resolutions

Attachments
Attachment 13.a:

FY2022_PROPOSED_Priorities

(PDF)
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City of Rockville, Maryland
FY 2022 Proposed Budget

Long-Term Vision
The Mayor and Council established eight Critical Success Factors, or their long-term vision, to help guide citywide policy and
budget decisions. Each year staff review these factors and assign operational goals or capital projects that support them.
The eight Critical Success Factors are then incorporated throughout the budget document. In the ‘Operating Departments’
section, each operational goal is linked to a specific Critical Success Factor through multi-year performance measures
and/or short term objectives. In the ‘CIP Projects’ section, each project sheet includes the Critical Success Factor that most
closely aligns with the description and outcome of the project. In both cases, the reader can connect the high-level vision of
the Mayor and Council to the actual activities of the departments.
The Mayor and Council’s eight Critical Success Factors are:
1) Efficient and Effective City Service Delivery
2) Good Governance
3) Safe and Livable Neighborhoods
4) Fiscal Responsibility

5)
6)
7)
8)

Planning and Preservation
Informed and Engaged Residents
Economic Development
Stewardship of Infrastructure and Environment

Below are examples from this budget document that show how the Mayor and Council’s Critical Success Factors are linked
to the operating and capital budgets:

13

Attachment 13.a: FY2022_PROPOSED_Priorities (3478 : FY 2022 Mayor and Council Budget Worksession)

Vision and Priorities for FY 2022
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City of Rockville, Maryland
FY 2022 Proposed Budget

For the FY 2022 budget process, the Mayor and Council completed a 30-question survey on their top budget priorities. This
survey was designed by staff and covered areas such as new positions, new or enhanced programs, employee wages and
benefits, outside and caregiver agency grants, facility operating hours, use of reserves, funded versus unfunded capital
projects, use of debt, etc. Staff compiled the survey results and the Mayor and Council discussed the results during a public
meeting in December 2020.
The overall budget priorities that resulted from the Mayor and Council’s early budget discussions include: assistance for
Rockville’s residents and businesses impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic; workforce and affordable housing opportunities;
Vision Zero; environmental sustainability and Climate Action Plan; social justice, inclusion, and diversity initiatives; and
economic development. While there will be other opportunities for the Mayor and Council to provide input and direction
throughout the FY 2022 budget process, staff considered these priorities for the preparation of the proposed budget. Below
is a summary by priority to illustrate how these intersect with the FY 2022 proposed operating and capital budgets.
•

Assistance for the Rockville Community Impacted by the COVID-19 Pandemic – The FY 2022 budget was prepared
approximately one year into the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the financial pressures on the Rockville community as
a result of the pandemic, the proposed budget includes no increases in real or personal property tax rates, a sixmonth delay in adjustments to the city’s water and sewer utility rates, a modest increase of $14 per year for the
refuse and recycling rate, and no increase in the stormwater management fee. The Mayor and Council have also
suspended all water and sewer late fees and water service disconnections through the end of calendar year 2021.
The proposed budget once again contains a grant of $45,000 above the city’s traditional funding for caregiver
agencies to assist residents obtain food, housing, utilities, and other critical services during the pandemic. The
budget also includes a $15,200 General Fund subsidy for the Farmers Market Eat Fresh Program. This program,
which provides fresh and healthy foods to individuals who qualify, has experienced a higher than normal volume
this past year. Two other programs, the Recreation Fund and the Senior Assistance Fund, will be utilized to the
fullest extent possible during the fiscal year to provide financial assistance to those in need. These programs offer
discounted rates for Rockville’s programs that promote health and recreational opportunities.
Another major initiative that is aimed at helping both the Rockville community and city staff during the COVID-19
pandemic is transitioning to a more friendly and secure online experience. Approximately $150,000 of funding is
proposed to be added for software that enables safer and more effective online operations of the city, such as
remote access software, WebEx licenses, and electronic bidding procurement software, as well as software that
facilitates easier access for residents and city stakeholders, such as online permit plan software and community
engagement software. Additionally, $50,000 of funding is proposed to be added for credit card fees, due to
increased online payments for permits and utility bills. There is also language included on the FY 2022 proposed
budget ordinance that commits $270,000 in unassigned reserve funds for a redesign of the city’s antiquated
website. This enhancement would allow for a modern design that takes into account the heightened importance of
online access to city resources, for staff and for the Rockville community.

•

Workforce and Affordable Housing Opportunities – Due in part to the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for
affordable housing has risen sharply, and is expected to remain in high demand in the coming years. One major
change that is noteworthy in the FY 2022 proposed budget book is the creation of a new department, the
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD). This department was created in calendar 2020 to
address the affordable housing and social services needs of city residents more effectively. HCD has 14.0 full time
equivalent positions and a total proposed expenditure budget of $3 million.
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FY 2022 Budget Priorities
In addition to the high-level Critical Success Factors that establish a long-term vision, each year the Mayor and Council
identify specific budget priorities during the budget preparation process. These priorities fall under one or more of the
Critical Success Factor categories and have action items and resources associated with them for the upcoming operating
and capital budgets.
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In FY 2022, HCD staff will explore and recommend best practices aimed at the preservation and creation of
affordable housing. More specifically, staff plans to update Chapter 18 (Landlord-Tenant Ordinance) of the City
Code related to policy governing short term rentals, develop a procedures manual for the Moderately Priced
Dwelling Unit (MPDU) Homeownership program, introduce changes to the MPDU Ordinance, continue to deploy
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds to ensure safe and sanitary housing in quality neighborhoods,
and continue to deploy Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) funds to make energy efficiency upgrades for
low- and moderate-income homeowners.
In addition to these direct housing initiatives, staff will continue to work with developers on selling and leasing
newly completed MPDUs; explore policies that seek to increase housing that is affordable through preservation
and construction; explore the Federal Home Loan Bank first time homebuyer assistance grant opportunities; and
work with Rockville Housing Enterprises (RHE) and other governmental agencies and nonprofits in exploring
acquisition opportunities for the preservation of affordable housing.
•

Vision Zero – On July 6, 2020, the Mayor and Council adopted the Vision Zero Action Plan to move the City of
Rockville toward zero traffic deaths by 2030. To help support this initiative, the departments of Public Works,
Police, and the City Manager’s Office have teamed up to coordinate the steps needed to accomplish the Vision
Zero mission. This effort is being led by the Traffic and Transportation Division of Public Works, whose goal is to
ensure a safe, efficient, and complete transportation system designed in conformance with city standards to
efficiently accommodate automobiles, bicycles, pedestrians, and buses and with an objective of moving towards
zero deaths. The Division has a dedicated Vision Zero coordinator that regularly reports to the Mayor and Council.
The last Vision Zero progress report was presented in February 2021 and the next one is scheduled for July 2021.
In the Rockville Police Department, transportation safety as it
relates to Vision Zero remains a top priority. Rockville Police have
been diligent about focusing enforcement details on specific
areas of the city, applying for grants for additional resources, and
promoting safe driving and pedestrian behaviors. During the FY
2022 budget development process, the Mayor and Council asked
staff to explore the possibility of adding additional speed cameras
with the goal of reducing vehicular speeds on city roads. Staff is
working on renegotiating the fixed fee contract with the speed
camera vendor with the goal of adding more cameras to the
system. All revenue from speed camera operations is restricted
by State of Maryland law and must support public safety
expenses, such as initiatives contained in the Vision Zero Action
Plan.
The City Manager’s Office is assisting with the Vision Zero effort
by developing a communication and outreach strategy, to be
completed in FY 2022. This strategy will incorporate crash data
analysis to identify at-risk populations for specific messaging. The
Public Information and Community Engagement Division will help
to educate the community about Vision Zero and highlight ongoing city engineering, enforcement, and education
efforts, and include ways the community can be involved in the process. Part of this strategy will include
investigating the public’s perception of Vision Zero via a survey, which will guide outreach efforts in the future.
For the proposed capital budget, there are several projects that support the Vision Zero Action Plan in the
Transportation Program Area. These projects include: LED Streetlight Conversion (TA22), Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety (4B71/TD21), Sidewalks (TF16/TE21), Stonestreet Corridor Improvements (TA20), Town Center Road Diet
(TB22), Traffic Signal at E. Middle Lane/Helen Heneghan Way (TF21), Traffic Signal Upgrades (TG21), and
Twinbrook Pedestrian/Bicycle Crossing (TC22). The total FY 2022 budget appropriation for these projects equals
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The Vision Zero effort has many stakeholders and city staff will continue to work closely with the Rockville
Pedestrian Advocacy Committee (RPAC), the Rockville Bicycle Advisory Committee (RBAC), the Traffic and
Transportation Commission, Montgomery County, Maryland State Highway Administration, and other valued
partners to identify and address safety needs.
•

Environmental Sustainability and Climate Action Plan – In September 2020, staff presented a roadmap to develop
Rockville’s Climate Action Plan, which outlined a strategic process for plan development. This roadmap outlined a
nine-step planning process, presented a detailed discussion of the foundational work that has already been
completed, and outlined an approach to complete the remaining planning steps. The roadmap offers a
comprehensive overview on the history of commitments, the greenhouse gas inventory for the community and
city operations, climate change risks and hazards expected in Rockville and in the mid-Atlantic region, and the
status of work underway in several sectors related to climate and sustainability.
Rockville has a strong record of climate action in many
areas including green power purchase, rooftop solar,
green building codes, tree canopy, bicycle
infrastructure, and transit-oriented development. To
reduce emissions, the Rockville community will need to
continue building on each of these strengths and also
increase efforts focused on existing building energy
efficiency, electric vehicle deployment, reducing waste,
bicycle and pedestrian safety, and upgrading traffic and
streetlights. The current schedule has the draft Climate
Action Plan being submitted to the Mayor and Council
at the beginning of FY 2022. After the plan is presented
and discussed, staff looks to the Mayor and Council to
provide direction on the plan’s implementation, with
specific elements being built into future years’
operating and capital budgets.
In addition to the city’s efforts, Montgomery County
released their draft Climate Action Plan in December
2020 and are currently accepting public comments. The
County is scheduled to present their draft plan to
Rockville’s elected body in February 2021. Given that many of their initiatives overlap with the city’s plan (e.g.,
resiliency, traffic, energy policy, etc.) staff will be looking to coordinate with the County to leverage financial and
professional resources throughout implementation of plan elements.

•

Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity Initiatives – During calendar year 2020, the Mayor and Council directed
staff to explore the topics of social justice, inclusion, and diversity. Staff from the Department of Housing and
Community Development took the lead on this project, meeting with stakeholder groups and conducting an
employee survey on racial equity and inclusion. The goals of the survey were to: contribute to the Mayor and
Council's ongoing dialogue about social justice; understand the awareness of racial equity and how it impacts the
work environment; identify where Rockville needs to invest in staff training to increase competency around racial
equity; and build a baseline from which to develop best practices that seek to embed a racial equity and inclusion
lens citywide. Staff received valuable input from the survey responses, with a response rate of 34 percent.
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$3.9 million. Please note that not all projects are fully funded, and some will require additional operating and/or
capital appropriations in future years.

Since last June, staff has presented potential action items and implementation strategies related to social justice,
inclusion, and diversity initiatives to the Mayor and Council. Some of these items were a product of the employee
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The Mental Health Specialist position is proposed in the Police Department and will be responsible for training;
working with officers to identify, evaluate, and provide mental health resources; and providing crisis services for
individuals and Police Department staff. This position will provide assessments of the psychosocial needs of clients
and connect them to the appropriate resources. The fully loaded cost of this position is budgeted at $122,860. The
Assistant to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity is proposed in the City Manager’s Office
and will be responsible for promoting racial equity and inclusion within the city. The fully loaded cost of this
position is budgeted at $112,180. In addition to these positions, several other items that were presented to the
Mayor and Council, such as specialized training and employee communication/engagement, will also be
implemented utilizing current or existing budget appropriations.
•

Economic Development – The City of Rockville’s economic development activities are managed by Rockville
Economic Development, Inc. (REDI). REDI is a public-private partnership that was formed to strengthen and
broaden the city’s economic base through business entrepreneurship, expansion, retention, and recruitment
programs. REDI’s services include site selection, fast track development, financing facilitation, networking and
referrals, and general business guidance. The city provides funding for REDI each year in the operating budget. The
FY 2022 proposed budget for REDI equals $1.4 million. This figure includes the continuation of $80,000 in grants
that were originally appropriated in FY 2021 for the Small Business Impact Fund and for marketing, and the
addition of $81,100 in new funding for additional marketing, administration, and economic development
incentives. For transparency in budgeting, REDI is a separate cost center in the Administration Division in the Office
of the City Manager.
In addition to REDI’s efforts, an ongoing initiative in the Department of Planning and Development Services (PDS)
for FY 2022 is the coordination of Town Center revitalization efforts on behalf of the city. PDS will continue to work
with other departments, REDI, the Rockville Chamber of Commerce, residents, and business owners to implement
the Mayor and Council’s direction to enhance the vitality and livability of Rockville’s downtown area. In addition,
staff will continue to focus our efforts on areas and businesses in the city that were severely impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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survey results and some were provided by members of the Mayor and Council, the Human Services Advisory
Commission (HSAC), the Human Rights Commission (HRC), and residents through Community Forum. Two of the
action items that require significant funding and are included in the FY 2022 proposed budget are a new 1.0 FTE
Mental Health Specialist and a new 1.0 FTE Assistant to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity.
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The Budget-In-Brief section provides summary information on significant budgetary items and trends conveyed in an easyto-read format. This section provides budget totals and staffing information for all funds, with additional details for the
General Fund and the five major enterprise funds. Graphs and historical information are included throughout the section to
provide context for the FY 2022 budget. At the end of the Budget-In-Brief there will be a crosswalk that links the proposed
and adopted budget numbers for the FY 2022 adopted budget publication.
Operating Budget
The FY 2022 operating budget totals $139.7 million for the city’s 11 operating funds. This represents an overall decrease of
less than 1 percent from the FY 2021 adopted budget. The COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact several of Rockville’s
major revenue sources including reductions in property tax, admissions and amusement tax, hotel tax, interest earnings,
and recreation fees and charges. Other revenue sources such as utility penalties and parking meter revenue will never be
recovered. Due to the overall decreases in the city’s revenue sources, the FY 2022 budget represents a current services
budget with minimal capacity for increases or new items.
City Staffing
The total number of full time equivalent (FTE) positions in the FY 2022 operating budget equals 618.9, a decrease of 3.1
FTEs from the FY 2021 adopted level. Total regular positions increased by a net 2.0 FTEs. New regular FTEs include 1.0 FTE in
the City Manager’s Office for an Assistant to the City Manager for Social Justice, Inclusion, and Diversity and 1.0 FTE in the
Police Department for a Mental Health Specialist. During FY 2021, the City Manager reprogrammed a 1.0 FTE Senior
Recreation Program Coordinator in the Recreation and Parks Department into a 1.0 FTE Senior Forestry Inspector in the
Department of Planning and Development Services.
History of FTEs for All Funds
Total temporary FTEs decreased by 5.1 FTEs, mainly due
to the estimated reduction in capacity at community and
recreation facilities and a reduction of in-person
programming. The FY 2022 proposed budget assumes
that many recreation programs will be slow to recover
during the first half of FY 2022.
The ‘History of FTEs for All Funds’ graph to the right
shows the total number of regular and temporary FTEs
for all funds since FY 2018. The total number of FTEs has
increased by just over 1 percent over this period. Staff
continues to look for new opportunities to repurpose,
reprogram, or eliminate vacant positions if the functions
can be accomplished through increased efficiencies,
reorganizations, or outsourcing. It is staff’s goal to keep
the total number of regular positions relatively stable until the negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on Rockville’s
revenues subside.
General Fund Revenues
Approximately 61 percent of the city’s spending occurs in the tax-supported General Fund. The General Fund is the city’s
primary operating fund and is used to support many of the city's core services and administrative functions. General Fund
revenues increased by less than 1 percent to $85.3 million for FY 2022. The Financial Summaries section of the budget
document includes detailed information on the major FY 2022 General Fund revenue sources.
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The main revenue categories that support the General Fund are property taxes and revenue from other governments
(which includes income tax and municipal tax duplication). These revenue sources make up 79 percent of the General Fund
budget and are described on the next two pages.
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History of Real Property Assessed Value
by Fiscal Year (in billions)

The City of Rockville’s real property tax rate remains flat at
$0.292 for every $100 of assessed value. SDAT reassesses
real property every three years and tax bills are based on
those assessments. For homeowners, any increase to
assessed value is phased in equally over a three-year period,
and the resulting increase in the property tax bill is capped
at 10 percent. Any decrease is fully factored into the first full
levy year after the assessment.
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The real taxable assessed value from FY 2021 to FY 2022
increased by 3.2 percent to $14.6 billion. This will result in
an increase in revenues of $1.2 million. The next round of
assessments will take place in January 2022 (Group 1). The
total taxable assessed value is estimated to increase by 2.5
percent each year, which includes the value of new
property.
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The FY 2022 through FY 2026 real property tax revenue estimate includes $400,000 for the city's Homeowners' Tax Credit
Program. The Homeowners' Tax Credit Program is a State administered program that provides real property tax credits to
low- to moderate-income residents for property taxes due on their principal residence. For FY 2022 and assumed
throughout the forecast, households with gross incomes up to $91,000 per year and a household net worth of less than
$200,000 (not including the value of the home and qualified retirement savings) could qualify for tax relief on the first
$495,000 of their home's assessed value. For low-income households, the credit could be several hundred dollars with the
maximum credit totaling the city tax due on the first $495,000 of assessed value. In addition to the Homeowners' Tax Credit
Program, the city provides less than $80,000 in other tax waivers or tax credits for the following: non-profit swimming
pools, Fireside Park Apartments, and RHE's subsidiary Relp.
In addition to real property, the city’s personal property tax rate remains unchanged at $0.805 cents per $100 of assessed
value. In accordance with Maryland law, the personal property tax only applies to businesses. The city has enacted the
following exemptions from personal property tax: (1) 82 percent of the value of commercial inventory; (2) 82 percent of the
value of manufacturing or research and development inventory; and (3) 100 percent of the value of manufacturing or
research and development machinery. The FY 2022 budget assumes that taxable assessed values will total approximately
$405 million, which is a decrease of $12 million in assessed value or $100,000 in projected revenue from prior estimates
due to the anticipated impact of COVID-19 on Rockville businesses.
From Other Governments
This category of revenue consists of revenues from the federal government, State of Maryland, and Montgomery County.
The five main sources of revenue in this category consist of: income tax, tax duplication, admission and amusement tax,
highway user revenue, and police protection grant.
•

Income tax revenue is the second largest source of revenue in the General Fund. Income tax revenue consists of
the city’s share of income taxes received by the State of Maryland for returns filed from Rockville residents.
Maryland counties can impose an income tax that is separate from the State income tax. In accordance with
Maryland law, municipalities receive 17 percent of collected county income taxes. Montgomery County’s income
tax rate is currently 3.2 percent.
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Property Taxes
Property taxes consists of taxes on the assessed value of real estate (including land and structures on the land) and taxes on
the assessed value of personal property (inventory, furniture, and fixtures of business establishments). The tax rate is the
amount levied per $100 of assessed value, as determined by the State of Maryland Department of Assessments and
Taxation (SDAT). The Mayor and Council establish the tax rate each year in order to finance General Fund activities.
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Starting in FY 2017, this revenue category was impacted by the Supreme Court decision on the Wynne case. The
revenue payback from returns prior to FY 2017 as a result of the Wynne case is estimated at approximately
$400,000, spread over 20 instalments starting in FY 2021. The amended returns were paid by the State
Comptroller using a reserve account and then
General Fund Revenues by Source
the city will reimburse the State over five
years through withholdings from quarterly
distributions.
The income tax estimate for FY 2022 equals $15.5
million, greater than the FY 2021 adopted estimate
of $14.9 million, but below historic actuals. This
revenue source is challenging to predict because it
is based on individual income tax returns each year.
Factors such as employment rates, capital gains,
and wage growth all contribute to the amount of
annual revenue. Rockville received its highest
amount of income tax revenue, $16 million, in FY
2020. Based on income tax receipts during the first
seven months of FY 2021, the budget will be
amended up by $600,000 to $15.5 million via FY
2021 budget amendment.
•

Tax duplication payments are received from Montgomery County as a partial reimbursement for services the
County does not provide but receives taxes from Rockville properties. Several factors, such as number of
streetlights, the number of street miles maintained by the city, and what Montgomery County spends each year on
tax duplication services, should determine what the city receives. The FY 2022 estimate includes the same amount
of revenue, $2.4 million, as in FY 2017 through FY 2021. This revenue figure was derived from a formula that is
based on actual Montgomery County spending from more than a decade ago. This formula underfunds the city's
share because it uses old data to determine the cost of services.

•

The admissions and amusement tax is a local tax collected by the State of Maryland Comptroller's Office for
jurisdictions in Maryland. The tax is imposed on the gross receipts from admissions, the use or rental of
recreational or sports equipment, and the sale of merchandise, refreshments, or services at a place where
entertainment is provided. Admissions and amusement tax rates are imposed by county and municipal
governments at varying rates up to 10 percent of gross receipts from taxable activities. If gross receipts from the
activity are also subject to the sales and use tax, the admissions and amusement tax is limited to 5 percent. The
general admission and amusement tax rate for the city is 10 percent.
Rockville receives the largest amount of this revenue from motion pictures, athletic facilities, and ice skating rinks.
Revenues from this source have averaged approximately $1.2 million each year for the past five years. The FY 2021
adopted budget included $1.05 million from this revenue source, but actual revenue will come in dramatically
lower due to the impacts of COVID-19 on indoor recreation facilities and motion pictures. The FY 2022 budget
assumes a conservative $700,000, which could be the new level of revenue given the closure of some recreational
facilities during 2020.

•

Highway User Revenue (HUR), which is distributed by the State of Maryland based on a methodology that uses
lane miles and registrations, peaked in FY 2007 at $3.3 million. Beginning in FY 2020, and consistent with
legislation enacted during the 2018 Session of the Maryland General Assembly, highway user funds are provided
through capital transportation grants instead of providing a portion of the Gasoline Motor Vehicle Revenue
Account (GMVRA) revenues. For FY 2022, the city is projected to receive a total of $2.6 million in highway user,
which is more than the FY 2021 adopted budget, but equal to the FY 2021 amended budget. This is the latest
estimate from the Maryland State Highway Administration.
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Police protection grant revenue, which consists of an annual operating grant from the State of Maryland to the City
of Rockville to assist with funding police protection services, equals $740,000 in FY 2022. This estimate is
consistent with past trends and with current information from the State.

General Fund Expenditures
The FY 2022 adopted expenditure budget totals $85.3 million, an increase of 1.9 percent from the FY 2021 adopted
appropriation less addition to reserves. Major cost drivers in the city’s budget include personnel (62 percent), operating (18
percent), CIP Transfer (8 percent), and Transfers Out to the Debt Service Fund (5 percent). Each of the expenditure
categories is described in more detail below and on the next few pages.
Personnel
This category of expenditures consists of regular
employee wages, temporary employee wages, overtime,
and benefits. This category increased by 1.9 percent
from FY 2021 to FY 2022.
The FY 2022 budget equals $35.2 million for regular
employee wages. The budget includes a 1 percent cost
of living adjustment for all employees. There are no
increases for steps or performance based increments
included in the proposed budget due to the limited
resources as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The FY
2022 proposed employee wages budget also includes an
additional net 2.0 regular FTEs compared to the FY 2021
authorized level.

General Fund Expenditures by Category
FY 2020
Actual

FY 2021
Adopted

FY 2022
Proposed

% Change
from FY21

Personnel

51,146,070

51,813,230

52,802,000

1.9%

Operating

13,092,371

15,033,020

15,201,500

1.1%

Capital Outlay

2,096,886

1,721,890

1,578,050

-8.4%

Other

2,306,908

2,475,890

2,473,840

-0.1%

68,642,235

71,044,030

72,055,390

1.4%

9,800,000

6,330,000

7,000,000

10.6%

Total Oper. Exp.
CIP Transfer
Transfers Out
Total ($)
Add. to Reserves
Total ($)

6,201,980

6,260,970

6,194,610

-1.1%

84,644,215

83,635,000

85,250,000

1.9%

84,644,215

970,000
84,605,000

85,250,000

0.8%

The FY 2022 temporary employee wages budget equals
$3.3 million, a decrease of 3 percent from FY 2021. The majority of the decrease is in the Department of Recreation and
Parks. The proposed budget assumes that recreation programs and community centers will be slow to recover from the
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in the first half of FY 2022.
Although the County's hourly minimum wage is set to equal $15.00 in FY 2022, up from $14.00 during FY 2021, the city will
maintain the $14.00 an hour rate for another year. The $14.00 is higher than the State of Maryland requirement, which
currently equals $11.75 and will increase to $12.50 on January 1, 2022. After FY 2022, Montgomery County's minimum
wage is set to increase by an inflationary factor each year.
The overtime budget for FY 2022 equals $887,500, a 5.9 percent decrease from FY 2021. During the FY 2022 budget process
the Mayor and Council asked staff to reduce overtime by reviewing and adjusting non-emergency overtime hours.
Approximately 66 percent of overtime is allocated to the Police Department.
Benefits increased by $1 million or 8 percent from FY 2021. City covered benefits for FY 2022 include: disability pay,
retirement, health and dental insurance (including post employment benefits), life insurance, allowances, and employee
leave buyback. Each benefit is described in more detail:
•

Disability pay decreased by 19.6 percent from FY 2021 due to phasing out the Income Protection Plan ("IPP") and
utilizing an externally managed disability program that started in FY 2019. IPP is a self-funded, self-administered
long term disability program that provides disability benefits for both on and off the job injuries or illnesses. In FY
2019, current IPP members were grandfathered into IPP (currently two members are grandfathered), while the
new long-term disability program became available for eligible employees. This category will experience reductions
over time due to the phasing out of IPP participants when they reach normal retirement age.
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The city's retirement program consists of two components: a defined benefit (DB) component and a defined
contribution (Thrift) component. Each employee group contributes different amounts toward their retirement, and
accordingly earns a different benefit on retirement. Administrative employees and American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) are in both the DB and Thrift plans, while Police employees are only in
the DB plan. For FY 2022, the city's General Fund contribution to the DB plan equals $3.7 million ($4.6 million all
funds), which is an increase of almost 16 percent from FY 2021. After the city contributes the required amount in
FY 2022, the funded ratio for the pension plan is projected to equal 82 percent. The funded ratio decreased and
the annual contributions increased compared to prior valuation reports primarily because of the negative impact
the COVID-19 pandemic had on the investment markets.
For the Thrift plan, the city matches employees’ contributions with 50 cents for every dollar contributed by the
employee; employees can contribute between 1 and 5 percent of their salary. The FY 2022 budget for the city’s
match remained relatively flat at $632,760 in the General Fund ($814,370 all funds). In addition to the matching
Thrift plan, chartered employees and at-will employees receive an additional contribution per their contracts. This
contribution equals $243,340 for FY 2022.

•

Health insurance increased by 4.5 percent from FY 2021 to FY 2022. Health insurance is available to all regular fulland part-time employees and their eligible dependents, although part-time employees are responsible for a
greater percentage of the cost. The forecast assumes an annual increase of 5 percent, which is consistent with past
trends and the city's desire to limit the amount of annual increases by changing providers and/or plan designs.
There are 381.6 FTEs budgeted to receive health benefits in FY 2022.
In addition to health insurance, the city further subsidizes employees’ health costs by contributing $416 or $516
per year if they successfully complete a voluntary health assessment.

•

Dental insurance remained relatively consistent, at $125,570 for FY 2022. The city currently offers two different
plans under one provider. Dental insurance has remained relatively flat over the years and is expected to remain
flat throughout the forecast. There are 392.9 FTEs budgeted to receive dental benefits in FY 2022.

•

The city provides retirees with healthcare coverage upon retirement at the same premium rates as active
employees. The city began prefunding retiree healthcare costs through a Retiree Benefit Trust (Trust) starting in FY
2009. Since that time, the city has made an annual contribution to the Trust. For FY 2022, the city's General Fund
contribution remained flat at $133,150 ($164,110 all funds) due to the funded ratio of the Trust exceeding 100
percent. The forecast assumes the contributions for future years will remain flat.

•

The city provides life insurance coverage equal to 1.5 times an employee's base salary (up to a maximum of
$250,000), at no cost to the employee. Employees have the option of purchasing additional supplemental life
insurance coverage for themselves, their spouse, and dependent children. Life insurance is expected to remain flat
from FY 2021 to FY 2022.

•

Allowances include cell phone, car, and meal and shoe allowances that vary by department. This category of
expenses remained relatively flat at $147,550 for FY 2022. There are 268.4 FTES that are budgeted to receive
allowances in FY 2022.

•

The FY 2022 proposed budget includes three days of annual employee leave buyback. This benefit, which is
available to all regular employees that have a minimum amount of annual leave on the books, allows employees to
'buy back' up to three days of their annual leave. The city has offered this benefit almost every year, ranging from a
maximum of three to five days. The forecast assumes a benefit of three days, or approximately $210,000, per year
for the General Fund.
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Operating Costs
This category is made up of contractual services and commodities. Contractual services increased by 3.1 percent to $9.8
million in FY 2022. This category is mostly comprised of annual contracts that support the city's technology, parks, and
facilities. The largest increase in this category of expenditures was for software subscriptions and maintenance, which
increased by $181,550 from FY 2021 to FY 2022. Many of the budgetary changes for software are related to transitioning
Rockville to a more friendly and secure online experience for staff, citizens, and all city stakeholders. Approximately
$150,000 of funding is proposed to be added for software that enables safer and more effective online operations of the
city, such as remote access software, WebEx licenses, and e-bid procurement software, as well as software that facilitates
easier access for citizens and city stakeholders, such as online permit plan software and community engagement software.
The overall commodities category decreased by 2.2 percent to equal $5.4 million in FY 2022. This category supports utility
costs at city facilities, program/maintenance supplies, new or replacement furniture/equipment, and the General Fund
contingency account. Utilities (electricity, heating fuel, water, sewer, stormwater management) remained relatively flat,
while the following lines were reduced: $136,980 in furniture and equipment, $30,000 in theme park tickets, $26,390 for
program supplies, $14,720 in vehicle preparation costs, and $12,700 in staff uniforms. Two areas that increased were Police
vehicle equipment for $40,000 and $40,000 for the General Fund contingency account to bring it up to $350,000. The FY
2022 contingency amount is in compliance with the Financial Management Policies, which limits the contingency account to
a maximum of 1 percent of the adopted General Fund budget.
Capital Outlay
This category decreased by 8.4 percent from FY 2021 and equals $1.6 million for FY 2022. The majority of the decrease is
due to the removal of one-time funding in FY 2021 for a digital radio system (non-Police), a reduction in the number of
vehicle replacements, and a decrease in major repairs. These decreases were partially offset by a one-time increase for new
I-Net switches for the Department of Information Technology.
This category includes $194,650 for new vehicles and vehicle replacements (see the Supplemental Information section for a
list of vehicle replacements). Due to the city's new vehicle lease program that began in FY 2020, this area of expenditures
will be reduced over time because the lease costs are budgeted under contractual services.
Other
This category, which remains flat at $2.5 million for FY 2022, primarily consists of outside and caregiver agency grants. The
FY 2022 budget includes the continuation of $45,000 in caregiver grants for COVID-19 impact alleviation, the continuation
of $80,000 in grants to Rockville Economic Development Inc. (REDI) for the Small Business Impact Fund and marketing, and
the addition of a new $81,100 in funding to REDI for marketing, administration, and economic development incentives. This
addition for REDI was offset by an overall decrease in other outside agency grants.
CIP Transfer
The city initiates an annual transfer from the General Fund to the Capital Projects Fund to support the city's Capital
Improvements Program (CIP). The CIP is mainly funded from four sources: cash, debt, government grants, and developer
contributions. The transfer from the General Fund is the
History of CIP and Debt Service Transfers
cash or "paygo" contribution. The FY 2022 budget includes
a transfer of $7 million, which is an increase of $670,000
from the 2021 adopted transfer of $6.3 million. The
amount of the paygo contribution impacts both the
current fiscal year and future years since the Capital
Projects Fund is balanced over a five year period. Future
paygo transfers equal $7 million per year and are based on
the schedule of funded projects as presented in the CIP
Projects section.
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Debt Service Transfer (included in Transfers Out)
The Debt Service Fund transfer equals $4.5 million in FY
2022, which is slightly less than FY 2021. The forecast
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Expenditures by Department
The General Fund Expenditures by Department table shows total department budgets with percent changes from adopted
FY 2021 to proposed FY 2022. One major change includes work units within the departments of Planning and Development
Services and Recreation and Parks combined to form the Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD). In
addition to the reorganization, two new full-time
positions were added, one to Police and one to the City
General Fund Expenditures by Department
Manager’s Office. Other major changes include new
FY 2020
FY 2021
FY 2022
% Change
I-Net switches in the Department of Information and
Actual
Adopted
Proposed
from
FY21
Technology (IT) and increased transfers to the
Parking Fund and CIP categorized under NonMayor & Council
1,051,519
841,240
856,260
1.8%
Departmental.
In addition to the reorganization mentioned above,
the Department of Recreation and Parks operating
budget decreased due to the COVID-19 pandemic’s
impact on in-person recreation and related activities.
The remaining departments did not experience
major changes between FY 2021 and FY 2022 due to
the limited citywide resources as a result of the
pandemic.

City Attorney

1,335,349

1,424,940

1,394,010

-2.2%

City Manager

5,294,992

5,381,520

5,632,880

4.7%

Finance

2,327,027

2,365,660

2,262,370

-4.4%

2,654,160

N/A

HCD

-

HR

1,936,651

1,918,810

1,949,850

1.6%

IT

4,494,309

4,489,260

5,091,880

13.4%

PDS

6,368,606

6,390,270

6,012,790

-5.9%

11,734,458

11,706,120

11,796,410

0.8%

Public Works

8,363,217

8,878,760

8,699,370

-2.0%

Rec. & Parks

23,541,768

25,266,380

22,931,990

-9.2%

Non-Depart.

18,196,319

14,972,040

15,968,030

6.7%

Total ($)

84,644,215

83,635,000

85,250,000

1.9%

Police

During the FY 2021 budget process the Mayor and
Council instructed the freezing of six positions; those
positions remain frozen in the FY 2022 proposed
budget (position titles are included in the
Supplemental Information section of this document).

-

Enterprise Funds
The Water, Sewer, Refuse, Stormwater Management, and Parking funds make up 33.4 percent or $46.6 million of the FY
2022 appropriated budget. These funds support major city operations and capital improvements and infrastructure, and
operate like private businesses, where fees and charges are set to fully cover total direct and indirect operating costs and all
capital outlay and debt service. The city sets the rates for these utilities based on cash flow models that target specific cash
levels after a certain period. Due to the financial pressures on the Rockville community as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, this budget includes rate increases for water and sewer that only begin six months into the fiscal year. Water
and sewer rates will remain flat from July 1, 2019, through December 31, 2021. For additional details (including revenue
and expense details and compliance with Financial Management Policies) and information on the other city funds, please
refer to the Financial Summaries section.
Water Fund
The city provides water service to 70 percent of the city, or approximately 13,000 accounts. All Rockville customers pay a
usage charge and a fixed ready-to-serve charge. The fixed ready-to-serve charge is necessary in order to support a system
with significant fixed costs. The water rate structure through calendar year 2021 is a tiered system that is based on meter
size. Starting in January 2022, the city will transition to a rate structure that is based on property classification, namely
single family, multi-family, and non-residential. This new structure more equitably distributes the cost of providing water
and sewer service to the users of that service.

Attachment 13.a: FY2022_PROPOSED_Priorities (3478 : FY 2022 Mayor and Council Budget Worksession)

assumes a new bond issue of $1 million in FY 2023 for the Hurley Avenue Bridge Rehabilitation (TE16) project and $7.9
million in FY 2024 for the Outdoor Recreation Pool Renovations (RC18) project. The Debt Service Fund is managed over a
five year period, with the goal of maintaining a cash balance of at least 10 percent of the average annual outstanding
principal payment each year.

The rates shown in the water chart on the next page represent the usage charge per 1,000 gallons, assuming an average
usage of 14,000 gallons per quarter. Rockville also imposes a ready-to-serve charge that equals $19.70 per quarter for the
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first six months of FY 2022 and then will increase to $22.25 per quarter for the second six months of FY 2022 for households
with a 3/4-inch meter. The FY 2022 rate represents a blended usage rate that is comprised of a rate of $5.61 for the first six
months of the year and a rate of $6.74 for the second six months of the year. The second six month rate is made up of
$5.65 for the first 9,000 gallons and $8.69 for the next 5,000 gallons.

History of Sewer Charges per 1,000 Gallons

(based on usage of 14,000 gallons per quarter)

Sewer Fund
The Sewer Fund accounts for the financial activity associated with the collection and delivery of sewage for treatment and
disposal. Charges are based on water consumption. Nearly all the capital costs in the Sewer Fund, and a substantial portion
of the operating costs, are payments for the operation of and capital improvements to the District of Columbia Water and
Sewer Authority’s Blue Plains Wastewater Treatment Plant. The city’s share of Blue Plains’ capital improvements is
proportionate to the city’s allocation of treatment capacity. The Blue Plains Wastewater Treatment (UA21) CIP project
contains additional information about the city’s capital costs for sewage treatment.
The city provides sewer service to 70 percent of the city, or approximately 13,000 accounts. The sewer rate structure
through calendar year 2021 is a tiered system that is based on meter size. Same as water, starting in January 2022, the city
will transition to a rate structure that is based on property classification, namely single family, multi-family, and nonresidential. This new structure more equitably distributes the cost of providing water and sewer service to the users of that
service.
The rates shown in the sewer chart above represent the usage charge per 1,000 gallons. FY 2022 represents a blended
usage rate that is comprised of a rate of $10.50 for the first six months of the year and a rate of $10.58 for the second six
months of the year. Rockville also imposes a ready-to-serve charge that equals $22.87 per quarter for the first six months of
FY 2022 and then will decrease to $17.79 per quarter for the second six months of FY 2022 for households with a 3/4-inch
meter. The fixed ready-to-serve charge is necessary in order to support a system with significant fixed costs.
A complete listing of the water and sewer rates for FY 2022 can be found in the Supplemental Information section of this
budget document. If the rates are adopted as proposed, the Water Fund is estimated to be in compliance with the Financial
Management Policies by the end of FY 2024 and the Sewer Fund by the end of FY 2023. Transitioning mid-fiscal year gives
the Rockville community sufficient time to understand and adjust to the new rate schedules.
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History of Annual Refuse Rates

There is currently $533,345 appropriated in the CIP for the
installation of a new recycling transfer enclosure at the
Gude Drive Maintenance Facility. This enclosure will allow
city trucks to transfer recycling to trailers for haul-off. This
enclosure moves the transfer work under cover, provides
fire suppression, stops windblown material on the
maintenance yard and surrounding properties, expands
recycling program efficiency, and increases contract
hauling/processing options. The city will continue to
evaluate all options for recycling given the significant
changes in the recyclables market, including over a 20
percent increase in the FY 2022 proposed operating
budget for recycling processing fees.

Stormwater Management Fund
The Stormwater Management (SWM) Fund accounts for the financial activity associated with maintaining existing SWM
facilities and the construction of new facilities. All residential and commercial properties in the city are proposed to pay
$132.00 per equivalent residential unit (ERU) per year, which is equal to the previous three years.
One major factor that is influencing the city’s stormwater
management program is the city’s compliance with the
Maryland Department of the Environment’s National
Pollution Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES)
general permit for Phase II Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) communities. The new MS4 general
permit became effective in 2018, with a five year
expiration. Future operating and capital budgets are
consistent with the requirements of this permit.

History of Annual Stormwater Management Fee

A current rate increase of approximately 3.5 percent is
factored into the forecast starting in FY 2023. Further
analysis will be done in future years to see if a lower or flat
rate is sustainable given the changing market conditions
and future program requirements.
Parking Fund
The Parking Fund accounts for the revenue and expenses from parking related activities, including the issuance of parking
tickets, the parking meter program, and the costs associated with the building of the three public parking garages in the
city’s Town Center.
The FY 2022 budget for the Parking Fund continues the leasing of the Town Square parking garage operations to Federal
Realty Investment Trust (FRIT), the commercial developer of Town Square. The city entered an agreement in FY 2012 that
enables FRIT to manage, operate, and re-equip the garages under a long-term lease, which is estimated to save taxpayers
millions of dollars. Under the agreement, FRIT is responsible for setting the rates both for hourly and monthly parking in the
garages and for all capital improvements and renovations during the term of the lease.
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Refuse Fund
The Refuse Fund accounts for the financial activity associated with the collection and disposal of residential recycling,
refuse, and yard waste. The city currently operates a semi-automated once per week refuse pickup and a single stream
recycling program. All residential properties in the city pay the annual rate, which is proposed to increase by 3.1 percent
from $445 to $459 for FY 2022.
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Staff is in the process of updating the parking citation and
permit fee schedules in order to bring Rockville's rates in
alignment with surrounding jurisdictions. The proposed
citation and permit fee schedules will be presented to the
Mayor and Council for approval during the FY 2022 budget
process.
Staff remains concerned about the financial pressure in the
Parking Fund due to changes as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic and the aging infrastructure of the existing parking
meters. Included in the FY 2022 proposed budget is
approximately $160,000 to upgrade 300 outdated meters to more modern smart meters. The new meters will allow for
more efficient parking operations and an increase in revenue due to automated rate setting and parking space turnover.
Any realized increase in revenue will be recognized via mid-year budget amendment and could potentially reduce future
year General Fund transfer amounts. Future discussions with FRIT regarding parking in Town Square will also likely impact
Parking Fund revenues and expenses in FY 2022 and beyond.
The FY 2022 budget includes a transfer from the General Fund to the Parking Fund of $1.5 million. It is anticipated that a
General Fund transfer will be needed until the debt is repaid in FY 2036. Future General Fund transfers equal $1.1 million
each year throughout the forecast period. Future discussions about parking and parking policy decisions may impact future
transfer amounts.
Capital Improvements Program (CIP)
The FY 2022 CIP budget includes new appropriations of $20.8 million to address the priorities of the Mayor and Council and
residents of Rockville. This new funding combined with prior year carryover funding of $54.4 million, supports a total of 45
capital projects in FY 2022. There are five new projects presented in the FY 2022 through FY 2026 capital budget, which are
listed here along with a basic description (note: not all new projects are funded or are scheduled for FY 2022). More
information, including the total budget and timeline, can be found on the individual project sheets in the CIP Projects
section of this document.
•

Lincoln Park Community Center Improvements (RA22) – This project funds the renovation, including design and
construction, of approximately one‐third of the Lincoln Park Community Center building. This work will reconfigure
space from offices to program space for activities such as out of school time programs, community gatherings, and
classes. There is currently $250,000 unfunded in FY 2022. This project is a viable candidate for bond bill funding.

•

Pedestrian Bridge Replacement: Horizon Hill Park (RB22) – This project consists of design and construction of a
replacement of an approximately thirty year old steel truss pedestrian bridge at Horizon Hill Park, crossing a Watts
Branch tributary. The bridge was identified for replacement through the city's Bridge Inspection Program
completed by a third party engineering firm. This project is currently unfunded in FY 2025 and FY 2026.

•

LED Streetlight Conversion (TA22) – This project provides for the replacement of all remaining city‐owned and
maintained high pressure sodium (HPS) streetlights (approximately 3,200) with more energy efficient, light‐
emitting diode (LED) luminaires. There is currently $1 million budgeted in FY 2023 and $2.2 million unfunded in FY
2024 and FY 2025 for this project.
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A special district tax levy partially funds the Parking Fund. The Parking District tax rate is proposed to remain unchanged at
$0.33 per $100 of assessed valuation for FY 2022. The District, which is comprised of FRIT's commercial properties within
the Town Square boundaries, pays this tax in addition to their
regular property tax. The District will generate approximately
History of Parking District Tax Rate
$159,000 in special property tax revenue for FY 2022.
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•

Town Center Road Diet (TB22) – This project designs and constructs new cross sections for N. Washington Street
and E. Middle Lane. The project includes narrowing the existing two travel lanes to one lane in each direction, and
adding protected bike lanes with precast concrete separators, bump‐outs, on‐street parking spaces, parking
meters, and signs along the roadways. This project is currently proposed at $342,000 in FY 2022.

•

Twinbrook Pedestrian/Bicycle Crossing (TC22) – This project provides a new pedestrian/bicycle crossing that will
extend from the Twinbrook neighborhood to Rockville Pike (MD 355) across the CSX and WMATA railroad tracks
with access to the Twinbrook Quarter development. This connection will significantly improve east‐west access
and enhance pedestrian and bicycle mobility and safety. A feasibility study for this project is currently proposed at
$50,000 in FY 2022.

The CIP budget is funded by various sources, including paygo and proceeds from the issuance of general obligation bonds.
The FY 2022 through FY 2026 CIP includes a new bond issue of $1 million in FY 2023 for the Hurley Avenue Bridge
Rehabilitation (TE16) project and $7.9 million in FY 2024 for the Outdoor Recreation Pool Renovations (RC18) project. Bond
issues are also planned for the Water and Sewer funds over this five year period. More information on the future bond
issues can be found in the Financial Summaries section.
In addition to the capital funding needed to complete a CIP project, many projects require ongoing funding to operate or
maintain the completed project. Ongoing operating cost impacts must be considered when determining if and when to
include a particular project in the CIP. For FY 2022, a total of $83,380 was added to the operating budget as a result of six
current projects. More details on the operating cost impacts by project are available on the individual CIP project sheets
and summarized in the CIP Overview section.
Sample Residential Property Tax and Utility Expenses
This table illustrates the annual financial impact of property tax and all utilities for a sample single family home in Rockville.
This household experienced an increase in assessed value (“AV”) of 3 percent between FY 2021 and FY 2022 and uses
14,000 gallons of water per quarter. Based on these assumptions, the sample household experienced an annual increase of
$88.24 or 2.8 percent from FY 2021 to FY 2022. It is important to remember that water and sewer rates and rate structures
are proposed to change mid-year, and that future water and sewer adjustments will be more consistent with general
inflationary indices.
Sample Rockville Household (Single Family with 3/4 inch water meter)
FY 2021

FY 2022

1,518.09

1,563.63

45.54

3.0%

392.96

429.58

36.62

9.3%

Sewer (14,000 gallons per quarter)

679.48

671.56

(7.92)

-1.2%

Refuse and Recycling

445.00

459.00

14.00

3.1%

Stormwater Management

132.00

132.00

-

0.0%

$3,167.53

$3,255.77

$88.24

2.8%

Property Tax (3% increase in AV)
Water (14,000 gallons per quarter)

TOTAL
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: March 1, 2021
Agenda Item Type: Review and Comment
Department: City Manager's Office
Responsible Staff: Linda Moran

Subject
Action Report

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review and comment on the Action Report.

Attachments
Attachment 14.A.a:

Action Report (PDF)
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Attachment A

Blue - new items to the list.
Red - latest changes.
Mayor and Council Action Report

Topic:

Notes:

Public Hearing on Accessory Structures

The Mayor and Council requested that a public hearing be held after the additional community virtual public
meetings are completed.
Mayor and Council requested and agenda item on the award of Art in Public Architecture - Rockville Swim
and Fitness Center Project.

Art in Public Architecture - Rockville Swim and Fitness
Center Project
Board of Supervisors of Elections Increase from Five to
Seven Members
Daytime Support for Youth during Virtual Learning

Proposed Annexation of 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick
property) – Public Hearing, Discussion and Instructions,
Potential Approval.

Mayor and Council requested a discussion of increasing the membership of the Board of Supervisors of
Elections from five to seven.
Councilmember Ashton will share information from the Black and Brown Coalition for Educational Equity
and Excellence about supporting families struggling with access to affordable childcare and successful
virtual learning. Councilmember Ashton shared information with the Mayor and Council regarding the
Children’s Opportunity Fund equity hubs. She connected with the organization, requested that Rockville
sites be included, and they are exploring it. Councilmember Ashton will continue to share information as it
becomes available. On November 9, Councilmember Ashton shared that several equity hubs are operating at
Rockville schools, including Bayard Rustin, Meadow Hall, and Maryvale Elementary Schools, as well as the
Park Street Children’s Center. More information can be found at equityhubs.org. Councilmember Ashton
referenced a recent Washington Post article that stated that the future of Equity Hub funding is uncertain.
Staff is following-up with the County to gather more information about the funding status and will make a
recommendation to the Mayor and Council on potential advocacy. On February 1, the Mayor and Council
approved the letter in support of the Special Appropriation to the FY21 County Operating Budget for
additional funding through March 2021. The letter was sent to the County Council for inclusion in the
February 2, 2020 public hearing record. Staff is tracking the item and will provide an update on the outcome.
On November 23 rd, the Mayor and Council directed staff to initiate the annexation process and set its public
hearing date of May 17 th for the proposed annexation. Per City code, the Planning Commission is now
developing the State-required Annexation Plan, which the Commission will recommend to the Mayor and
Council. Then, the Mayor and Council will hold its public hearing, hold a meeting to discuss and provide
instructions to staff, and then, potentially, approve the annexation.

Attachment 14.A.a: Action Report (3561 : Action Report)

Future Agenda Items to Schedule
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Topic:

Notes:

Drones and Public Safety

Mayor and Council asked staff to explore potential public safety issues associated with drones and how the
City could consider monitoring, regulating and penalizing criminal activity.

False Police Reports

Mayor and Council requested a discussion of false Police reports. False reporting has long been codified in
Maryland Criminal Code (Criminal Law, Title 9).
Mayor and Council requested a discussion of a local preference procurement approach.

Local Preference Procurement Approach
Reduction in Force Policy

Mayor and Council requested discussion of a Reduction in Force (RIF) policy to be incorporated in the
Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual update.

Retirement Incentive/Employee Buyout Program

Staff will provide information about employee buyout programs and discuss the potential for a Rockville
program.

Discussion and Instruction on Small Cell Antennas

Mayor and Council requested a discussion and instruction agenda item on small cell antennas.

Historic Resources Management Plan Presentation and
Discussion

Mayor and Council requested presentation and discussion of Historic Resources Management Plan. Historic
Resources Management Plan: 10-Year Action Plan was discussed at the February 8, 2021 meeting. The
Mayor and Council provided feedback and staff will return when the plan is updated.

Ref. #

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status

Timeline

King Farm Farmstead

Ongoing

2014-23

2015-14

Meeting
Date
9/8/11

7/13/15

Staff/
Dep
R&P

CMO

Response
Method
Future
Agenda

Future
Agenda

Status: On April 20, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed the responses to
the request for information (RFI) on potential future uses of the Farmstead.
Security system installation for the Dairy Barns and house is complete and
staff is securing a cost estimate to bring water to the property as the first step
in designing/constructing a fire suppression system during FY21 and FY22. A
workgroup of Recreation and Parks, Public Works, Planning and
Development Services, the City Attorney’s Office and REDI staff are
working to devise an effective RFP approach. Staff will schedule this on a
future agenda per Mayor and Council direction. At the March 15, 2021
meeting the Mayor and Council will discuss the King Farm Farmstead Park
Market Analysis Consultant.
Purchasing Study Response

Attachment 14.A.a: Action Report (3561 : Action Report)

Future Agenda Items to Schedule

Late March/early
April 2021

Status: An update on the Procurement Action Plan was shared on August 3,
2020. Per Mayor and Council approval on November 9, the next update is
tentatively scheduled for late March/early April 2021.
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2016-12

2016-16

2016-18

2017-6

Meeting
Date
9/26/16

10/10/16

10/24/16

2/27/17

Staff/
Dep
HR

PDS

PDS

CMO

Response
Method
Email

Future
Agenda

Future
Agenda

Email

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Vacancy Report/Hiring Freeze Update
Provide a Vacancy Report to the Mayor and Council on a monthly basis.
Status: The Mayor and Council directed that this shift to an every other
month written report provided by email. The other months will include a
report on the Mayor and Council agenda. A vacancy report/hiring freeze
update was provided on agenda at the January 11, 2021 Mayor and Council
meeting. The February report was provided by email in February. At the
February 23 agenda planning meeting, the Mayor and Council approved that
the March update will also be provided via email.
Global Issues on BRT
Schedule another discussion on BRT with the City of Gaithersburg and
Montgomery County, to include broader issues such as governance and finance.
Consider holding the meeting in Gaithersburg.
Status: County staff presented an update on the Viers Mill Rd/MD 586
project to the Mayor and Council on November 2, 2020. County
transportation is determining a recommended alternative for design of the
MD 355 route.
FAST – Faster, Smarter, More Transparent (Site Plan/Development Review
Improvements)
Provide regular updates on the status of the work.
Status: A FAST update was provided to the Mayor and Council on
November 18, 2019. The last update was provided by email in October 9, 2020
as an alternative to a Mayor and Council Agenda Item. The next update will
be provided in February 2021 via email. The first edition of an updated
monthly Development Watch newsletter was prepared to offer the
community more information and an improved design. Staff is currently
focusing on implementing MyGovernmentOnline, a comprehensive system
for case management, web-based submittals, payments, digital plan review,
and inspections. Since this will include permits, planning, and public works
cases, the departments have established working groups and dedicated staff
time to collaborate on developing workflows for the system and improving
processes at the same time.
Minority-, Female- & Disabled-Owned Businesses
Provide updates on the Procurement Division’s activities to engage and support
minority-, female- and disabled-owned businesses.

Timeline
Monthly

Ongoing

February 2021
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Ref. #

July 2021

Status: The MFD Report for FY19 and FY20 was shared with the Mayor and
Council by email on May 1, 2020. A Mayor and Council Agenda Item on
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2017-11

2018-1

Meeting
Date

6/12/17

1/22/18

Staff/
Dep

R&P8o

Finance

Response
Method

Agenda
Item

Action
Report

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
October 19, 2020 provided a forward-looking discussion of the City’s MFD
outreach program, including program metrics, program successes, potential
program adjustments. The next update will be provided in July 2021.
Deer Population in Rockville
Continue to monitor the deer population. Consider action steps and gather
community input
Status: The Mayor and Council approved the location, dates and required
City Code changes for the pilot deer culling program on June 1 and June 22,
2020. The pilot will be underway on November 21 – 29, December 19 – 27,
and January 9 – 16. Staff will review the results of the pilot during the
months of February and March and report to the M/C at the April 26, 2021
meeting.
Utility Billing System
Provide updates on the replacement of the Velocity Payment System, powered by
Govolution.

Timeline

April 26, 2021

Week of January
25, 2021

Status:

2018-7

6/18/18

CMO

Agenda
Item

The new payment portal went live on January 11, 2021. All customers have
been sent mail informing them of the new account numbers so they can use
the new vendor Invoice Cloud. The new payment portal opened the week of
January 25. 2020 Staff recommends this item be closed. Mayor and Council
please provide staff with direction. The implementation of the Impresa
system and Invoice Cloud (online portal) was successful. While there were
some back-end issues, none impacted services to customers. For the
customers billed thus far, a third have paid their water bill through one of the
Invoice Cloud’s services. Once the system has been fully acclimated, a
reduction in cost should be seen FY22. We are currently looking at options
on incentives for customers to sign-up for paperless billing and also adding a
round up feature to one of the programs when paying a utility bill.
Currently, the Invoice Cloud Invoice Cloud dashboard allows customers to
pay a water bill or donate to one of our City programs – they can do both
using the shopping cart feature. It will take approximately two full billing
cycles (Jan – March and April – June) and interactions with customers before
staff is able to offer relevant statistics related to online usage, and round up
rates, etc.
LGBTQ Initiatives
Identify and implement Mayor and Council suggestions.
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2018-8

Meeting
Date

6/18/18

Staff/
Dep

CMO/RCPD/
R&P

Response
Method

Town
Meeting

2018-11

8/1/18

PDS

Agenda
Item

2018-15

10/8/18

PDS

Future
Agenda

2018-19

10/15/18

HR

Future
Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Status: The Adopted FY21 budget includes a new family/gender neutral
bathroom at Dogwood Park, to be constructed in FY22. The Human Rights
Campaign 2020 Municipal Equality Index results were issued in December
2020. Rockville scored 110/100 on the scorecard, netting 10 bonus points for
its services to LGBTQ youth, homeless people, elders and members of the
transgender community. The LGBTQ community will be included in the
Mayor and Council’s ongoing work on social justice, racism and bias.
Rockville Goes Purple
Status: The final component of the 2020 National Recovery Month activities
is the release of a Rockville 11 interview with Rona Kramer, State Secretary
of Aging, on opioids and older adults. View the special at:
https://youtu.be/NoksgFBBY7I.
Neighborhood Shopping Centers
Discuss mechanisms to encourage neighborhood shopping center
revitalization and explore additional zoning and uses. Staff , REDI and the
Rockville Chamber of Commerce met In January to discuss the research
necessary to eventually bring this item forward. A Discussion on Incentivizing
Shopping Centers is scheduled for May 10, 2021.
Short-Term Residential Rentals
Discuss how to manage short-term residential rentals’ (e.g., Airbnb) impact on city
neighborhoods and explore options for taxing users.
Status: Short-term residential rentals was discussed on January 13, 2020.
Staff emailed the results of additional research requested by the Mayor and
Council on January 23, 2020. Mayor and Council held a public hearing on
short-term residential rentals on November 9, 2020. A second public hearing
has been scheduled for January 11, 2021 to elicit additional public input. It
will be widely promoted through the City’s communication channels.
The public hearing was held on January 11, 2021 and the City has received
approximately 25 pieces of testimony. A Mayor and Council work session is
scheduled for February 22, 2021 to discuss the testimony and potential shortterm rental regulations.
Volunteer Program

Timeline

Ongoing

May 10, 2021

February 22, 2021
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Ref. #

May 10, 2021

Status: A report on the number of volunteers and volunteer hours for the
first half of FY20 was provided on the January 13, 2020 agenda. On
November 2, 2020, staff provided an FY20 volunteer update and discussion of
strategies to increase volunteerism. Staff will work with the CC/DCO to
create content protocols for the Board and Commission web pages using
recommendations from the BCTF as a guide. Staff will share a work plan
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10/29/18

Staff/
Dep

PDS

Response
Method

Future
Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
with goals and timelines for the volunteer program with the Mayor and
Council. The next update is scheduled for the May 10, 2021 Mayor and
Council meeting.
Accessory Structures
Status: On April 20, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed potential
revisions to the development standards for accessory structures. The Mayor
and Council directed staff to conduct additional neighborhood outreach to
educate and inform residents of the proposed changes and to bring back the
item for discussion and instruction. Discussion and instruction on Accessory
Buildings and Accessory Dwelling Units was held at the November 16th
Mayor and Council meeting. The Mayor and Council directed staff to
conduct comprehensive outreach to hard to reach neighborhoods and all
HOA and community associations. A series of virtual meetings will be
scheduled to gather additional community feedback. Staff will promote
information broadly that explains it in a very clear and easy to understand
manner. Staff will closely track the community input and will share it in a
staff report for the public hearing that will be scheduled after the virtual
meetings are completed. Discussion and Instructions to staff is scheduled for
April 12, 2021. Staff held three WebEx community meetings and received a
number of comments from the participants. A summary of the comments will
be provided to the Mayor and Council as part of the April 12 meeting agenda
materials and staff will ask for direction.

Timeline

April 12, 2021
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Future
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RedGate Park Planning
Status: The Mayor and Council provided staff direction on June 22, 2020 to
engage the public in a planning process for a new destination park at
RedGate. Staff has procured new public engagement software to support the
effort and will begin the engagement process. The Mayor and Council will
receive updates during the planning process and will be engaged in the public
outreach portion of the work. Funding for consultant services was requested
as part of the FY21 Budget Amendment #1 to Mayor and Council on October
26, 2020. FY21 Budget Amendment #1 was approved on November 2, 2020.
Task Order for consultant services is out to bid with the City’s 17-18 vendors.
Once received, a team will evaluate the proposals to determine whether to
award or go out to bid. When awarded, RedGate team will work with
consultant to implement virtual public engagements and ultimately present
three concepts to Mayor and Council. On Friday, January 22, 2021, the City
officially issued the purchase order for the consultant work on this project.
Staff has already begun meeting with the consultant team and aim to have
the first public engagement opportunity in late February/early March.
The public process for RedGate Park will be announced under the City
Manager’s report on March 15, 2021 at the Mayor and Council meeting that
evening. Through a video message, residents will be invited to visit the
project website to complete a survey on what types of activities and facilities
they would like to see at RedGate Park. There are also opportunities for
commenting through the website so that individuals can choose the format
they are most comfortable using.
Special Districts, including Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), Tax
Increment Financing (TIF), Arts & Entertainment Districts
Status: The Mayor and Council discussed various options on 1/4/21 and
decided to pursue an Arts & Entertainment district. Staff, in partnership
with REDI and other stakeholders, will return to the Mayor and Council to
discuss options for a formal State designation and for locations to promote.

Timeline
Ongoing

TBD
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Early Childhood Education and Child Care Services
Discuss city provision of early childhood education services (history of the current
program, community need for the service, private sector market, expansion to
additional Rockville locations) and future services.

Timeline
March 22, 2021

Status: To prepare for the discussion, staff will obtain the results of a
childcare user survey conducted for Montgomery County’s Early Childhood
Coordinating Council (ECCC) and will incorporate information requested in
recent conversations with the Mayor and Council. The Mayor and Council
approved the delay on January 4, since the County has not yet released the
survey results. Staff obtained survey results from the Commission for
Women and the County’s ECCC and is analyzing them in preparation for the
March 22, 2021 discussion.
2019-10

2019-12

4/1/19

4/1/19

HR

Police

Email

Future
Agenda

Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual Update
Share an update on the status of this effort.
Status: In follow up to the Feb. 24 presentation of the updated PPM, the
Mayor and Council discussed it again on October 26, 2020.Staff provided the
revised draft PPM and responses to Mayor and Council questions on October
9, in advance of the October 26 brief book. The Mayor and Council removed
the item from the October 26 agenda. The first discussion was held on
November 19, 2020. The discussion included the development of a Rockville
parental leave program. The second discussion is scheduled for April 26,
2021.
Parking Enforcement at Street Meters
Share an overview of Rockville’s current program and how other local
jurisdictions handle parking enforcement at street meters, including hours of
enforcement.
Status: Town Center parking meter spaces have been signed as 15- minute
curbside pick-up and a system for improved food pick up is in place in Town
Square to support food service establishments. The Police Department
intends to move forward with the implementation of Smart Meters in FY22,
should the Mayor and Council provide approval through the FY22 budget
process.

April 26, 2021

Ongoing
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Staff Recommendations on the Priorities of the Boards and Commissions
Task Force Report

Timeline
March 1, 2021

2020-02

3/18/2020

CAO

Future
Agenda

Status: The Mayor and Council discussed the Task Force’s report and next
steps on July 6, 2020. The Mayor and Council directed the three appointed
officials to return on agenda, on November 23, 2020 with specific updates and
responses to the recommendations in the report and an action plan for next
steps. The Mayor and Council will also discuss recruitment of volunteers for
boards and commissions during the November 23 Agenda Item on new
boards and commissions. These items were discussed on November 23, 2020
by the Mayor and Council. On March 1, 2021 staff will present the
Appointed Officials Proposed Policies and Procedures Guidelines – BCTF
Recommendation for Mayor and Council discussion and instructions, and
possible adoption. This will include an update on the status of
recommendations included in the November 23, 2020 staff report.
5G Wireless Technology
Status: On March 18, 2020 and May 11, 2020, the Mayor and Council
discussed and introduced Zoning Text Amendment TXT2019-00251 on
regulating the Installation of Small Cell Antennas. Staff is researching topics
and questions raised by the Mayor and Council prior to scheduling adoption
of the Ordinance. In addition, the FCC has issued another order which
requires that this text amendment be modified prior to adoption. Staff is
currently evaluating what changes must be made. It is likely that the text
amendment may be modified significantly and would require beginning the
public review process again. The CAO has hired an outside attorney who is
assisting with the ordinance rewrite. The date is to be determined by the
Mayor and Council as to when this will appear on the meeting agenda.

TBD
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Task Force (BCTF).
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Timeline

Climate Change Efforts
Brief the Mayor and Council on City efforts related to climate change.

July 2021

Status: The Mayor and Council reviewed preliminary findings and discussed
the process for developing Rockville’s first Climate Action Plan on
September 21, 2020. Staff is leading a public engagement process in the Fall
of 2020, including meeting with various boards and commissions, a virtual
Climate Action Plan Open House on November 17, and an online survey open
through the end of November. Throughout the winter 2020/2021, staff will
work with a consultant and COG to develop a cost/ benefit analysis of climate
actions, and work with different departments on a climate resiliency analysis.
In the spring of 2021, staff will develop a draft plan for public review. The
draft plan is anticipated to return to the Mayor and Council for review in the
summer of 2021.
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HCD

Future
Agenda

Affordable Housing Goals
Discuss Rockville’s strategy to meet the affordable housing goals established by
the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG).
Status: Multiple Future Agenda Items will explore a variety of strategies to
meet the affordable housing goals, including adjustments to the City’s
Moderately-Priced Dwelling Unit (MPDU) program, tax exemptions for
affordable housing, fees and other subsidized housing programs. Staff will
explore with the Mayor and Council other barriers to affordable housing by
reviewing the zoning ordinance, identifying developable and under-utilized
parcels, and seeking additional affordable housing funding opportunities and
tools. To inform the Future Agenda Items, staff will conduct public forums to
solicit feedback on strategies.
The City’s Homeowners Tax Credit Program and the County’s Senior Tax
Credit Program was included in the Mayor and Council’s budget survey and
other materials during the first FY22 Budget Worksession on November 9,
2020. Mayor and Council held a work session on housing matters at its
February 22, 2021 meeting. The specific discussion items included MPDUs
Affordability Restriction period, Senior Tax Credits, Employer-Assisted
Housing, and Incentives in Exchange for More Affordable Units. The next
steps will include additional research related to help further the discussion on
the senior tax credit. The items to be researched will include current assessed
value of Rockville homes, reaching out to the County about pursuing changes
to the County’s program; additional data from SDAT. Staff will also reach
out to Gaithersburg about their homebuyer assistance program to learn
about funding levels, staffing levels and other pertinent program
information. The Mayor and Council will receive the 2040 Comprehensive
Master Plan in March 2021 for review. The 2040 plan will include
consideration of missing middle housing. (This is also referenced in 2020-16).
Staff is also developing a system for tracking rental MPDU expiration
dates(there are about 900 units with different expiration dates) to be
discussed on agenda on February 22, 2021. 2021 Voluntary Rent Guidelines
has been scheduled for the May 10, 2021 meeting. This task has been
completed. The Mayor and Council were provided with a spreadsheet
showing the expiration dates of the Declaration of Covenants and
Restrictions for each development containing rental MPDUs.

May 10, 2021
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The Voluntary Rent Guidelines will be presented at the May 10, 2021
meeting (this is also included in 2020-16).
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Future
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2020-10

1/27/2020

DPW

Future
Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Corridor Cities Transitway
Provide background information to facilitate the current Mayor and Council
taking an official position on the CCT route.
Status: Discussion will be scheduled for a future Mayor and Council meeting.
I-270 widening
Establish a strategy for negotiating with the State.

Timeline
TBD

Ongoing

Status: Mayor Newton spoke at the public hearing on Sept. 10. The comment
period on the DEIS was extended from Oct. 8 to Nov. 9. The Mayor and
Council discussed the DEIS on October 26 and provided comments on the
DEIS letter. The Mayor and Council approved the letter to MDOT on
November 2, 2020. Councilmember Pierzchala forwarded an advocacy
strategy to the Mayor and Council that is under consideration and was
discussed at the December 7 meeting. Staff sent an email to the District 17
Delegation inviting them to attend a Mayor and Council meeting in January
2020, prior to the start of the State legislative Session, to discuss advocating
in support of the City’s interests. At the December 14 meeting, the Mayor
and Council provided direction to staff to research hiring outside expertise
and counsel regarding I-270 widening and to take into consideration the four
bullet points included in the summary provided by Councilmember
Pierzchala. The Mayor and Council held a worksession to discuss potential
outside consultant needs and other matters related to the I-495 & I-270 at
their January 25, 2021 meeting. The Mayor and Council directed staff to
develop a scope of work that would include tasks, milestones, and costs for
outside consultant expertise. Additionally, staff will continue to coordinate
with Don’t Widen I-270, Park and Planning, and Transportation Planning
Board partners, as well as with other organizations who may have similar
interests.
2020-08

1/27/2020

CMO/PDS/
Finance/
DPW

Worksession

Town Center
Follow up on Mayor and Council direction from the Town Hall meeting and Urban
Land Institute (ULI) report.
Status: A Mayor and Council status update and discussion of Town Center
initiatives was held on January 4, 2021.

Ongoing
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Parking – On 1/4/21, the Mayor and Council asked that staff restart discussions with
Federal Realty regarding how to provide more hours for free parking at the Town
Square public garages. Discussions have restarted.
Town Center Road Diet – Study and report to Mayor and Council on suggestions in
the TAP report and Mayor and Council’s discussion.
Status: The consultant presented their analysis of No. Washington St and East
Middle Ln to the Mayor and Council on October 5, 2020, when staff received
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Timeline

direction on the preferred approach. The project will be considered in the FY22
CIP for design and construction funding.
Real Estate/Broker/Economist Assessment – In the context of the next update on the
ULI recommendations, invite industry experts to dialogue on competitive challenges
to Town Center.
• Status: REDI and city staff will continue to provide their professional
insights on competitive challenges to Town Center. The Mayor and
Council discussed Town Center on January 4, 2021.
Undergrounding of Route 355 – Revisit the information provided to the Mayor and
Council, including community impacts, to formulate an official Mayor and Council
position post COVID-19.
• Status: The Mayor and Council discussed this item on October 19, 2020.
The Planning Commission will forward the Rockville 2040 Draft
Comprehensive Plan to the Mayor and Council on March 15, 2021.
Undergrounding of MD 355 with an elevated pedestrian promenade would
continue to be the City’s long-term policy unless a different concept is
specifically inserted into the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, or an update is
completed to the Town Center Master Plan.
Branding and Marketing Town Center – on 1/4/21, the Mayor and Council directed
staff to return with options for a branding exercise. The options will include focusing
on Town Center and doing citywide branding, to include a Town Center component.
Community engagement will also be considered for this process, as will an economic
development strategy, which will be considered in the context of the proposed FY
2022 budget. Branding and Town Center Strategy will be discussed at the March
15, 2020 Mayor and Council meeting.
Community Engagement – on 1/4/21, the Mayor and Council directed staff to return
with options for how to engage Town Center residents, business owners and other
stakeholders. Staff has discussed and will return in the near future. An update on
the proposed staff approach to community engagement will be provided in March
2021.
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Improving the Entrances to the Outside Seating Areas – on 1/4/21, the Mayor and
Council directed staff to work with Federal Realty, Duball and Urban Edge to improve
the aesthetics of the entrance points to the outside eating areas of the closed streets (E.
Montgomery and Gibbs), during the pandemic, while still maintaining safety and
preventing motor vehicles from entering. They suggested working with VisArts to see
if some sort of art could be placed in those locations. Staff is working closely with
Federal Realty, which is developing a concept for use of Gibbs through October
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Timeline

2021 and plans to have greatly improved entrances. Staff has reached out to
Duball and Urban Edge to explore options for East Montgomery Avenue.

Addressing maximum building heights in Town Center – on 1/4/21, the Mayor and
Council asked that staff provide options for increasing allowable building heights in
certain locations in Town Center.

2020-11

2020-12

PDS

4/27/20

R&P

Future
Agenda

Memo

Proposed Annexation of 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick Property)
Status: On November 23, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed the
proposal to annex 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick property). They
introduced the resolution to initiate the annexation process, and adopted a
resolution that set the public hearing date for May 17, 2021. Future steps are
not fully scheduled yet but include referral to and recommendation from the
Planning Commission, a Mayor and Council public hearing, discussion and
instructions to staff, and approval (subject to Mayor and Council decision).
Authorization to Release and Abandon City's Interest in an Existing
Declaration of Reservation and Easements Associated with the King Buick
Annexation is scheduled for March 1, 2021. The Approval of the Planning
Commission’s Plan and Release for Public Hearing is scheduled for April 12,
2021.
Resident Company Briefing
Status: At the October 26, 2020 Mayor and Council meeting, resident
companies presented information about their plans to resume operations and
their business and strategic plans to support ongoing operations. Staff will
research best practices in the public sector, analyze the financial impact, and
provide Mayor and Council with information for their consideration during
the budget process.

March 1, April 12
and May 17, 2021

Ongoing
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Tax Incentives for Development – on 1/4/21, the Mayor and Council asked that staff
return to present potential options to encourage more residential development in Town
Center, including through tax incentives.
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Smoking/Vaping Awareness Campaign (Public Rights-of-Way & multifamily residential developments)
Develop a public awareness campaign about the negative impacts of smoking
generally, on people with underlying health conditions and on neighbors in multifamily residential communities.

Timeline
Ongoing

Status: The Mayor and Council discussed this topic on July 20, 2020.
Throughout the month of November, the City conducted an information
campaign describing the dangers of tobacco use and educating the Rockville
community about where they can expect smoke-free environments, and what
steps to take to be healthy and smoke-free. A proclamation for the Great
American Smokeout was issued at the October 26 Mayor and Council
meeting. A Healthy Rockville recognition program has been created for
smoke-free multifamily housing.

2020-16

6/1/20

RCPD

Future
Agenda

Next steps include letters to the business community reminding them of
smoke-free laws. An accurate list of all restaurants is currently being
developed for the mailing.
Social Justice, Racism and Bias
Prepare suggestions for Mayor and Council discussion of ways to further engage
with and educate our community.
Status: On June 22, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed the Rockville
City Police Department’s (RCPD) fair and impartial policing strategies.
Frequently Asked Questions were posted online to educate the community.
The Mayor and Council on Nov ember 16, 2020 approved the vision,
purpose, and mission of a new Community Policing Advisory Board (CPAB)
and directed staff to come back with a resolution to formally approve the
establishment of the CPAB. The Mayor and Council approved the resolution
to establish the CPAB on December 7, 2020.
On September 21, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed short, mid and
long-term action ideas, aspirations and directives and directed staff to
further revise the table and develop a plan for next steps. The follow-up
discussion was held during the December 14, 2020 meeting regarding the
employee survey on racial equity and inclusion. The input will help to inform
the preparation for the discussion on further refining the social justice,
racism, and bias action plan and next steps, which is scheduled as a
worksession for January 25, 2021. On January 25, 2020 the Mayor and
Council held a follow-up discussion and provided direction on potential

March 1, and May
10, 2021
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The Human Services Advisory Commission (HSAC) and Human Rights
Commission (HRC) will share an overview of their community survey
instrument and discuss it at the March 1 st Mayor and Council meeting, prior
to deployment in March. The HSAC and HRC will present the community
survey results to the Mayor and Council. The governing body will have the
opportunity to provide direction on the survey results and it will be included,
with the community input, in the list of implementation strategies for
potential direction on implementation.
The Framing Resolution for Equity and Social Justice has been scheduled for
the May 10, 2021 meeting.
The Voluntary Rent Guidelines will be presented to at the May 10, 2021
meeting (this also referenced in 2020-07).

2020-17

6/1/20

CMO

Email

Staff is monitoring activity at the State level on changes to the Law
Enforcement Officers Bill of Rights (LEOBR) and will bring this topic to the
Mayor and Council in the development of the 2021 State Legislative
program.
Spanish Language Article in Rockville Reports
Provide background information about the City’s former practice of translating to
Spanish one of the articles of priority interest to the community into each edition
of Rockville Reports.
Status: Staff shared the requested information by email on June 16, 2020.

TBD
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New Education Commission/Committee and new Youth
Commission/Committee

Timeline
February 2021

Status: The Mayor and Council discussed this item on November 23, 2020
and provided direction to the appointed officials to evaluate the possible
Commissions through the criteria provided in the BCTF tool, including a
public hearing. The City Clerk/Director of Council Operations and the
Acting City Attorney are reaching out to a professor at Montgomery College
who volunteered to serve as staff support for the new Youth Commission.
This item will come back to the Mayor and Council for direction.
2020-19

2020-20

2020-21

9/21/20

10/26/20

11/2/20

DPW/R&P

PDS

DPW

Future
Agenda

Pesticide Restriction

March 15, 2021

Email

Status: The Environment Commission and the Recreation and Parks Board
will have this item on their October meeting agendas. Staff will follow up on
any additional questions that come up. Discussion with the Mayor and
Council is scheduled for February 22, 2021.
Business Outreach Webinar

Memo

Support and participate in a REDI/Chamber/City webinar for local
businesses to educate them on options for extending outdoor dining and
services in the fall and winter months. Information sharing would include
city permits, tents, heaters and other methods to extend business activities.
The webinar was held on November 16, 2020. Future webinars will be
scheduled on a quarterly basis so that ongoing support is provided to local
businesses. Staff has met with the Rockville Chamber of Commerce and
REDI, and set the next forum date for March 29, 2021.
Vision Zero Quarterly Updates
An update memo was provided to the Mayor and Council on November 4,
2020. The next update will be provided during a M&C session scheduled for
2/1/2021. Staff provided an update on Vision Zero and the Bikeway and
Pedestrian Master Plans at the February 1, 2020 Mayor and Council
meeting. The next update will be provided by memo in May 2021.

Ongoing

May 2021
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Discuss the possibility of establishing a new commission or committee on
education and a new commission or committee on Youth.
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Future
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Timeline

Parental Leave Policy

April 26, 2021

The Mayor and Council will hold a discussion of a Rockville parental leave
policy as part of the Personnel Policies and procedures agenda item
scheduled April 26, 2021.
Interest Credit on Employee Contributions to the City’s Pension Fund

February 1, 2021

The Mayor and Council held a discussion on this item on January 11, 2021.
On February 1, the Mayor and Council approved the pension plan
amendment proposed by staff. Staff recommends that this item be closed.
Mayor and Council please provide direction.
Good Neighbor Awards Process

April 26, 2021

A discussion on the process, criteria, and best practices related to the Good
Neighbor awards is scheduled for April 26, 2021.

Completed:
Ref. #
2020-13

Meeting
Date
4/27/20

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status

Timeline

Census Outreach Update
Provide an update on the efforts completed, underway and planned to continue
encouraging Rockville residents to complete the 2020 Census.

Concluded

Status: Updates on Census outreach efforts were emailed to the Mayor and
Council on May 17, July 19, and Sept. 3, 2020. The Mayor and Council sent a
letter to Rockville’s federal delegation on September 17, 2020 requesting
support to extend the Census collection period through October. On October
13, the Census Bureau issued a press release stating that data collection efforts
would conclude on October 15, 2020.
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Ref. #

Census Collection has concluded.
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15.A.a

MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO.
Monday, March 15, 2021 – 7:00 PM
MOCK AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA Coordinator at
240-314-8108.

Viewing Mayor and Council Meetings
To support social distancing, the Mayor and Council are conducting meetings virtually. The virtual meetings
can be viewed on Rockville 11, channel 11 on county cable, livestreamed at
www.rockvillemd.gov/rockville11, and available a day after each meeting at
www.rockvillemd.gov/videoondemand.
Participating in Community Forum & Public Hearings:
If you wish to submit comments in writing for Community Forum or Public Hearings:
• Please email the comments to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov by no later than 10:00 a.m. on
the date of the meeting.
• All comments will be acknowledged by the Mayor and Council at the meeting and added to the
agenda for public viewing on the website.
If you wish to participate virtually in Community Forum or Public Hearings during the live Mayor and Council
meeting:
1. Send your Name, Phone number, the Community Forum or Public Hearing Topic and Expected
Method of Joining the Meeting (computer or phone) to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov no
later than 10:00 am on the day of the meeting.
2. On the day of the meeting, you will receive a confirmation email with further details, and two
Webex invitations: 1) Optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer Session and 2) Mayor &
Council Meeting Invitation.
3. Plan to join the meeting no later than 6:40 p.m. (approximately 20 minutes before the actual
meeting start time).
4. Read for https://www.rockvillemd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/38725/Public-Meetings-on-Webex
5. meeting tips and instructions on joining a Webex meeting (either by computer or phone).
6. If joining by computer, Conduct a WebEx test: https://www.webex.com/test-meeting.html prior to
signing up to join the meeting to ensure your equipment will work as expected.
7. Participate (by phone or computer) in the optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer
Session at 4 p.m. the day of the meeting, for an overview of the Webex tool, or to ask general
process questions.
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Rockville City Hall is closed due to the state directives for slowing down the spread of the coronavirus
COVID-19 and continue practicing safe social distancing.

Participating in Mayor and Council Drop-In (Mayor Newton and Councilmember Feinberg)
Drop-In Sessions will be held by phone on Monday, March 15 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Please sign up by
10 a.m. on the meeting day using the form at: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/formcenter/city-clerk11/sign-up-for-dropin-meetings-227
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Mayor and Council

Convene

2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Agenda Review

7:05 PM 4.

City Manager's Report

7:15 PM 5.

COVID-19 Update

7:30 PM 6.

Proclamation
A.

7:35 PM 7.

Presentation
A.

8:35 PM 8.

Proclamation Declaring March as National Women's History Month

Presentation and Discussion on Pesticide Practices and Policy Options
for the City

Community Forum

Any member of the community may address the Mayor and Council for 3 minutes during
Community Forum. Unless otherwise indicated, Community Forum is included on the agenda
for every regular Mayor and Council meeting, generally between 7:00 and 7:30 pm. Call the
City Clerk/Director of Council Operation's Office at 240-314-8280 to sign up to speak in
advance or sign up in the Mayor and Council Chamber the night of the meeting.
9.
8:55 PM 10.
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7:00 PM 1.

March 15, 2021

Mayor and Council's Response to Community Forum
Consent
A.

Award/Consent to Human Circuit for Technical Modification to
Chamber and Rockville 11 Offices
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Mayor and Council

March 15, 2021

9:00 PM 11.

Hometown Holidays, Memorial Day Events, Suds and Soles 5K and July 4Th
Celebration 2021 Modifications

9:20 PM 12.

King Farm Farmstead Park Market Analysis Consultant

9:35 PM 13.

Branding and Town Center Strategy
Receive and Discuss the Planning Commission's Approved Rockville 2040
Comprehensive Plan

10:50 PM 15.

Review and Comment - Mayor and Council Action Report

16.

Review and Comment - Future Agendas

17.

Old/New Business

11:10 PM 18.

Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.
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10:20 PM 14.
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Future Agendas
As of 03/01/2021
Category

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Introduction

10

Introduction of Ordinance to Amend Chapter 16 of the Rockville
City Code, Entitled “Public Ethics” So as to Amend Section 16-3
Entitled “Administration” So as to Increase the Membership of
the Ethics Commission

Discussion

30

Discussion of Good Neighbor Awards Process

Work Session

90

FY 2022 Mayor and Council Budget Worksession

Adoption

5

Adoption of the FY 2021 Budget Amendment (Amendment #2)

Proclamation

5

Earth Day Proclamation

Discussion and Instructions

60

Early Childhood Education Opportunities

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category

3 HRS 20 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Meeting : 04/12/21 07:00 PM (7 items)
Discussion, Instructions and Possible
Adoption

30

Appointed Officials' Proposed Policies and Procedure
Guidelines -BCTF Recommendation

Public Hearing

30

FY 2022 Budget Public Hearing

Public Hearing

60

Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Public Hearing

Adoption

20

Approve Planning Commission's Annexation Plan for Release
for Mayor and Council Public Hearing Associated with
Annexation Petition ANX2000-00146 (King Buick)

Discussion and Instructions

30

Discussion and Instructions to Staff on Further Actions for
Zoning Text Amendment Application TXT2019-00254 –
Regarding Requirements for Accessory Buildings and Structures
in Residential Zones; Mayor and Council of Rockville, Applicants

Discussion and Instructions

30

Discussion and Instructions to Staff on Further Actions on
Zoning Text Amendment TXT2019-00255, to Allow for Accessory
Dwelling Units in Accessory Buildings on Properties with Single
Unit Detached Dwellings; Mayor and Council of Rockville,
Applicants
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Meeting : 03/22/21 07:00 PM (6 items)
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Future Agendas
As of 03/01/2021
5

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category

Resolution to Approve Amendments to the Sediment Control
and Stormwater Management Regulations So as to Develop a
New Category of Stormwater Facilities Not Approved During
Development Review, But Eligible for Stormwater Utility Fee
Credit

3 HR 25 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Meeting : 4/19/21 07:00 PM (2 items)
Worksession
Work Session

90

FY 2022 Mayor and Council Budget Worksession

Work Session

90

Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Worksession

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category

3 HRS 00 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Meeting : 4/26/21 07:00 PM (5 items)
Discussion

60

Part-Two Discussion of Personnel Polices and Procedures
Manual

Discussion, Instructions and Possible
Adoption

30

Discussion and Instructions to Staff on Project Plan PJT201800010, a Request to Amend an Existing Planned Development
to Allow a Retail and Office Center at the Southeast Corner of
the Intersection of Rockville Pike and Edmonston Drive, Known
as 900 Rockville Pike; Joel Danshes, Applicant

Presentation

20

Presentation of the Environmental Excellence Awards by the
Environment Commission

Discussion and Instructions

20

Discussion and Instruction on Pesticide Practices and Policy
Options for the City

Discussion and Instructions

60

White Tailed Deer Report

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)
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Consent

3 HRS 10 MINS
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Future Agendas
As of 03/01/2021

Title

Meeting : 05/03/21 07:00 PM (9 items)
Adoption

5

Adoption

5

Adoption

5

Adoption of a Resolution to Establish the Equivalent Residential
Unit Rate to be Used in Calculating the Stormwater
Management Utility Fee Pursuant to Chapter 19 Entitled
"Sediment Control and Stormwater Management" of the
Rockville City Code; and to Establish a Fee for Application for a
Credit Against the Stormwater Management Utility Fee for
Private Stormwater Management Facilities.

Adoption

5

Adoption of a Resolution to Establish the Service Charge Rate
for Municipal Refuse Collection

Adoption

5

Adoption of a Resolution to Close Completed Capital
Improvements Program Projects

Introduction and Possible Adoption

10

Third Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report

Adoption

5

Work Session

90

Introduction, and Possible Adoption, or FY 2021 Budget
Amendment (Amendment #3)
Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session

Authorization

60

Short-Term Residential Rentals Authorization of ZTA

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category

Adoption of an Ordinance to Amend Chapter 24 Entitled
"Water, Sewers and Sewage Disposal, " Article III, "Rates and
Charges" So as to Establish the Water and Sewer Usage Charges
and Water and Sewer Ready to Serve Charges for Fiscal Years
2022 through 2024
Adoption of an Ordinance to Appropriate Funds and Levy Taxes
for Fiscal Year 2022

3 HRS 10 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)
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Category

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Meeting : 05/10/21 07:00 PM (5 items)
Update

30

Volunteer Program Update

Discussion, Instructions & Possible
Introduction
Discussion, Instructions and Possible
Adoption

30

2021 Voluntary Rent Guidelines and MPDU Rent Schedule

30

Framing Resolution for Racial Equity and Social Justice
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Future Agendas
As of 03/01/2021
45

Public Hearing

20

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category

2 HRS 35 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time

Neighborhood Shopping Centers - Mechanisms to Encourage
Revitalization
Public Hearing on Project Plan Application PJT2020-00012, a
Request to Allow Up to 350 Multifamily Units Instead of Office
Development on an Undeveloped Property Within the
Fallsgrove Planned Development (PD) at 1800 Research
Boulevard; Key West Center Fallsgrove LLC, Applicants

Title

Meeting : 05/17/21 07:00 PM (2 items)
Work Session

90

Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Plan Work Session

Public Hearing

30

Public Hearing on Annexation Petition ANX2020-00146 (King
Buick)

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

2 HRS 00 MINS
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Public Hearing Speaker and Comments List
Monday, March 1, 2021
Public Hearing
FY 2022 Budget
Name
1.

2.

Speaker by Computer
And Written Comments
Michael B. Rubin
Speaker by Computer
George Sushinsky

Address
Phone Number/Email
301-294-2619
Meng58musicdncr@yahoo.com
gsushinsky@yahoo.com

3.

Speaker by Computer
Stephanie Pankiewick

Stephanie.pankiewicz@gmail.com

4.

Speaker by Computer
And Written Comments
Mike Stein
Speaker by Computer
And Written Comments
Allison Bailey
Written Comments
Brian Van Fossen
President
Rockville FOP Lodge
117

240-447-2327
mkstn5@me.com

Written Comments
Ti Lin
Written Comments
Bob Wright

Fitz Resident
TiLin<2313rock@gmail.com
209 Watts Branch Parkway
301-807-8261
bobwright0130@gmail.com

Written Comments
James Hedrick

jamesjhedrick@gmail.com

5.

6.

6.
7.

8.

717-676-2015
emilyabailey5@gmail.com
bvanfossen@rockvillemd.gov

